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Abstract
The glycine receptor (GlyR) is an inhibitory neurotransmitter-gated ion
channel found mainly in the brainstem and spinal cord. Alternative splicing results in
2 isoforms of the GlyR a3 subunit denoted as short (S) and long (L), which differ by
15 amino acids in the second intracellular loop (residues 358-372). The GlyR a3L has
a significantly decreased potency for glycine and a significantly reduced rate and
extent of desensitisation that was no longer voltage-sensitive. The underlying
molecular basis for these differences was investigated using whole-cell patch-clamp
recording from wild-type and mutant rat GlyR a3 subunits expressed in human
embryonic kidney (HEK) cells. Residues 365-372 were important in reducing the
potency of glycine as their substitution or deletion resulted in a 2-3-fold increase in
glycine potency. These residues were also important determinants of the slower
desensitisation rate of the GlyR a3L, their deletion increasing the rate of
desensitisation 3-fold. The presence of the charged residues lysine (K) 365, arginine
(R) 368 or aspartate (D) 371 with the remaining residues between 365-372 substituted
by alanines produced GlyRs with a 2-4-fold increase in the potency of glycine
compared to that at the GlyR a3L. Therefore, the remaining residues between 365372 are involved in producing the lower potency of glycine at the GlyR a3L. The
presence of all three charged residues restored slow desensitisation to the GlyR a3L.
A combination of charged residues are important determinants for the differing
desensitisation properties of the GlyR a3L but are not responsible for lowering the
potency of glycine. The large intracellular loop is implicated in the pharmacological
and kinetic properties of the GlyR a3. The increased specialisation of the GlyR a3
may be of functional importance for glycinergic neurotransmission in various regions
of the central nervous system including auditory, retinal and spinal cord neurones.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Section 1
1.1.1

Introduction to glycine

Glycine the neurotransmitter
The amino acid glycine was first implicated in inhibitory neurotransmission on

the basis of analysis of its distribution in the spinal cord (Aprison & Werman, 1965).
Autoradiographical studies later confirmed the location of glycine in the spinal cord
(Hokfelt & Ljungdahl, 1971). Inhibitory neurotransmission was known to cause
postsynaptic membrane hyperpolarisation (Araki et al, 1961) which counteracted the
depolarising effect of sodium ion influx through sodium channels thus inhibiting the
propagation of action potentials (Betz et al, 2000). Functional studies on spinal and
motomeurons discovered that glycine had a hyperpolarising action upon the
membrane (Curtis et al, 1967; Werman et al, 1967). This action was due to an
increase in the chloride conductance of the neuronal membrane (Curtis et al, 1968a;
Curtis et al, 1968b).
Presynaptic glycine is derived from metabolic precursors and reuptake of the
neurotransmitter at the synapse (Daly et al, 1976; Legendre, 2001a). In the cytosol it
is concentrated into small clear synaptic vesicles by the vesicular inhibitory amino
acid transporter (VIAAT; (Laube et al, 2002). Excitation of the nerve terminal by
depolarisation causes a calcium dependent fusion of these vesicles with the
presynaptic membrane releasing glycine into the synaptic cleft (Betz et al, 2000).
Glycine then binds to and opens postsynaptic glycine receptors (GlyRs) which allow
the influx of chloride ions into the postsynaptic cell (Laube et al, 2002). The increase
in chloride ion flux hyperpolarizes the postsynaptic membrane inhibiting neuronal
firing (Laube et al, 2002). Glycine is rapidly cleared from the synaptic cleft by re
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uptake via sodium-and-chloride coupled glycine transporters located in the
presynaptic (GlyT2; (Liu et al, 1993; Lopez-Corcuera et al, 2001) and glial (GlyTl;
(Guastella et al, 1992; Lopez-Corcuera et al, 2001) plasma membranes.
Glycine can also act as an excitatory neurotransmitter in neonatal neurons due
to a more positive chloride equilibrium potential (Wang et al, 1994; Laube et al,
2002), Therefore in neonates, GlyR activation produces Cl' efflux which produces a
depolarisation of the neuronal plasma membrane and subsequent opening of voltagegated Ca^^ channels (Reichling et al, 1994). Following birth, the chloride equilibrium
potential shifts in a hyperpolarizing direction as a result of Cl' extrusion by the KV Cl'
transporter KCC2 whose expression is upregulated at postnatal day 10 (Rivera et al,
1999).

1.1.2

The glycine receptor (GlyR)

1.1.2.1 Identification

The glycine receptor was the first neurotransmitter receptor to be isolated from
the mammalian brain (Pfeiffer & Betz, 1981; Pfeiffer et al, 1982; Graham et al,
1985; Becker et al, 1986). The receptor was identified by ligand binding studies
using radiolabelled strychnine (Young & Snyder, 1973). The convulsant alkaloid
strychnine was found to potently and selectively antagonise spinal inhibitory
neurotransmission produced by glycine (Curtis & Johnston, 1970; Curtis et al, 1971;
Young & Snyder, 1973). In the whole animal strychnine caused motor disturbances,
increased muscle tone and hyperactivity of sensory, visual and acoustic perception
with higher doses causing convulsions and death (Laube et a l , 2002).
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1.1.2.2 Protein chemistry

The interaction of strychnine and the GlyR is characterized by a dissociation
constant of [^H] strychnine binding from the purified GlyR in the nanomolar range
(Pfeiffer et al, 1982). The high affinity of this interaction provided a tool for receptor
purification. The electrophoresis of affinity-purified GlyRs revealed three distinct
polypeptides (Pfeiffer et al., 1982). Two of these were glycosylated integral proteins
of 48 kDa and 56 kDa, subsequently termed GlyR a and p subunits respectively
(Pfeiffer et al, 1982; Langosch et al, 1988). The third polypeptide was a 93-kDa
cytoplasmic protein named gephyrin. Radioligand binding studies have shown that
glycine and strychnine bind to the isolated GlyR a subunits (Graham et al, 1983;
Graham et al, 1985). The interaction of strychnine with the GlyR a subunit is
competitive with the agonist binding site (Young & Snyder, 1974).

1.1.2.3 Subunits
The GlyR a and P subunits share strong complementary DNA (cDNA)
sequence homology (Grenningloh et al, 1987; Grenningloh et al, 1988; Grenningloh
et al, 1990a) with their overall sequence identity close to 50 %. The sequences of
these GlyR subunits also show considerable sequence homology to the subunits of
members of the group I ligand-gated ion channel superfamily (LGIC) of receptors
(Betz, 1990). This family of receptors also includes the nicotinic acetylcholine
receptor (nAChR), serotonin type-3 receptor (5-HT]), y-aminobutyric acid type A
(GABAa) and type C (GABAc) receptors. These ligand-gated receptors are believed
to originate from common ancestral genes (Grenningloh et al, 1987; Schofield et al,
1987; Betz, 1990).
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Several structural motifs are conserved throughout this superfamily including
a dicysteine motif (Cys-loop) in the large hydrophilic N-terminal domain. The Cysloop motif is thought to stabilize the subunit tertiary structure (Vannier & Triller,
1997) and contains potential glycosylation sites which protrude into the synaptic cleft
(Triller et al, 1985). All subunits share the same topology consisting of a large
extracellular N-terminal domain of about 200 amino acids, 4 hydrophobic
transmembrane (TM 1-4) domains and a short extracellular domain (Jentsch et al,
2002 ).

1.1.2.4 General Distribution

The distribution of glycinergic neurons and terminals has been extensively
been studied using autoradiography (Lynch, 2004). The distribution of [^H]strychnine
binding sites was found to agree with the known distribution of endogenous glycine in
the central nervous system (CNS; (Uhr & Sneddon, 1972) with the majority of GlyRs
of the CNS located in the postsynaptic membrane. The density of GlyRs was found to
be highest in the grey matter of the lower brain stem and of the spinal cord. (Aprison
& Werman, 1965; Young & Snyder, 1973; Triller et al, 1987; Vannier & Triller,
1997; Lynch, 2004). GlyRs were most abundant in areas of primary sensory and
acoustic processing - the spinal dorsal horn, dorsal column nuclei and dorsal cochlear
nucleus (Araki et al, 1988). Glycine is also contained in neurones of the retina in a
subtype of amacrine cells (Haverkamp et al, 2003). GlyRs are found on bipolar cells,
other amacrine cells and ganglion cells that receive glycinergic synapses from
amacrine cells (Sassoe-Pognetto et al, 1994).
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GlyR have also been found in other organs of the body including the adrenal
gland (Yadid et al, 1995), kidney (Miller & Schnellmann, 1994), liver (Ikejima et al,
1997) and sperm (Meizel, 1997; Harvey et al, 2000).

1.1.2.5 Receptor isoforms and their distribution

Besides the a l subunit, molecular cloning studies have confirmed the
existence of other forms of the GlyRs a subunits. Homology screening of human
foetal and rat brain cDNA have isolated two additional a-subunits, the a2
(Grenningloh et al, 1990b) and a3 (Kuhse et al, 1990b). More recently a fourth
alpha subunit (a4) has been identified in the mouse and chick (Matzenbach et al,
1994; Harvey et al, 2000). Each isoform of the GlyR a subunit (a 1-4) is encoded for
by their own gene GLRAl-4 (Grenningloh et al, 1990b; Nikolic et al, 1998;
Matzenbach et al, 1994). To date only a single p subunit gene has been identified
(Handford et al, 1996).
Historically, studies of messenger RNA (mRNA) found that there were two
types of GlyRs encoded by mRNAs of different sizes and that their expression was
developmentally regulated (Akagi & Miledi, 1988). These data also suggested that
subunits of GlyR had significant homology within their primary structure and may
have evolved from a common ancestor receptor polypeptide (Pfeiffer et al, 1984).
In situ experiments have revealed that the GlyR a subunits 1-3 and p subunit
genes exhibit distinct patterns of spatial and temporal expression in the spinal cord,
brain stem and higher brain (Malosio et al, 1991b; Sato et al, 1991; Sato et al, 1992;
Fujita et al, 1991; Watanabe & Akagi, 1995). The GlyR a l subunit was found to be
abundant in the neonatal CNS whereas the a l and a3 subunit genes were mainly
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expressed postnatally (Singer et al, 1998; Betz et al, 2000). Expression of this
neonatal subtype of GlyR is transient, being replaced within 2 weeks after birth by the
predominant a l subunit adult subtype (Malosio et al, 1991b; Singer et al, 1998).
Several monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) have been raised against affinitypurified GlyRs (Pfeiffer et al, 1984) and have been used to examine the localisation
of GlyRs in immunocytochemical studies (Lynch, 2004).
The use of these antibodies, along with a lower strychnine binding affinity and
slightly higher molecular weight (49 kDa) of the GlyR a2 subunit, helped uncovered
the existence of a temporal distribution of GlyR subtypes during postnatal
development of the rat spinal cord (Becker et al, 1988).
The GlyR a l subunit is expressed in the spinal cord, brainstem, cerebellar
deep nuclei, hypothalamus and colliculi (Malosio et al, 1991b). This subunit is found
mainly within the nuclei of the brain stem responsible for general motor and
somatosensory systems as well as auditory, vestibular and reticular formations.
The GlyR a2 subunit is predominately embryonic and is present in brain
areas including the telencephalon, diencephalons, midbrain and spinal cord. As
previously stated the transcription of GlyR a2 subunits is transient and levels are only
maintained for a few days following birth. The GlyR a l subunit does exist in adult
brain regions though at much lower expression levels though it has been reported to
disappear from the spinal cord (Malosio et al, 1991b; Sato et al, 1992). The high
levels of GlyR a l subunit mRNA in the embryonic CNS, compared to other
transcripts, has led to the suggestion that they form homomeric receptors (Hoch et al,
1989). The functional properties of the homomeric GlyR a l subunits expressed in
Xenopus oocytes have been found to more closely represent those of native GlyRs in
embryonic spinal neurons than those of the adult (Takahashi et al, 1992) though this
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may be due to the greater variety of GlyR proteins postnatally. However, immature
GlyRs have also been suggested to consist of GlyR a2/p subunit heteromers
(Legendre, 2001a).
The GlyR a3 subunit is found mainly in the infralimbic system, hippocampal
complex and cerebellar granular layer and is detected at low levels in the spinal cord
(Kuhse et al, 1990b; Malosio et al, 1991b). Recently the GlyR a3 subunit has been
identified in a subtype of amacrine cells in the mouse retina (Haverkamp et al, 2003)
and has been suggested to be the most abundant GlyR subunit present (Haverkamp et
al, 2004). The GlyR a3 subunit has also been found to be distinctly expressed in the
dorsal horn of the spinal cord where it has been found to be an important target for
pain sensitisation (Harvey et al, 2004). Recently, further study has elucidated that the
GlyR a3 subunit is involved in the modulation of moderate inflammatory acetic acidinduced pain responses but not in formalin-induced or neuropathic pain (Racz et a l ,
2005).The GlyR a4 subunit has been discovered in the embryonic sympathetic
nervous system, spinal cord and male genital ridge (Harvey et al, 2000).
The GlyR p subunit gene is ubiquitously expressed throughout the CNS and
is even found in areas of the brain thought to be devoid of GlyR a 1-3 subunit
transcripts (Fujita et al, 1991; Malosio et al, 1991b). GlyR p subunit mRNA is
present in both embryonic and adult brain (Grenningloh et al, 1990a; Fujita et al,
1991; Malosio et al, 1991b).
Gephyrin is a nonglycosylated peripheral membrane protein located
intracellularly (Schmitt et al, 1987). Gephyrin is expressed widely in the brain
(Kirsch & Betz, 1993). Gephyrin is also essential for the biosynthesis of the
molybdenum cofactor required for the activity of molybdoenzymes (Feng et al, 1998;
Stallmeyer et al, 1999; Ramming et al, 2000).
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1.1.3

GlyR clustering and gephyrin

1.1.3.1 Synaptic GlyR clusters

GlyRs are densely clustered within postsynaptic specializations in spinal cord
neurons which appear as characteristic puncta in immunofluorescence labelling
studies (Triller et al, 1985). The formation of these clusters is regulated by the
submembrane protein scaffold (Legendre, 2001a) with the size of the cluster varying
greatly and may reflect synaptic verse extrasynaptic clusters. The accumulation of
GlyRs at these sites has been found to be prevented by strychnine, the receptors
instead forming intracellular aggregates, possibly in endosomes (Kirsch & Betz, 1998;
Levi et al, 1998). A recent study has indicated that strychnine does not destabilize the
postsynaptic receptor but triggers its disappearance by a ‘nondegradative
sequestration of newly synthesized molecules in a nonendocytic compartment’
(Rasmussen et al, 2002). It has been proposed that strychnine acts upon a population
of newly synthesized GlyRs destined for synapses, preventing the intercellular
delivery to postsynaptic clusters (Rasmussen et al, 2002). The treatment of neurons
with tetrodotoxin or L-type Ca^^-channel blockers has also been found to prevent the
postsynaptic accumulation of GlyRs (Kirsch & Betz, 1998; Levi et al, 1998)
suggesting that the accumulation of GlyRs is activity dependent.
It has been suggested that both GlyR function and postsynaptic Ca^^ influx are
required for receptor clustering (Kneussel & Betz, 2000). The excitatory action of
glycine in embryonic neurons may therefore be required for early synaptogenesis
(Kneussel & Betz, 2000). Inhibitory receptor clustering is believed to begin vsdth both
GlyR-triggered Ca^^ influx and the activation of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K;
Kneussel & Betz, 2000). The afferent neuron has been proposed to have an important
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role in providing a source of transmitter that leads to the recruitment and
concentration of receptors at synaptic sites through GlyR activation (Moss & Smart,
2001). The continued function of GlyRs is not required for the maintenance of these
clusters once formed at the postsynaptic membrane (Rasmussen et al, 2002).

1.1.3.2 Gephyrin

During embryonic development gephyrin accumulates at developing
postsynaptic sites before the GlyR (Bechade et al, 1996). The blockade of gephyrin
synthesis using antisense probes or by gene knockout prevents the clustering of GlyRs
at synapses (Kirsch et al, 1993; Feng et al, 1998).
Studies of transiently expressed GlyRs in mammalian cells has shown
that GlyR p subunits, but not a subunits, are targeted to intracellular gephyrin
aggregates (Kirsch et al, 1995). Gephyrin binds to an 18 amino acid residue binding
motif in the intracellular loop of the GlyR p subunit between TM3 and TM4 (Meyer
et al, 1995; Kneussel et al, 1999b). Insertion of this binding motif into the amino
acid sequences of GABAaR, NMDA receptor and the green fluorescent protein (GFP)
routes these proteins to intracellular gephyrin aggregates upon cotransfection (Meyer
et al, 1995; Kins et al, 1999; Kneussel et al, 1999b). The core binding motif may
form an imperfect amphipathic helix with binding mediated by hydrophobic resides
on one side of the structure (Kneussel et al, 1999b). It has recently been found that
residues 496-654 of gephyrin bind to the GlyR p subunit with 2 p subunits binding to
each gephyrin domain (Schrader et al, 2004).
Gephyrin also binds to tubulin with a high affinity and is able to link GlyRs to
microtubules at a ratio of approximately 1 receptor to 4 microtubules (Kirsch et al,
1991). The interaction of gephyrin and the cytoskeleton was verified by the use of
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agents which disrupt the organisation neuronal microtubules and microfilaments for
example, demecolcine and cytochalasin D (Kirsch & Betz, 1995). Homomeric GlyRs
have been discovered to cluster at the cell surface independently of gephyrin (Meier et
al, 2000). It has been suggested that homomeric GlyR accumulation at synapses
might depend on interactions between newly synthesized GlyRs and existing GlyR
complexes (Meier et al, 2000). These properties anchor GlyRs to the cytoskeleton
and promote their clustering in the postsynaptic membrane (Schrader et al, 2004).
The interactions of gephyrin are not however limited to the GlyR. This protein is also
associated with the formation of other synaptic receptors, mediating cluster formation
of G A B A aR s which contain a l and y2 subunits (Essrich et al, 1998; Kneussel et al,
1999a; Levi et al, 1999).

1.1.4

GlyR assembly
The quaternary structure of GlyR has been found to be homologous to that of

the nAChR and G A B A a receptors. These receptors are hetero-oligomeric proteins
composed of homologous subunits (Griffon et al, 1999). Crosslinking experiments
have shown that most GlyRs are pentameric proteins (Langosch et al, 1988). Adult
GlyR in the spinal cord are heteromers with an invariant stoichiometry of 3:2 for a
and P subunits (Langosch et al, 1988). The embryonic GlyRs however are homomers
consisting of five a l subunits (Hoch et al, 1989; Takahashi et al, 1992).
All GlyR a subunits can assemble into functional homo-pentameric channels
upon heterologous expression in Xenopus oocytes or in mammalian cells (Schmieden
et al, 1989; Schmieden et al, 1992; Sontheimer et al, 1989; Grenningloh et al,
1990b; Kuhse et al, 1990a; Kuhse et al, 1990b; Akagi et al, 1991; Fucile et al.
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1999). GlyRs assembled from different a subunits can contain variable a subunit
ratios (Kuhse et al, 1993).
GlyR p subunits do not form functional homomers and were originally
believed to have a merely structural role (Grenningloh et al, 1990a). There is
however a marked increase in glycine-activated currents upon coexpression of a and
P subunits in comparison to a subunits alone (Pribilla et al, 1992; Bormann et al,
1993). The ability of the p subunit to promote heteromeric GlyR expression has been
used to analyse the stoichiometry of channel formation by the expression of mutated
and chimeric subunits (Kuhse et al, 1993; Griffon et al, 1999).
There are several motifs or ‘assembly boxes’ that govern the ability of GlyR a
subunits to form homomers. These assembly boxes are short sequences in which
amino acid sequences diverge between a and p subunits in the extracellular Nterminal (Kuhse et al, 1993). The important residues within these sequences have
been further defined and are required in combination for the formation of homooligomeric GlyR channels (Griffon et al, 1999; Lynch, 2004). Replacement of these
motifs in the p subunit for those in the a l results in the loss of the fixed 3:2
stoichiometry in a/p oligomers (Kuhse et al, 1993). These boxes permit either
homomeric expression or fixed stoichiometry in a mutually exclusive manner (Kuhse
e ta l, 1993).
Only those glycoprotein oligomers assembled in the correct stoichiometry in
the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) have access to the Golgi apparatus where they are
sorted and subsequently delivered to the plasma membrane (Vannier & Triller, 1997).
Once at the plasma membrane the intracellular polypeptide gephyrin binds to the p
subunit, which anchors GlyRs at postsynaptic sites.
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1.1.5 Alternative splicing
Alternative splicing of primary gene transcripts increases the diversity of GlyR
a subunits. Two isoforms of a l originate from alternative splice acceptor site
selection at the third exon which encodes for the cytoplasmic loop between TM3 and
TM4 (Malosio et al, 1991a). This causes an additional

8

amino acids (SPMLNLFQ)

to appear within the intracellular loop close to TM4 hence this variant is named a l'" \
These isoforms had similar functional properties and have been found in the rat
(Malosio et al, 1991a), human (Ryan et al, 1994) and mouse (Shiang et al, 1993).
This insert includes a serine residue, which represents a potential phosphorylation site
for cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA) which may allow functional modulation of
the a l subunit (Vannier & Triller, 1997).
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A

B

Figure 1.1. Top view representations of the GlyR subunits.
A, Possible arrangement and stoichiometry of the pentameric heteromeric GlyR a/p.
B, Arrangement of the 4 transmembrane domains of each GlyR subunit. The pore
forming TM2 is indicated by filled black circle.
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Three variants of a l have been identified to date. Two are cDNA variants
named a2A and a2B and are generated by alternative splicing of two homologous
exons in the rat, mouse and human a l subunit genes (Kuhse et al, 1991; Matzenbach
et al, 1994; Cummings et al, 1998). These splice variants differ by 2 amino acid
substitutions in the large extracellular N-terminal domain (V85I and T 8 6 A in the rat;
(Kuhse et al, 1991). Both isoforms have similar distribution during development
though a l A mRNA is expressed at higher densities. Expression of both decreases
during brain development, a l A becoming undetectable in the adult brain where as
a2B is still present (Kuhse et al, 1991). GlyR agonists (glycine, p-alanine and
taurine) have recently been found to have a significantly higher potency in the GlyR
a2B subunit compared to the GlyR a l A subunit (Miller et al, 2004).
Homology screening discovered another a l variant named al*. This isoform
differs from other a l subunits by the substitution of glutamate for a glycine residue at
position 167 (Kuhse et al, 1990a). This receptor is not generated by alternative
splicing but is believed to be an allelic variant of the a l A gene, however it has been
suggested that the al* isoform may be a reverse transcription error (Betz et al,
2000). This substitution confers pharmacological differences upon the receptor. The
receptors’ affinity for glycine is 40-fold lower and has a 500-fold lower sensitivity for
strychnine (Kuhse et al, 1990a). This subunit was initially thought to represent the
main embryonic isoform which possesses a lower affinity for strychnine (Becker et
al, 1988). However, this is presently thought unlikely as GlyRs with a lower affinity
for glycine or strychnine are absent from developing and juvenile CNS (Tapia &
Aguayo, 1998; Singer gr a/., 1998).
Two alternative splice variants of the a3 subunit have been detected by
homology screening of a human foetal brain cDNA library (Nikolic et al, 1998).
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These variants have been named a3L, which possesses a 15 amino acid insert
(TEAFALEKFYRFSDM) in the postulated intracellular loop, and a3S which lacks
the insert. These isoforms have been shown to exhibit differing desensitisation
kinetics, with a3L desensitising at a lower rate (Nikolic et al, 1998; see 1.3.5.3 Molecular basis of desensitisation - TM3-TM4 loop). Recently, a new isoform of
GlyR a3 has been identified which is produced by RNA editing of residue P I85 to a
lysine residue (Meier et al, 2005). This isoform exhibits an increased glycine
potency.

Section 2
1.2.1

Structure and function of the GlyR

Topology
The classical model of 4 hydrophobic transmembrane domains (TM) has

recently been under investigation. The current topological model is characterized by a
large extracellular N-terminal domain, 4 TM regions and a large cytoplasmic loop
between TM3 and TM4 (Devillers-Thiery et al, 1993; Karlin & Akabas, 1995; Betz,
1990). These transmembrane domains are believed to be a-helices and were
suggested by hydrophobicity plots of the sequences of ligand-gated ion channels.
However, several studies of the nAChR have predicted the presence of a-helix
and p-structure within the membrane (Gome-Tschelnokow et al, 1994; Unwin, 1995;
le Novere et al, 1999). Recent studies of the GlyR have shown that some of the TM
domains are too short to be purely a-helices (Leite et al, 2000; Cascio, 2004). It has
been suggested that the GlyR TMl and TM3 domains contain P-sheet while the TM2
and TM4 domains are entirely a-helical in structure (Cascio et al, 2001). The large
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N-terminal domain has been suggested to be associated with the plasma membrane as
certain regions have been found to partition with the membrane (Leite et al., 2000). A
novel topographical model has been proposed which includes TMl folded as an odd
number of membrane-spanning p strands, TM2 as an amphipathic channel lining ahelix, TM3 as a mixed membrane-spanning structure with partial helical nature (at
least 55 residues) and TM4 as a membrane-spanning a-helix (Leite & Cascio, 2001;
Cascio, 2004).
Problems with putative topology predictions by sequence analysis have been
found in other receptors such as the glutamate receptor where the putative TM2
domain was found not to span the membrane but to actually form a re-entrant loop
(Hollmann et al, 1994). The membrane-embedded portions of membrane proteins
with multiple TM domains may be shorter and more flexible than first thought
(Hamasaki et al, 2002). These may provide the structural backbone which underlies
the allosteric mechanisms required for channel gating (Cascio, 2004).

1.2.2

Ligand binding site
Photoaffinity labelling experiments discovered that the ligand binding site was

found exclusively on the a subunit (Graham et al, 1981; Graham et al, 1983; Pfeiffer
et al, 1982; Graham et al, 1985), localized to the N-terminal (Grenningloh et al,
1987) between amino acids 170 and 220 (Ruiz-Gomez et al, 1990).
Originally the model for the ligand binding domains of ionotropic receptors
with a common architecture (the LGIC superfamily) was called the 3 loop model
(Devillers-Thiery et al, 1993). This model was extended to include the GlyR binding
pocket of agonists and competitive antagonist binding with the 3 distinct extracellular
regions associating to form the ligand binding structure (Rajendra et al, 1997).
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More recently the model for LGICs ligand binding has been expanded to
discrete locations called ‘binding loops’ (Corringer et al, 2000). The

6

6

loop model

was identified by the combination of electron micrographs and data provided by
pbotolabelling, protein modification and site-directed mutagenesis (Absalom et al,
2004). Loops (or domains) A, B and C are located on the a subunit and are called the
‘principal component’ and these were the original loops of the 3 loop model (Figure
1.2). Loops D, E and F form the ‘complementary component’ on the adjacent subunit
(Corringer et al, 1995; Lynch, 2004).
Mutation of the residues of domain A (193, N102), B (FI 59, G160 and Y161)
and C (L200, Y202 and T204) in the GlyR a l subunit are proposed to be important
for ligand binding, discrimination between glycine and p-amino acids, antagonist
(strychnine) binding and agonist efficacy (Lynch, 2004).
The agonist and antagonist binding sites are thought to be conformationally
discrete but overlapping sites (O'Connor et al, 1996), with the antagonist site
overlapping the agonist binding loops (Vannier & Triller, 1997). This reflects the
small size of the glycine molecule such that its binding sites need to be in close
proximity, whereas the larger strychnine molecule would occupy a substantially larger
area. Differences in the pharmacology of the GlyR a subunits are thought to be due to
variations

in

the

amino

acid

sequences
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of

their

N-terminal

domains.

Figure 1.2. Schematic representation of the transmembrane topology of the human
GlyR a l subunit showing the location of residues important for ligand binding.
Ligand-binding site residues (filled orange circles): Loop A - 193, W94, N102 and E l03;
Loop B - FI59, G160 and Y161; Loop C - K200, Y202 and T204; Loop D - A52.
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Unlike GABAa and nACh receptors, the disulphide loop structure of GlyRs
formed by the disulphide bridging of Cysl38 and Cysl52 does not appear to
participate in agonist binding (Vandenberg et al, 1993), but may be involved in the
gating mechanism of the receptor pore (Schofield et al, 2003).

1.2.3

The gating mechanism of the GlyR
The intracellular TM1-TM2 loop and the extracellular TM2-TM3 loop have

been suggested to form ‘hinges’ that translate ligand-binding into a conformational
alteration of the pore region of the receptor (Lynch et al, 1997; Saul et al, 1999;
Breitinger et al, 2001). Many residues found to be important in signal transduction
have been identified due to naturally occurring mutations that are found in various
families suffering from genetic diseases of the GlyR called hyperekplexia. A
comprehensive study by Lynch et al. (1997) identified many of the effects of these
mutations and the contribution of additional residues. Residues were substituted for
alanine residues in order to cause minimal disruption of secondary structures and not
to introduce additional functional groups so as to ascertain the role of each residue.

1.2.3.1 Contribution o f residues in the TM1-TM2 loop and TM2 to receptor gating

Several mutations that cause hyperekplexia are situated in or close to TMl and
TM2. The mutation of these residues and those around them greatly alters the gating
of the GlyR a l subunit (see Figure 1.3 and Table 1.1).
The hyperekplexia mutation which substitutes 1244 in TMl for an asparagine
residue (Rees et al, 1994) results in a dramatic reduction in taurine efficacy turning it
into a partial agonist due to a disruption of allosteric transduction (Lynch et al, 1997).
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It was noted that this mutation greatly impairs receptor expression. In addition,
substitution of W243 or 1244 for an alanine residue was found to result in a
dramatically increased rate of desensitisation (Lynch et al, 1997).
The naturally occurring mutation P250T of the GLRAl is found in some
hyperekplexia families (Saul et al, 1994). The substitution of the proline residue at
position 250 of the GlyR a l subunit for a threonine residue (P250T) produces a
receptor with altered gating as exhibited by a greatly reduced maximum current,
increased desensitisation and a marked decrease in single-channel conductance (Saul
et al, 1999). The volume and charge of the residue at this position has been found to
be an important determinant of channel activation and desensitisation (Lynch et al,
1997; Breitinger et al, 2001).
The hyperekplexia mutation Q266H is located in the TM2 domain of the GlyR
a l (Milani et al, 1996). Substitution of this residue profoundly altered the channel
gating efficacy and opening times of the receptor even though the histidine side chain
does not directly interact with the pore of the receptor (Moorhouse et al, 1999). There
are no associated changes in the efficiency of agonist binding. It has been
hypothesised that the positively charged side chain of the histidine in close proximity
to the chloride ion makes channel opening less favourable causing the pore to be
locked closed (Tang et al, 2002). The GlyR agonists p-alanine and taurine are also
converted to weak partial agonists by the mutation (Castaldo et al, 2004).
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Figure 1.3. Schematic representation of the transmembrane topology of the human
GlyR a l subunit showing the location of residues important for receptor gating.
Residues whose mutation causes hyperekplexia (filled blue circles): R218Q, I244N,
P250T, V60M, Q266H, R271L/Q, K276E and Y279C. Residues involved in receptor
gating (filled green circles): T112, K143, D148, W243, M246, T258, L274, V277, S278
and K281.
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1.2.3.2 Contribution o f residues in the TM2-TM3 loop to receptor gating

Several mutations causing hyperekplexia are also present in the TM2-TM3
loop of the GlyR a l subunit and in addition several other residues in this region have
been found to alter receptor gating (see Figure 1.3 and Table 1.2).
The distribution of these residues throughout the TM2-TM3 loop has led to the
hypothesis that the ‘entire loop may be an important structural component of the
allosteric transduction mechanism’ (Lynch et al., 1997).
Experiments utilising the substituted cysteine accessibility method (SCAM)
can be used to identify and quantitate structural changes in receptor conformation in
different functional states (Karlin & Akabas, 1998). Receptor residues are substituted
by

cysteines,

these

are

then probed vsdth a cysteine-specific

derivative

(methanethiosulfonate) that covalently modifies the Cys residue. If receptor properties
are permanently altered the residues are assumed to be located at either the
extracellular aqueous assessable protein surface or the channel pore. The SCAM has
found that the surface accessibility of the TM2-TM3 loop (residues R271-K276)
increased as the channel transitioned from the closed state to the open state (Lynch et
al, 2001). The conformational changes to the TM2-TM3 loop (A272-P275) of GlyR
a l were found to be identical for both glycine and taurine (which behaves as a partial
agonist) leading to the suggestion that glycine exhibits its higher efficacy by an
increased ability to stabilize the open configuration (Han et al, 2004). An
investigation of the TM2-TM3 loop of the GlyR p subunit found that there was no
movement of its corresponding residues (A295-K300) and no alteration of the glycine
ECso value (Shan et al, 2003). The TM2-TM3 loop has been proposed to interact
with other GlyR residues in the N-terminal domain (Absalom et al, 2003; Schofield
et al, 2003).
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1.2.3.3 The contribution o f the N-terminal domain in combination with residues o f
the TM2-TM3 loop to receptor gating

The GlyR extracellular domain contains two disulphide bonds, one of which is
unique to the GlyR (C198-C209) and is involved in ligand binding (see 1.2.2 Ligand
binding site). The other is known as the signature Cys loop (C138-C152) and is a
structural motif present in all members of the LGIC superfamily of receptors.
The acidic aspartic acid residue (D) at position 148 in the GlyR a l subunit has
been shown to be a critical component of channel activation (Schofield et al, 2003;
Absalom et al, 2003). Mutation of this residue to the basic residue lysine (D148K)
greatly decreased glycine potency and converted taurine to a partial agonist (Schofield
et al, 2003; Absalom et al, 2003). The residue K143 has also been implicated in
channel gating though the presence of any charge appears more important than the
valency of that charge (Absalom et al, 2003).
Structural information of the extracellular domain has been accelerated by the
elucidation of the crystal structure of the acetylcholine binding protein (AChBP)
which provides a template on which to model the ligand-binding domain of LGICs
(Brejc et al, 2001). This protein is highly homologous (20-24% identity) to the Nterminal of nicotinic ACh receptor subunits (Colquhoun & Sivilotti, 2004). The
similarity of the nAChR to the GlyR allows structural inferences to be made on the Nterminal of the GlyR (Colquhoun & Sivilotti, 2004).
Loop 7 of AChBP corresponds to the conserved Cys-loop of LGICs and is
predicted to be oriented towards the transmembrane domains of the receptor where it
might interact with the TM2-TM3 loop (Dougherty & Lester, 2001; Kash et al,
2003).
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Charged residues appear important for gating as the startle mutations R271L/Q
and K276E in the TM2-TM3 loop both involve the substitution of a positively
charged residue. Mutations which reverse the charge of these residues in combination
v\ith D148K did not lead to a full recovery in receptor function (Schofield et al,
2003; Absalom et al, 2003). However, mutation of the homologous residues in the
GABAareceptor restored normal function (Kash et al, 2003).
This difference is believed to be due to structural differences between the
GABAa receptor and GlyR (Schofield et al, 2003). Kash and colleagues (2003) also
discovered that charged residues of loop

2

of the extracellular domain were involved

in the channel gating of the GABAa receptor. Loop

2

is a flexible loop also proposed

to be in a position to interact with the TM2-TM3 loop in LGICs (Dougherty & Lester,
2001). Investigation of the charged residues within loop 2 of the GlyR a l subunit
found that charge reversal mutation of residues E53 and D57 impaired channel
activation (Absalom et al, 2003). However, double reverse charge mutations, E53K:
K276E and D57K: K276E, did not recover receptor function (Absalom et al, 2003).
The direct electrostatic interactions proposed to be between the charged residues of
the TM2-TM3 loop and the charged residues in loop 7 and loop 2 of the extracellular
domain of the GABAa receptor do not appear to be present in the GlyR a l subunit
(Absalom et al, 2003).
It has been proposed that the TM2 domain extends beyond its predicted
extracellular end two additional helical turns of the TM2 domain (Bera et al, 2002).
This is consistent with the suggestion that GlyR contains a TM2-TM3 pocket that
binds with alcohols (Wick et al, 1998; see 1.4.1 GlyR modulators - Alcohols &
anaesthetics).
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The top of TM2 and the TM2-TM3 loop of nAChRs are thought to function
together and are known collectively as the M2-M3 linker (Miyazawa et al, 2003).
The current theory on the conformational changes that lead to nAChR channel
opening takes place in three stages;
i)

Agonist binding causes a rotation of part of the extracellular domain
around an axis that passes through the Cys-loop disulphide (Lester et
al, 2004).

ii)

This produces contact between loop 2 and the M2-M3 linker.

iii)

Rotation of the M2-M3 linker torques the TM2 opening the channel
(Miyazawa et al, 2003).

The emerging mechanism of signal transduction is that ligand binding is
coupled to channel activation via the interactions of membrane-proximal loops of the
extracellular domain with the surface loops that link the transmembrane domains of
the receptor (Cascio, 2004).

1.2.4

TM2 - the ion channel
The 18 amino acid a-helical second transmembrane domain (TM2) of the

pentameric GlyRs is believed to form the inner lining of receptor pore (Reddy et al,
1993; Bormann et al, 1993). There are believed to be two anion-binding sites within
the pore (Bormann et al, 1987; Bormann et al, 1993).
Studies of the low-resolution electron micrograph of the structurally analogous
Torpedo nAChR have indicated a central kink in the a-helix of TM2 (Unwin, 1995).
The channel gate is thought to be at the narrowest region of the pore towards the
intracellular surface of the membrane (Keramidas et al, 2002). Channel opening is
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believed to occur due to a rotation of TM2 which allows ion permeation through the
pore (Unwin, 1995).
It has been suggested that a conformational change in the upper half of the
TM2 weakens hydrophobic interactions which allows the channel pore to open
(Absalom et al, 2004). The amphipathic a-helix has hydrophilic side chains that
orientate towards the interior of the channel (Yushmanov et al, 2003). A polar
channel is required for ion flow across the membrane.
Rings of charged residues near the mouth of the channel affect the ion
selectivity of receptors of the LGIC superfamily. The TM2 of GlyR a subunits
contain the 2 charged residues R252 and R271 located at the intracellular and
extracellular flanks respectively. It had been suggested that these residues may confer
anion specificity to the receptor channel (Reddy et al, 1993). However, disruption of
the extracellular ring of charge had no effect on anion-cation selectivity (Rajendra et
al, 1994). Arginine 271 has been shown to be important for receptor activation as its
substitution, a naturally occurring mutation of GlyRs (Shiang et al, 1993),
dramatically reduces the ability of glycine to open the channel (Langosch et al, 1994;
Rajendra et al, 1994; see 1.2.3 Gating mechanism). Arginine 252 has also been
found to be substituted by a naturally occurring mutation in GlyRs (Vergouwe et al,
1999). This residue appears to be more important for the membrane insertion of the
receptor as its substitution abolishes GlyR expression on the cell membrane
(Langosch e/a/., 1993).
The GlyR TM2 also has a high content of uncharged polar amino acids such as
serine and threonine which have been suggested to form the hydrophilic Cl" channel
lining (Betz et al, 2000).
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The GlyR has a reported minimum pore diameter of 0.52 nm (Bormann et al,
1987). This value is similar that determined by measurement of the permeability of
different diameter sized anions though the native GlyRs in rat hippocampal neurons
(Fatima-Shad & Barry, 1993). Human recombinant a l homomeric and a l/p
heteromeric GlyRs have predicted comparable pore diameters of 0.53 and 0.52 nm
respectively (Bormann et al, 1993). Recombinant a2 homomers and a2/p GlyR have
slightly larger pores with diameters of 0.53 and 0.54 nm respectively (Rundstrom et
al, 1994). The relative anion permeability sequence of anions (their ability to pass
through the receptor) through glycine gated channels is SCN' > NO3' > T > Br' > CF >
F' (Bormann et al, 1987; Fatima-Shad & Barry, 1993). Single-channel conductances
(rate of ion transfer), measured in symmetrical 140 mM anion concentrations, are in
the sequence of CF > Br' > NO3' > F > SCN" > F" (Bormann et al, 1987; Fatima-Shad
& Barry, 1993). The near reversal in order of these sequences suggests the presence of
binding sites for ions within the channel pore (Bormann et al, 1987). The amino acid
sequences of the TM2 are identical for all the a subunits except for the residues at
position 254 which is a glycine residue in a l and an alanine residue in both a2 and
a3 (Rajendra et al, 1997). This residue has been discovered to be important for the
main-state conductance of the receptor (Bormann et al, 1993; see 1.3.2 Single
channel properties of GlyRs) and for sensitivity to cyanotriphenylborate (Rundstrom
et al, 1994; see 1.4.3 GlyR modulators - CTB).
The residue proline 250, which is highly conserved in anion-selective LGICs,
and residues A251 and T265, are important for anion selectivity (Keramidas et al,
2000; Keramidas et al, 2002; Moorhouse et al, 2002). Substituting these 3 residues
into the nAChR confers anion selectivity (Galzi et al, 1992). It has been suggested
that reside P250 may be important in positioning neighbouring residues and is a
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critical component of the protein surface near the inner mouth of the ion channel
(Breitinger & Becker, 2002). Deletion of this residue alone produces a larger pore
diameter which alters anion/cation permeability, leading to the suggestion that pore
size contributes to ion-charge selectivity (Lee et al, 2003).

1.2.4.1 The receptor pore

The current model of the nACh receptor pore is of a tapering water-filled pore
with a hydrophobic barrier at its mid-point (Miyazawa et al, 2003). The pore consists
of 18 amino acids flanked either side of the plasma membrane by the positively
charged arginine residues at positions 252 and 271. Residues G254, T258, T262,
Q266 and S270 compose a well-defined hydrophilic path that runs along the helical
surface of the pore at an angle o f-10-20 ° (Tang et al, 2002). The tilting of TM2 by a
mere 10 ° allows channel opening (Tang et al, 2002). Residues T258, T262, Q266
and possibly G254 provide aligned polar side-chains which produce the ion binding
rings along the channel but only when TM2 is tilted (Tang et al, 2002).

1.2.5

TM3-TM4 loop - the large intracellular loop
Another structural motif of the LGIC superfamily of receptors is a large

intracellular loop between TM3 and TM4. Spectroscopy studies of the TM3-4 loop
suggest it contains no a-helical structures (Breitinger et al, 2004).
The amino acid sequence in this region has the greatest sequence divergence
of all the members of the LGICs varying in size from 70 - 265 amino acids between
the various GlyR a subunits. The TM3-TM4 loop has been shown to contain regions
involved in the recognition and binding of various cytoplasmic proteins and
cytoskeletal-linking elements (Leite & Cascio, 2001). The TM3-TM4 loop of the
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GlyR p subunit contains the binding motif for gephyrin making this region important
for receptor assembly, clustering and targeting (see 1.1.3 GlyR clustering and
gephyrin).
The large intracellular loop of GlyRs also contains potential phosphorylation
sites for PKC, PKA and calcium-dependent calmodulin kinase II (Legendre, 2001a).
The serine residue at position 391 in the GlyR a l subunit phosphorylated by PKC
(Ruiz-Gomez et al, 1991; see 1.4.8 GlyR modulators - Phosphorylation).
The TM3-TM4 loop of the GlyR a l subunit also contains potential sites for
ubiquitination which acts as a signal for receptor internalisation and degradation
(Buttner et al, 2001).
Both the a l and a3 subunit receptors undergo alternative splicing of the TM3TM4 intracellular loop (Malosio et al, 1991a; Nikolic et al, 1998). The GlyR a l
subunit contains 82 amino acids (residues 311-392) while the splice variant al^®
contains an additional

8

amino acids. The insertion of these residues appears to

produce no functional differences (Malosio et al, 1991a). However, alternative
splicing of the GlyR a3 subunit resulting in the insertion of an additional 15 amino
acids has been found to greatly alter the desensitisation kinetics of the receptor
(Nikolic et al, 1998). This has implicated the TM3-TM4 loop as a site for the
modulation of receptor kinetics (see 1.3.5.3 A molecular basis for desensitisation).

Section 3
1.3.1

Kinetics of GlyR function

Introduction to receptor kinetics
The process of receptor activation involves properties of the ligand and the

receptor. The two main properties of the ligand molecule are its affinity for the initial
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binding reaction to the receptor complex and its efficacy, its ability to activate the
receptor once bound (Colquhoun, 1998). Classically a ligands’ affinity for a given
receptor was measured biochemically by binding experiments. However, binding
studies do not take into account the receptor conformational changes produced by the
ligand.
For ligand-gated ion channels these properties are termed binding and gating
for affinity and efficacy respectively. Affinity is a measure of the equilibrium between
the dissociation rate constant and the association rate constant. Division of the closing
rate (a) by the opening rate (p) gives a value of E, efficacy.
The ‘apparent affinity’ of an agonist for its receptor results from agonist
concentration required to produce 50 % of the maximal response, called the EC50.
Therefore alterations in the EC50 value reflect changes in either the binding or
gating of a receptor as it does not separate binding from receptor gating (Colquhoun,
1998; Colquhoun & Sivilotti, 2004).
Recently several studies of the homomeric GlyR a l subunit have shown that
the affinity of a ligand changes as a greater number of ligands become bound (Beato
et al, 2002; Beato et al, 2004). These differences are believed to be due to
‘cooperativity’ between agonist molecules that result from conformational changes
and are common to the function of many LGICs. These findings make the separation
of affinity and efficacy more difficult to separate.
Fitting of concentration-response curves with the Hill equation gives the Hill
coefficient (ny). The Hill equation does not however describe any known physical
mechanism (Colquhoun, 1998), The value of the Hill coefficient must be less than the
number of agonist molecules needed to activate the receptor (Colquhoun, 1998). The
Hill coefficient is altered by changes in receptor conformation and therefore changes
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as the cooperativity of ligand binding changes. If the binding reactions for individual
ligands have the same affinity (i.e. Ki=K2) cooperativity is produced by
conformational changes alone so a reduction in the Hill coefficient is due purely to an
impairment of gating (Colquhoun, 1998). If the affinity of the second ligand binding
reaction is lower than the affinity of the first binding affinity k_2 < k_i (negative
cooperativity between binding) the Hill coefficient is decreased. If k.2 > k.i (positive
cooperativity) the Hill coefficient is increased (Colquhoun, 1998). Therefore a
reduction in the Hill coefficient could also be due to a change in either binding or
gating. The cooperativity of binding must be unaltered in order to conclude that an
alteration in receptor gating has occurred.

1.3.2 Activation properties of GlyRs
1.3.2.1 Affinity

Photolysis of a caged inactive precursor of glycine generates free glycine and
has allowed the activation of the GlyR in less than a millisecond (Grewer, 1999). The
receptor association rate (k+i) of glycine for the homomeric GlyR a l expressed in
HEK 293 cells was found to be -1x10^ M ‘^s

with a dissociation rate (k.i) of

1900 s'^ (Grewer, 1999).
The initial agonist association rate can be used to measure the affinity of
agonists. This rate is equal to the rise time of sub-saturating doses, where the rise time
is determined by the rate of agonist binding. The association rates of glycine, palanine and taurine have been found be similar (Grewer, 1999; Lewis et al, 2003).
However, saturating doses of these agonists produced different maximum opening
rates, with glycine displaying a rise time 1.8 -fold faster than that of P-alanine and 3.9-
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fold faster than that of taurine (Lewis et al, 2003). These differences are due to the
rates of channel opening and/or closing.
The microscopic dissociation rates estimated from the analysis of opening
bursts found a rank order of taurine > P-alanine > glycine. As the association rates of
the agonists are similar, the differences in the dissociation rates of taurine and palanine are responsible for the rightward shifts seen in their concentration-response
curves (Lewis et al, 2003). Binding affinities of 160 pM, 360 pM and 460 pM on the
homomeric GlyR a l subunit have been estimated for glycine, P-alanine and taurine
respectively (Grewer, 1999; Lewis et al, 2003).

1.3.2.2 Efficacy
A recent study of homomeric GlyR a l subunits calculated efficacy values of
16, 8.4 and 3.4 for glycine, P-alanine and taurine respectively (Lewis et al, 2003).
The closing rates of the homomeric GlyR a l subunit was found to be intrinsic to the
receptor as they remained constant for differing agonists over various open states
(Lewis et al, 2003). The opening rates (P) however differed for each agonist and
were estimated from the rise times of a saturating dose of the agonist which relates to
a first order reaction between a fully liganded closed state and the open state (Lewis et
al, 2003). This compares to an efficacy for glycine of ~11 for the GlyR a l/p
(Legendre, 1998) and -250 for the homomeric GlyR a2 (Mangin et al, 2003).
The time courses of activation (rise time) of GlyR a l homomers and GlyR
a l/p heteromers were found to be dose dependent, decreasing with increasing glycine
concentrations (Mohammadi et al, 2003). The rise times of GlyR a l and GlyR a l/p
were almost identical, with values of 0.35 ms and 0.32 ms at 1 mM glycine
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respectively (Mohammadi et al, 2003). These data suggest that the GlyR p subunit
does not alter the opening rate of the GlyR.
At higher concentrations of glycine produce openings that are grouped into
clusters separated by long desensitisation intervals (Takahashi & Momiyama, 1991).
The sequence of channel open and shut times allowed the fitting of a receptor
activation model to the GlyR a l, which gave rate constants for binding and gating
steps (Beato et al, 2004). The binding affinity varied from 3200 p,M with a single
molecule of glycine bound and to 420 pM for 5 molecules bound. Efficacy increased
also from 0.4 with 1 molecule to a maximum of 43 with > 3 molecules of glycine
bound.
It was discovered that the time constants were concentration-independent
meaning that agonist-binding steps do not directly connect open states (Beato et al,
2004). The open states occur independently from differently liganded states of the
receptor (Beato et al, 2004).

1.3.3

Number of molecules required for activation of pentameric GlyR

1.3,3,1 Homomeric receptors

Beato and colleagues (2004) have calculated a Hill coefficient of 1.8 from the
Popen curve of the homomeric GlyR a l recorded in the cell-attached configuration
from HEK293 cells. In order to get a good fit of the Hill slope using a model with 5
binding sites for the homomeric GlyR a l, the model had to suppose that there was
little or no increase in efficacy after 3 glycine molecules had bound (Beato et al,
2004). Grewer (1999) fitted a sequential kinetic model, which varied the number of
occupied binding sites, to the rising phase of the homomeric GlyR a l and calculated
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the number of ligand binding sites required for activation to be > 3. Recently, Lewis
and colleagues (2003) also concluded that the homomeric GlyR a l required 3 bound
glycine molecules for activation.
Beato and colleagues (2002) have suggested that ‘any number of glycine
molecules 1-5 can open the channel though not with equal efficacy.’ They showed
that gating efficacy increased with an increasing number of glycine molecules
occupying up to 3 binding sites (Beato et al, 2004). This suggests that binding steps
are not identical and that glycine interacts with the receptor even when it is closed
(Beato et al, 2004). Association rate constants increase with increasing number of
glycine molecules from 1 to 3 which appears to show positive cooperativity (Beato et
al, 2004). It is possible that glycine molecules cause a change in the conformation of
the receptor by binding when the charmel is closed or there may be electrostatic
effects between the bound glycine molecules (Beato et al, 2004). It is possible that
the binding of the first glycine molecule influences subsequent bindings to the
homomeric GlyR a l (Beato et al, 2002; Beato et al, 2004). A possible reason for the
lack of increasing efficacy after the binding of three glycine molecules maybe that the
rotation of three of the five TM2 domains of the homomeric GlyR a I subunits which
breaks the side-to-side bonds in the hydrophobic gate, producing the maximum
efficacy for that agonist (Beato et al, 2004).

1.3.3.2 Heteromeric receptors

Analysis of the frequency distribution histograms of single-chaimel open times
of mouse spinal cord neurons found they were best fitted by the sum of three
exponentials which suggested at least three distinguishable open states (Twyman &
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Macdonald, 1991). These results suggested that heteromeric GlyR activation required
3 molecules of glycine. However, a study of native GlyRs in Mauthner (M) cells of
the zebrafish found that 2 binding sites of heteromeric GlyRs were required to
activate the receptor (Legendre, 1998). It was proposed that there were two binding
states, a doubly liganded open state and a reluctant open state (an open state linked to
a rapidly equilibrating closed state; (Legendre, 1998).

1.3.4

Single channel properties of GlyRs
Single channel analysis has shown that homomeric GlyR a l subunit and

juvenile GlyRs (al/p) have shorter open times than both the homomeric GlyR a2
subunit and the neonatal form (a2; (Takahashi et al, 1992). The burst durations of the
juvenile form are therefore shorter than the neonatal GlyR form (11.1 ms and 18.3 ms
respectively, (Singer et al, 1998). Increasing glycine concentrations were found to
shift the open frequency from the shortest towards the longest frequency when applied
to mouse neurons (Twyman & Macdonald, 1991). The duration of bursts of channel
openings were also found to be concentration-dependent (Twyman & Macdonald,
1991). These findings suggest that GlyRs can open with differing kinetics at different
levels of ligation (Rajendra et al, 1997; Beato et al, 2002). Short open times and
bursts represent only partially liganded GlyRs and longer open times and bursts fully
liganded GlyRs (Rajendra et al, 1997).
Homomeric a 1-3 subunits GlyRs possess up to

6

subconductance states (18-

23, 30-36, 42-48, 62-66, 85-91, 105-111 pS; see Table 1.3; (Bormann et al, 1993).
Heteromeric GlyRs (al-3/p) possess only 3 - 4 subconductance states (20-23, 29-36,
44-54 and 80, 112; Bormann et al, 1993). More recently just one single channel
conductance state has been report of 60-90 pS (Beato et al, 2002). The GlyR a2/p
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subunit exhibits a higher distinct subconductance state of 112 pS, which is dependent
on residues of the TM2 domain of the GlyR p subunit (Bormann et al, 1993; see
1.2.4 TM2 - the ion channel). Therefore residues of the pore of the GlyR p affect
subconductance states (Bormann et al, 1993).
The main conductance states of homomeric GlyRs a 1 - 3 subunits are higher
than those of the heteromeric GlyRs (Bormann et al, 1993). The main-state
conductances of the human homomeric GlyR a l, a l and a3 are 8 6 -8 8 pS, 111 pS and
63 pS respectively (Bormann et al, 1993; Rajendra et al, 1995; Breitinger et al,
2002). Contrastingly, GlyR a l/p , a2/p a3/p have main-state conductances of only
44, 54 and 48 pS respectively (though these are hybrid receptors composed of human
GlyR a subunit with the rat GlyR p subunit; (Bormann et al, 1993).
These differences in main-state conductances are determined by the presence
of a glycine residue at position 254, which is situated in the TM2 of the GlyR a l
subunit. This residue is substituted for an alanine residue in both the GlyR a l and a3
and is responsible for the higher conductance state of homomers of these a subunit
receptors (Bormann et al, 1993; 1.2.4 TM2 - the ion channel). The main-state
conductances for rat homomeric GlyR a subunits are slightly lower than those of the
human GlyR. The rat GlyR a 1 - 3 subunits having main-states of 75,

88

and 105 pS

(Takahashi et al, 1992; Bormann et al, 1993).

1.3.5 Desensitisation
1.3.5.1 Introduction to desensitisation

The GlyR, like many ligand-gated ion channels, opens in response to the
binding of neurotransmitter but can also close with agonist still bound. This
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phenomenon is called desensitisation and constitutes a third receptor state (closed and
open being the other two). Desensitisation describes the decrease or loss of biological
response following prolonged or repetitive stimulation (Ochoa et al, 1989) and has
been found to determine the size, timecourse and frequency of synaptic transmission
(Jones & Westbrook, 1996). Receptors are believed to undergo a conformational
change and enter long-lived nonconducting (inactive) states. The process of
desensitisation inherent in ion channels interferes with concentration-response
(Colquhoun, 1998) and single channel studies (Gentet & Clements, 2002).
Desensitisation is measured by the fitting of exponential curves to the current decay
and the time constants of these curves are represented by tau (x).
The decay of current through GlyRs is biphasic in many preparations (Krishtal
et al, 1988; Akaike & Kaneda, 1989; Lewis et al, 1991; Agopyan et al, 1993;
Nikolic et al, 1998; see Table 1.4). The rapid component of GlyR desensitisation has
been found to vary greatly, ranging from 10 ms (Agopyan et al, 1993) to greater than
10 s (Lewis et al, 1991). The time constants for desensitisation are concentration
dependent, decreasing with increasing glycine concentration (Krishtal et al, 1988;
Akaike & Kaneda, 1989; Lewis et al, 1991; Singer & Berger, 1999; Mohammadi et
al, 2003). It has been suggested this is due to the desensitised state being linked to a
fully liganded closed state (Gentet & Clements, 2002). Increasing glycine
concentrations (10 pM - 3 mM) also increase the number of desensitisation time
constants from one to three (Mohammadi et al, 2003). The number of desensitisation
components suggests an isomérisation from one to three open states (Twyman &
Macdonald, 1991). This data is consistent with the finding that > 3 binding sites are
required to be occupied for desensitisation to occur (Grewer, 1999).
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Homomeric GlyRs

The expression of homomeric GlyRs in Xenopus oocytes revealed that the
GlyR composed of a2 subunits desensitised more rapidly than the GlyR a l subunit
(Takahashi et al, 1992). Studies of GlyR of the zebrafish expressed in Xenopus
oocytes also found that the homomeric alpha Z2 receptor current also desensitised to a
greater extent than the alpha Z1 receptor (Imboden et al, 2001a). A recent study of
the desensitisation of the homomeric GlyR a2 subunit expressed in Chinese hamster
ovary cells (CHO) found that the receptor exhibited a single component that was an
order of magnitude slower than mature GlyRs (i.e. GlyR a l/p subunits; (Mangin et
a/., 2003).
Heteromeric GlyRs

Examination of the glycinergic inhibitory postsynaptic currents (IPSCs) of rat
motoneurons found that the current decay time courses became faster during postnatal
development (Singer et al, 1998; Singer & Berger, 1999; see Table 1.4). This
increase in the rate of desensitisation has been suggested to be due to the GlyR
developmental change from the homomeric foetal form (GlyR a l) to the heteromeric
adult form (GlyR al/P ; (Takahashi et al, 1992; Singer et al, 1998). A study
mimicking synaptic transmission by using a high concentration of glycine and rapid
agonist application to outside-out patches of rat motoneurons found that the decay
time course decreased by 48 % in older animals (~33 ms in neonates to ~17 ms in
juveniles, (Singer & Berger, 1999). This compares to a change of 56 % in the decay
time course previously seen between neonatal and juvenile mIPSCs of outside patches
of rat brain stem motoneurons (-14 ms in neonates to
aA ,1998^
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ms in juveniles; (Singer et

Recently, a kinetic study of mammalian GlyR a l homomers and GlyR a 1/(3,
expressed in HEK 293 cells, confirmed that the desensitisation of homomeric GlyR
a l subunits was significantly slower than the heteromer GlyR a l/p (Mohammadi et
al, 2003; see Table 1.4). These findings implicate the GlyR p subunit in the shaping
of glycine-activated currents. The molecular basis for this effect on desensitisation
may be due to an interaction with a subunits (Legendre et al, 2002) or the GlyR p
subunits ability to promote receptor clustering via its interaction with gephyrin (see
1.3.5.2 Receptor density).
Several groups have reported that the slower time course of heteromeric GlyR
a l/p subunits desensitisation compared to other LGICS meant that repeated rapid
application of high concentrations of glycine, mimicking the synaptic release of
glycine, did not result in a reduction in peak currents (Legendre, 1998; Singer &
Berger, 1999). This has led to the suggestion that GlyR desensitisation does not
influence the characteristics of single postsynaptic events (Legendre & Korn, 1995;
Legendre, 1998; Singer & Berger, 1999), but could possibly play a significant role in
the presence of a longer lasting membrane depolarisations that might occur due to
repetitive discharges of glycinergic presynaptic cells (Legendre, 1999). More recently
it has been observed that the a l/p subunits of GlyRs undergo increased clustering,
due to the incorporation of the GlyR p subunits' binding site for gephyrin, and have
desensitisation rates which are fast enough to shape the decay of rapid applications of
glycine (Legendre et al, 2002).
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1.3.5.2 Modulators o f desensitisation

Ph osph orylation

Receptor desensitisation has been discovered to be influenced by
phosphorylation (Lohse, 1993). It affects the desensitisation rates of various members
of the LGIC receptor family, including the GAB Aa receptor (Moss et al, 1992; Smart
et al, 2000) and the nAChR (Huganir et al, 1986; Swope et al, 1999).
Agopyan and colleagues (1993) found that PKA activation by cAMP reduced
only the fast desensitising glycine current in hypothalamic neurons. Conversely, Han
& Slaughter (1998) discovered that PKA or PKC activation shortened the decay
kinetics of the glycine-mediated current in retinal ganglion cells. PKC was found to
decreased the decay time constant by increasing the fast component of the glycine
current whereas PKA suppressed the slower component, which correlates to non
strychnine sensitive GlyRs (Han & Slaughter, 1998).
Gentet & Clements (2002) found that phosphorylation by either PKA or PKC
accelerated the desensitisation of the human homomeric GlyR a l expressed in
Human embryonic kidney (HEK) cells (see Table 1.5). The fast component of
desensitisation (xfast) decreased from 30 ms to 19 ms, though the second and third time
constants were unaffected (Gentet & Clements, 2002). Conversely, dephosphorylation
was found to decrease the rate and extent of desensitisation (i.e. steady-state to peak
ratio) by approximately 300 % (Gentet & Clements, 2002).
The degree of phosphorylation has been suggested to be responsible for the
differences seen in desensitisation kinetics between varying expression systems
(Gentet & Clements, 2002). It has been found by De Saint and colleagues (2001) that
human homomeric GlyR a l subunits desensitised by less than 50% in Xenopus
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oocytes, compared to over 80% desensitisation seen in the same receptor expressed in
HEK 293 cells (Gentet & Clements, 2002). It is worth noting however that these two
studies use differing time scales due to application limitations with the larger oocytes.
De Saint and colleagues (2001) measured the extent of desensitisation after 500 ms
application of 1 mM glycine compared to the 5s application used by Gentet &
Clements (2002).
Further evidence of the effect of phosphorylation on receptor desensitisation
kinetics is evident in the fact that GlyR desensitisation kinetics can differ in the same
cell line depending on the patch clamp technique used. The desensitisation time
constants for homomeric GlyR a2 subunits were found to be more rapid in the whole
cell configuration than the outside-out configuration (2 .8 s and

6.1

s respectively;

Mangin et al, 2003). It has been suggested that this phenomenon is due the absence
of phosphorylation in the latter configuration due to the wash out of kinases (Mangin
et al, 2003).
Phosphorylation may be responsible for masking any differences in the
desensitisation kinetics of the splice variant GlyR a l ‘"®subunit compared to those of
the GlyR a l subunit (Nikolic et al, 1998). Both receptors were expressed mXenopus
oocytes (Malosio et al, 1991a) which are known to have a high basal level of PICA
activity (Hoffman et al, 1994). The insertion of

8

amino acids into the TM3-TM4

loop may possibly alter the desensitisation characteristics of the GlyR a l subunit in
the same way that the insertion of 15 amino acids have been found to alter those of
the GlyR.a3 subunit (Nikolic et al, 1998; see 1.3.5.3 A molecular basis for
desensitisation).
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Voltage Dependence

Several studies have shown that GlyR are sensitive to voltage (Bormann et al.,
1987; Gimdersen et al, 1984; Faber & Korn, 1987; Akaike & Kaneda, 1989;
Legendre & Korn, 1995; Legendre, 1999), with the amplitudes of glycine-activated
currents decreasing with hyperpolarisation (i.e. outward rectification; (Gimdersen et
al, 1984; Faber & Korn, 1987; Legendre, 1999). Faber & Korn (1987) discovered
that the decay time constant of glycine-activated IPSCs in the Mauthner (M) cell were
increased by depolarisation and decreased by hyperpolarisation. This phenomenon
also occurs in rat hypothalamic neurons, though only the slow time constant of current
decay is affected (Akaike & Kaneda, 1989).
A study of the kinetic mechanism underlying the glycine current voltagedependency in the M cell found that synaptic currents were prolonged at depolarising
voltages (+ 50 mV) compared to a hyperpolarizing voltage (-50 mV), with the decay
time constant increasing 2-fold (Legendre & Korn, 1995). It was suggested that a
change in the mean open time produced this effect (Legendre & Korn, 1995). The
opening rate constant however has since been shown to be insensitive to voltage,
suggesting that the closing rate constants are voltage-dependent (Legendre, 1998;
Legendre, 1999).
The physiological role of this phenomenon has been suggested to cause an
enhancement of glycinergic responses in the presence of increased depolarisation due
to an increase in excitation (Faber & Korn, 1987; Legendre, 1999).
Receptor density

GlyRs have been found to desensitise to a greater extent and more rapidly at
higher receptor densities, as measured by the intensity of myc-immunofiuorescence
staining of myc-tagged GlyR a subunits (Legendre et al, 2002; see Table 1.5). The
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expression of GlyRs in HEK 293 increases with time from one day after transfection
to two days, producing a significant increase in the peak amplitudes of currents
(Legendre et al, 2002). The increase in receptor density is correlated to an increase in
GlyR desensitisation.
One day after transfection, application of 3 mM glycine to homomeric GlyR
a l subunits evoked currents that desensitised biphasically at rates of 22.8 and 412 ms
(Legendre et al, 2002). Two days after transfection application of the same dose of
glycine produced a current whose desensitisation time course was best fitted by 3
components, with rates of 5.1, 47.5 and 453 ms. These differences in desensitisation
kinetics are suggested to result from the emergence of the fast desensitisation
component (Legendre et al, 2002). This finding has been suggested to be a possible
source of variation in the measurement of EC50 and Hill coefficient values of
homomeric GlyRs (Legendre et al, 2002).
The mutant receptor GlyRal-pgb contains the GlyR p subunits’ 18 amino
acid long binding site for gephyrin inserted into the TM3-TM4 loop of the GlyR a l
subunit (Meier et al, 2000). The presence of the gephyrin site facilitates receptor
clustering, hence increasing receptor density. Cotransfection of this mutant receptor
with gephyrin produced currents

1

day after transfection that had similar

desensitisation kinetics to those exhibited by the wild-type GlyR a l subunit two days
after transfection (Legendre et al, 2002).

These results represent a possible

mechanism of action for the increased desensitisation seen in heteromeric GlyRs a l/p
(Mohammadi et a l , 2003). However, the results of Mohammadi and colleagues were
produced in the absence of gephyrin and are slower than those of native GlyR a l/p
subunits (see Table 1.4).
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The insertion of 18 amino acids into the TM3-TM4 intracellular loop may
alter protein conformation, which could itself alter receptor desensitisation kinetics as
seen in the GlyR a3 subunit (see 1.3.5.3 - The molecular basis for desensitisation).
However this would not explain the time dependence of these findings.

1,3.5.3 A molecular basis fo r desensitisation

Hereditary hyperekplexia or startle disease is a neurological disorder which
reduces the magnitude of glycine-gated chloride currents due to mutations of the
GlyR subunits (Lynch, 2004). Studies of GlyR a subunits containing either
hyperekplexia mutations, amino acid substitutions or naturally occurring splice
variants have led to the suggestion that the intracellular loops TM1-TM2 and TM3TM4 regulate desensitisation (Lynch et al, 1997; Nikolic et al, 1998; Saul et al,
1999). It is possible that GlyR desensitisation may depend on an interaction between
these two loops (Legendre, 2001a; Legendre et al, 2002). The molecular properties of
the amino acids present in these loops have been discovered to be important
determinants of GlyR desensitisation kinetics (Mann et al, 2000; Mann et al, 2001;
Breitinger et al, 2001; Breitinger et al, 2002).

TM1-TM2 loop

Lynch et al (1997) found that substitution of residues W243 and 1244 for
alanine residues produced a greatly increased rate of desensitisation. These mutations
increased the reduction in peak current produced by desensitisation from

11

% for

wild-type GlyR a l subunit to 89 - 90 % for the mutant receptors (Lynch et al, 1997).
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The startle disease mutation I244N (Rees et al, 1994) also increases the rate of
desensitisation by 23 % compared to the wild-type receptor (Lynch et al, 1997).
The missense mutation P250T of the human gene encoding for the a l subunit
(GLRAl) causes dominant hyperekplexia and has been found to alter the gating (see
1.2.3 Gating mechanism) and desensitisation kinetics of the receptor (Saul et al,
1999). Mutation of the proline residue to a threonine caused the GlyR a l to
desensitise rapidly (Saul et al, 1999). This mutation changed desensitisation from a
double exponential function for the GlyR a l subunit (xi = 12 and i 2 = 192 ms) to a
single exponential in the mutant receptor (x = 261 ms; (Saul et al, 1999). Lynch et al
(1997) showed that substitution of the proline at position 250 for an alanine residue
had no effect on the GlyR, producing wild type like electrophysiological properties.
This led to a study of the molecular properties of the residue at this position required
to alter desensitisation kinetics (Breitinger et al, 2001). Site-directed mutagenesis of
residue P250 for residues containing a small side-chain (glycine, alanine or serine)
produces receptor desensitisation kinetics equivalent to the wild-type (WT) receptor
(Breitinger et al, 2001). Increased molecular volume of the residue at position 250 of
the homomeric GlyR a l was found to increase the rate of desensitisation. Conversely,
substitution by the fully charged residues glutamate (E) and arginine (R) decreased
desensitisation (Breitinger et al, 2001). Those GlyR a l mutants containing an
increased molecular volume at P250 exhibited decreased glycine affinities
391 - 1840 pM compared to

8

(E C 5 0

=

pM for wild type). Those with smaller side-chains had

affinities similar to the wild-type channel ( 8 - 1 3 pM). A comparison of receptors
containing side-chains of a similar volume but with increased polarity favoured wildtype properties i.e. slower desensitisation (Breitinger et al, 2001).
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TM3-TM4 loop

Nikolic and colleagues (1998) revealed that the GlyR a3 subunit exists in 2
splice variants, a3K and a3L. GlyR L, the long variant of the receptor, contains an
additional 15 amino acids in the cytoplasmic loop between TM3 and TM4. GlyR a3K
or a3S represent the short variant of the receptor (K for kurz - short in German). GlyR
a3L has been shown to desensitise more slowly and to a lesser extent than the short
variant (Nikolic et al, 1998). The apparent affinities (64 pM and 54 pM for S and L
respectively), the Hill coefficients (2.5 and 2.8) and the maximum current amplitudes
(3.7 nA and 4.0 nA) of the two variants were not found to be significantly different
(Nikolic et al, 1998).
The site-directed mutagenesis of three hydroxylated residues, that form
potential phosphorylation consensus sites, in the TM3-TM4 loop of the GlyR a3L for
hydrocarbon analogues (T358A/ Y367F/ S370A - a3L^®^) increased the rate of
desensitisation (Breitinger et al, 2002). The extent of desensitisation increased from
32 % for a3L to 52 % for the a3L"^°^ mutant. This however is still less than the 79 %
reduction in current seen in the GlyR a3S variant. The rate of desensitisation of GlyR
^ 3 LA0 h

also increased. The mutant receptor exhibited a rate of 2.8s compared to

8.4s for the wild-type GlyR a3L (Breitinger et al, 2002). This rate is still not as rapid
as that for the GlyR a3S variant, which desensitised at a rate of 1.9s. These data
suggest that the presence of hydroxyl residues influences the desensitisation kinetics
of GlyR a3 but they do not represent the exclusive determinants (Breitinger et al,
2002).
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The TM3-TM4 loop of the GlyR p subunit may also influence desensitisation
(see 1.3.5.1 Introduction to desensitisation - Heteromeric GlyRs and 1.3.5.2
Modulators of desensitisation - Receptor density).

1.3.6

Deactivation

Deactivation is defined as the current decay that follows the removal of
agonist. It is determined by the unbinding rate of the ligand from the receptor, the
isomérisation rate constants and the rate of desensitisation of the receptor
(Mohammadi et al, 2003). It has been suggested that desensitisation may prolong
IPSCs by delaying the unbinding of the ligand from the receptor slowing deactivation
(Jones & Westbrook, 1995).
Analysis of the single-channel properties of GlyRs has found that the
differences in mIPSCs amplitudes between neonatal and the juvenile forms of GlyR
were not due to differences in channel conductance or in the open probability between
the two forms of GlyR (Singer & Berger, 1999). This led to the suggestion that
changes in the deactivation rate underlie the developmental changes seen in the decay
rate of mIPSCs (Singer & Berger, 1999).
Deactivation rates of GlyR currents are best fitted by two exponential
functions (see Table 1.6). These include the GlyRs of the zebrafish (Legendre, 1998),
the ventral cochlear nucleus of the guinea pig (Harty & Manis, 1998), homomeric
GlyR a l

subunit (Gentet & Clements, 2002) and heteromeric GlyR a l/p

(Mohammadi et al, 2003). Even slower time constants were found after longer pulse
durations (Mohammadi et al, 2003). The deactivation time constants for homomeric
GlyR a l subunits and heteromeric GlyR a l/p subunits are not significantly different
(Mohammadi et al, 2003). The two types of GlyR present in the zebrafish correspond
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to the homomeric GlyR a l subunits and heteromeric GlyR a l/p (Legendre, 1997)
and the deactivation kinetics of these two GlyR subtypes were also found to be similar
to those of the human GlyRs (Legendre, 1998). These results suggest that the GlyR P
subunit does not affect receptor deactivation (Legendre, 1998).
Conversely, the deactivation of the homomeric GlyR a2 subunit has been
fitted to a single exponential curve (Mangin et al., 2003). The time constant of decay
(-160 ms) was unaffected by changes in either the dose (0.1 -3 mM) or the duration
of the pulse of glycine (0 .4 -3 s) and was significantly slower than the deactivation
rates of either the homomeric GlyR a l or heteromeric GlyR a l/p . It has been
suggested that the homomeric GlyR a2 openings are underlied by bursts that arise
from a single open state (Mangin et al, 2003).
Phosphorylation has been found to prolong current decay after a brief
application of a high concentration of glycine (Gentet & Clements, 2002). The second
and third decay time constants increase from 19 ms to 24 ms and from 70 ms to 123
ms respectively (Gentet & Clements, 2002). This effect may be due to
phosphorylation increasing the rate of desensitisation, which is coupled to the rate of
deactivation. Increased desensitisation is believed to prolong deactivation in both the
GABAa receptor and GlyR (Jones & Westbrook, 1995; Harty & Manis, 1998).
Different GlyR agonists produce different rates of receptor deactivation
(Lewis et al., 2003). The deactivation time constants of agonists were found to be in
the rank order (fastest to slowest) taurine < p-alanine < glycine (Lewis et al., 2003).
Deactivation time constants are dependent on both the agonists’ affinity and efficacy
for the receptor (Lewis et al, 2003). The rate of dissociation of the ligand determines
the rate of deactivation and therefore as dissociation rate of glycine is the smallest of
the three agonists tested it exhibited the slowest deactivation rate (Lewis et al, 2003).
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Section 4
1.4.1

GlyR modulators

Alcohols & anaesthetics
Alcohols and anaesthetics increase GlyR activity in both native (Celentano et

al, 1988; Aguayo & Pancetti, 1994; Downie et al, 1996; Hales & Lambert, 1991)
and recombinantly expressed homomeric receptors (Mascia et al, 1996a; Mascia et
al, 1996b) at concentrations reached during intoxication and narcosis respectively
(Laube et al, 2002). The effect of ethanol is concentration-dependent (Celentano et
al, 1988; Aguayo & Pancetti, 1994) and decreases the EC50 for glycine without
affecting the Imax (Aguayo et al, 1996).
Residues S267 in TM2 and A288 in TM3 of GlyR a l have been discovered to
be critical targets for the modulation of GlyRs by alcohol and volatile anaesthetics
(Mihic et al, 1997). The molecular size of the residue at position 267 is inversely
correlated to the potentiation of GlyR activity (Ye et al, 1998). The location of these
residues led to the suggestion that these residues formed a hydrophobic pocket near
the extracellular surface of the receptor (Mihic et al, 1997). Mutation of S267 for a
glutamine, which increases the size of the amino acid side chain, also decreased the
size of «-alcohol needed before receptor potentiation ‘cut-off and did not
significantly affect the

E C 50

or gating of the receptor (Wick et al, 1998). This

suggests that alcohols bind directly to the receptor in a discrete pocket between TM2
and TM3 (Wick et al, 1998). Covalent binding experiments have shown that a
specific anaesthetic binding site also exists in this cavity (Mascia et al, 2000).
The homomeric GlyR a l subunit is more sensitive to ethanol than the
homomeric GlyR a l subunit when expressed in Xenopus oocytes (Mascia et al.
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1996a). This finding is complemented by the finding in motoneurons that adult GlyRs
are more sensitive to ethanol than foetal GlyRs (Eggers et al, 2000). This difference
in sensitivity is due to the substitution of the alanine residue at position 52 of the
GlyR a l subunit to a serine residue in the GlyR a l subunit (Mascia et al, 1996b).
A recent study of the effect of ethanol on GlyR kinetic properties found that
ethanol potentiated GlyR responses by increasing the glycine association rate constant
and by decreasing the dissociation rate constant resulting in an increased receptor
affinity for glycine (Eggers & Berger, 2004). The effects of ethanol on affinity and the
importance of residue A52 for sensitivity is in fitting with this residues’ involvement
in agonist binding (see 1.2.2 Ligand binding site).
The anaesthetic pentobarbital has been shown to potentiate GlyR currents at
low concentrations (1 0 -3 0 pM) but to cause chaimel block at higher concentrations
( 1 - 3 mM; (Mohammadi et al, 2004). Pentobarbital does not however act as an
agonist on the GlyR as it does on the GABAa receptor (Mohammadi et a l , 2004) due
to unconserved structural differences between the receptors. It has been suggested that
the low affinity site for pentobarbital is in the hydrophilic region of TM2 as is the case
for GAB Aa receptors (Mohammadi et al, 2004). The site of channel block is believed
to be different to the site of potentiation.
A proposed model for the action of alcohols and anaesthetics is that the
volume of the binding cavity expands and contracts during channel opening and
closing (Lobo et al, 2004). The ability of a sulphydryl specific compound to react
with introduced cysteine residues was used to ascertain whether residues in TM2 were
accessible when the channel was open or closed (Lobo et al, 2004). The reaction of
S267 with the sulphydryl specific compound was faster in the open state, whereas
residues 1229 and A288 only reacted with the compound when the channel was in the
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open state. The accessibility of the residues required for the binding of alcohols and
anaesthetics increased when the GlyR was in the open state (Lobo et al, 2004).
The present mechanism of channel gating would fit these results. During
channel opening the ligand-binding domain is thought to rotate and interact with the
TM2-TM3 loop causing its rotation (see 1.2.3.3 - The contribution of the N-terminal
domain and the TM2-TM3 loop to receptor gating). This could increase the
extracellular accessibility of residues that were previously located within the
membrane in TMl, TM2 and TM3. Interaction of alcohols and anaesthetics with both
the ligand binding domain and residues in the TM domains could stabilize the open
state of GlyRs (Lobo et al, 2004), and consequently potentiate the current response.

1.4.2

Picrotoxin
The plant alkaloid picrotoxin, an equimolar mixture of picrotin and

picrotoxinin, is a well-known G A B A a receptor antagonist that also antagonises GlyR
responses to glycine (Curtis & Johnston, 1974). The GABAa receptor has been found
to have a high degree of selectivity for picrotoxinin over picrotin, acting as a non
competitive antagonist (Smart et al, 1986). The human GlyR a l subunit has however
been shown to be nonselective between these alkaloids which are also non-use
dependent and competitive antagonists of GlyRs (Lynch et al, 1995). It has been
suggested that picrotoxin does not act as a classical competitive antagonist (Legendre,
2001a). This is because this convulsant exhibits both concentration and non
concentration dependent actions.
Picrotoxin sensitivity is 17-200-fold lower in recombinant a/p GlyRs
compared to a l subunit GlyRs (Pribilla et al, 1992; Handford et al, 1996). This
property makes picrotoxin a very useful pharmacological tool for discriminating
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between homomeric and heteromeric GlyRs. It had been suggested that the structural
basis for this difference in picrotoxin blockade is due to several amino acids in the
pore of the receptor (TM2) of the GlyR P subunit (Pribilla et al, 1992).
Residue F282 in the receptor pore has been suggested to be responsible for the
GlyR p subunits’ resistance to picrotoxin with the equivalent residue in the GlyR a l
subunit (T258) being responsible for picrotoxin sensitivity (Shan et al, 2001).
Picrotoxin is not thought to actually bind to this residue when acting as an allosteric
‘competitive’ antagonist (Shan et al, 2001).
The effects of picrotoxin result from modification of receptor gating (Lynch et
al, 1995), as the mutation of many residues involved in the signal transduction of
ligand binding to channel opening affect its action. Residue G254 in the GlyR a l
determines the main-state conductance of the GlyR (Rundstrom et al, 1994) and the
equivalent residue in the GAB Ac receptor (TM2: T) has been found to effect the
antagonistic characteristics of picrotoxin (Wang et al, 1995b). Mutation of S267 to a
glutamine residue converts picrotoxin from a competitive antagonist to a non
competitive antagonist (Dibas et al, 2002). This residue is also involved in the
binding site of alcohols and anaesthetics (see 1.4.1 Alcohols & anaesthetics). It has
been suggested that picrotoxin may interact with multiple sites between G254-T258
(2'-6') and S267-R271 (15'-19'; (Dibas et al, 2002). The putative extracellular site
(15') and the more intracellular site near the 2' position could account for the usedependent and use-independent picrotoxin sites respectively (Dibas et al, 2002).
Mutation of T258F has been found to remove the block by picrotin and picrotoxinin
(Steinbach et al, 2000).
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The current model of picrotoxins’ mechanism of action is that it acts
allosterically via a site in the pore, but does not actually block the pore (Shan et a l ,
2001 ).

1.4.3 Phosphorylation
1.4.3.1 Introduction

Receptor structure can be covalently modified by phosphorylation (Moss &
Smart, 1996; Smart, 1997; Smart et al, 2000). Phosphorylation involves the
transferral of the highly charged terminal phosphate group from adenosine
triphosphate (ATP) to either serine, threonine or tyrosine residues (Moss & Smart,
1996). Modification of these residues is catalysed by a group of enzymes known as
protein kinases. Possible protein substrate recognition by these enzymes requires a
primary sequence known as a ‘consensus site’ (Kennelly & Krebs, 1991; Pearson &
Kemp, 1991; Songyang et al, 1994). Such consensus sites are the minimum length of
specific amino acids required for recognition. The structural modification caused by
phosphorylation can lead to changes in receptor channel gating and can regulate
receptor turnover and assembly (Smart et al, 2000). Protein kinases are sub-classified
into serine/threonine protein kinases and tyrosine kinases.
Serine/threonine protein kinases include the cAMP-dependent protein kinase
(PKA), the family of kinases called protein kinase C (PKC; (Scott & Soderling, 1992;
Tanaka & Nishizuka, 1994) and Ca^^-dependent calmodulin kinase II (CaMKII) and
exhibit a ubiquitous distribution in the brain (Smart, 1997). The allied class of protein
kinases, the protein tyrosine kinases (PTK), are sub-classified into receptor and non
receptors (van der Geer et al, 1994).
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1.4.3.2PKA

The gradual increase in the amplitude (run-up) of glycine currents evoked in
neurons had been suggested to be due to spontaneous phosphorylation by PKC
(Schonrock & Bormann, 1995). However, run-up has been found to be sharply
reduced by the addition of WIPTIDE, a PKA inhibitor, implying PKA (Gu & Huang,
1998). There are many contradictory results for the effects of cyclic AMP-dependent
protein kinase (PKA) activation on GlyRs, with some receptors expressing a
potentiation of responses and some an inhibition. These conflicting effects generally
result from distinct subtypes of GlyRs (Legendre, 2001a) or the experimental methods
used. Phosphorylation has been suggested to occur on the GlyR a l splice variant
al^"\ which contains a putative consensus site for PKA in the additional insert at
position S354 (Malosio et al, 1991a; Vaello et al, 1994). The GlyR P subunit also
contains a PKA consensus site at position T363 (Grenningloh et al, 1990a).
An investigation into the effect of PKA on the strychnine-sensitive GlyRs of
the spinal trigeminal neurons found a dramatic increase in whole-cell glycinemediated currents

(Ig iy )

due to an increased probability of channel opening (Song &

Huang, 1990). The perfusion of neurons with 500 pM cAMP increased peak currents
by 70 % within 1-2 minutes of application (Song & Huang, 1990). It has been
suggested that the Gg protein in the cAMP pathway is involved in PKA modulation of
GlyRs’. This level of modulation would affect pain transmission at the medulla and
spinal cord (Song & Huang, 1990).
PKA-induced potentiation of glycine-activated responses occurs in adult rat
spinal neurons (Vaello et al, 1994), Xenopus laevis oocytes injected with mRNA
isolated from rat brain (Vaello et al, 1994), cultured spinal neurons (Tapia et al,
1997) and in acutely dissociated trigeminal neurons (Gu & Huang, 1998).
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A study of the effect of PKA on glycine receptors in single neurons isolated
from rat ventral tegmental area found that Igiy was potentiated, but maximal currents
were not affected (Ren et al, 1998). Phosphorylation by PKA thus produced a
leftward shift in the concentration-response curve suggesting that receptor modulation
was via an enhancement in the affinity of GlyRs for glycine (Ren et al, 1998). This
was not found to be the case in trigeminal neurons (Song & Huang, 1990) and these
differences have been suggested to result from different mechanisms (Ren et al,
1998).
PKA activation by cyclic AMP (cAMP) significantly reduced Igiy in acutely
dissociated ventromedial hypothalamic neurons (Agopyan et al, 1993). This
reduction was due to a decrease in the fast desensitising response at high
concentrations of glycine (30-100 pM). Phosphorylation by PKA reduced the open
probability of GlyRs when activated by high concentrations of glycine (Agopyan et
al, 1993). In acutely dissociated ganglion cells PKA activation produced a reduction
in the slow component of the glycine current without affecting the peak current (Han
& Slaughter, 1998). Decreases in glycine-mediated currents by activation of PKA
have also been seen in rat substantia nigra (Inomata et al, 1993; Nabekura et al,
1996a), acutely dissociated periaqueductal (Min et al, 1996) and sacral dorsal
commissural neurons (Nabekura et al, 1999).
The phosphorylation of receptors by PKA has been suggested to influence
receptor desensitisation (Li & Yang, 2001). This has been found to be the case for
both the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (Huganir et al, 1986) and the GABAa
receptor (Moss et al, 1992; see 1.3.5.2 - Modulators of desensitisation).
Studies of the effects of PKA on GlyRs are complicated by the discovery that
the adenylate cyclase activator forskolin acts directly upon the receptor (Li & Yang,
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2001). The effect of forskolin appears to be an acceleration of desensitisation without
altering the peak amplitude (Li & Yang, 2001). Many of the agents used to activate
PKA either indirectly or directly (i.e. isobutylmethylxanthine and dibutyryl-cAMP)
are known to be non-specific (Smart, 1997) and this therefore explains the
inconsistency of results.

1.4.3.3PKC

As with PKA activation, there are conflicting results for the effects of PKC
activation upon GlyRs. Again, specific receptor subunits and different isoforms of
PKC may be responsible (Tapia et al, 1997).
There are consensus sites for PKC phosphorylation in the GlyR a l subunit at
position S391 in the large intracellular loop between TM3-TM4 (Ruiz-Gomez et al,
1991) and in the GlyR p subunit at position 389 (Grenningloh et al, 1990a). Glycine
currents of the rat hippocampus (Schonrock & Bormann, 1995), acutely dissociated
periaqueductal grey (Min et al, 1996) and sacral dorsal commissural neurons are
enhanced by PKC activation (Xu et al, 1996). In addition, intracellular application of
PKC increases glycine-mediated currents in acutely dissociated trigeminal (Gu &
Huang, 1998), substantia nigra (Nabekura et al, 1996b) and sacral dorsal
commissural neurons (Nabekura et al, 1999). Some studies have shown that PKC
activation is associated with GlyR down-regulation (Tapia et al, 1997). PKC
activation by phorbol esters caused a decrease in the amplitude of Igiy in Xenopus
oocytes injected with brain lysate mRNA (Vaello et al, 1994; Uchiyama et al, 1994;
Nishizaki & Ikeuchi, 1995). Similar results were seen in primary spinal cord cultures
(Tapia et al, 1997; Albarran et al, 2001), hypothalamic (Ye & McArdle, 1996) and
spinothalamic tract neurons (Lin et al, 1996a).
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The use of phorbol-12-myristate-13-acetate (PMA) to activate the PKC
pathway was thought to be problematic as phorbol esters have been suggested to
interact directly with receptors (Nishizaki & Ikeuchi, 1995; Gu & Huang, 1998). They
have also been found to produce a rapid down-regulation of the kinase (Lin et al,
1996b) and to directly stimulate adenylyl cyclase activity (Jacobowitz & Iyengar,
1994).
The application of phorbol esters was found to reduce Igiy whereas activation
of endogenous PKC enhanced the responses of homomeric GlyR a l and a l subunits
expressed in Xenopus oocytes by 40% (Nishizaki & Ikeuchi, 1995). Studies using the
inactive analogue of PMA (a-PMA) found that it had no effect on the amplitude of
glycine currents (Uchiyama et al, 1994; Tapia et al, 1997), suggesting that phorbol
esters need to activate PKC in order to elicit an effect. Therefore, the effect of PMA is
now thought to occur via the activation of PKC and not through any direct mechanism
(Albarran et al, 2001).
The theory that the site of action of PKC is on the GlyR a l subunit has,
however, been supported by the discovery that the inhibitory effect of PMA was
larger after 3 weeks of culture in spinal neurons, even with the same level of PKC
present (Albarran et al, 2001). This increase in inhibition coincides with the
increased expression of the a l subunit during GlyR maturation (Malosio et al,
1991b). The reduction in Igiy by PKC has been suggested to be responsible for the
enhancement of pain transmission that occurs during sensitisation of spinal sensory
neurons (Albarran et al, 2001).
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1.4.3.4 Cross-dependence o f PKA and PKC

Experiments in isolated trigeminal neurons have found that glycine-mediated
currents are potentiated nearly 2-fold by both PKA and PKC when applied separately
(Gu & Huang, 1998). In cells where PKA produced an effect PKC activation did not
produce any further enhancement in Igiy (Gu & Huang, 1998). It has been suggested
that both pathways may converge on a common residue, possibly S391 in the GlyR
a l subunit (Gentet & Clements, 2002).
The apparent opposing effects of these protein kinases in some cell types has
been suggested to be due to the presence of distinct subtypes of GlyR with different
subunit combinations (Gu & Huang, 1998; Legendre, 2001a). However, the activation
of PKC has also been found to phosphorylate and stimulate adenylyl cyclases which
results in the activation of PKA (Sugden et al, 1985; Yoshimasa et al, 1987;
Yoshimura & Cooper, 1993).
The non-PKC dependent action of TPA (Nishizaki & Ikeuchi, 1995), a
phorbol ester, could explain the findings that PKA activation increased Igiy whereas
the addition of TPA decreased the Igiy of GlyRs expressed in Xenopus oocytes (Vaello
et al, 1994). Studies with the inactive analogue of PMA (a-PMA) have shown that
this isomer had no effect on Igiy (Tapia et al, 1997) suggesting that phorbol esters do
need to activate PKC in order to elicit an effect on GlyRs (Albarran et al, 2001).
To avoid cross-activation of different protein kinase pathways experiments
should be conducted where either a native protein kinase activator (i.e. cAMP) or the
protein kinase itself is applied.
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1.4.3.5

-dependent calmodulin kinase II (CaMKII)

Intracellular application of the a subunit of CaMKII enhanced glycinemediated currents in rat spinal neurons (Wang & Randic, 1996). Calcium entry into
the cell by activation of AMP A or NMDA receptors was found to mimic this effect
(Xu et al, 1999; Xu et al, 2000). The increase in Igiy caused by Ca^^ entry through
Ca^^-permeable AMP A receptors was found to be due a decrease in receptor closing
time (Xu et al, 1999). Strangely, there is no known consensus sequence for CaMKII
phosphorylation on either the GlyR a or p subunits. CaMKII is, however, a
multifunctional enzyme and therefore may act indirectly via other proteins such as
adenylyl cyclase, cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase or calcineurin (Wayman et al,
1995; Braun & Schulman, 1995).

1.4.3.6 Protein tyrosine kinase (PTK)

The application of the exogenous tyrosine kinase, cSrc, enhanced glycinemediated currents in rat hippocampal neurons (Caraiscos et a l , 2002). It was found to
increase both the rate of receptor desensitisation and increase the apparent affinity for
glycine by 2-fold (Caraiscos et al, 2002). Substitution of the putative tyrosine
phosphorylation site at position 413 of the GlyR p subunit (Grenningloh et al, 1990a)
removed this increase in Igiy in HEK cells transfected with GlyR al/p^"^^^^ cDNA
(Caraiscos et al, 2002). The peak glycine-activated current of wild-type heteromeric
GlyR a l/p subunits expressed in HEK cells were increased by cSrc and decreased by
a selective inhibitor of Src kinases. The Igiy of the mutant heteromeric GlyR al/p^"^^^^
was not reduced (Caraiscos et al, 2002).
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1.4.3.7 G protein Py-subunits

The amplitude of glycine-activated chloride currents were increased by either
activation of a G protein-coupled receptor or application of purified Gpy (Yevenes et
al, 2003). In addition there was an increase in the apparent affinity of GlyR a l and
an increase in GlyR open probability. These effects are thought to be due to the direct
interaction of the G protein Py subunit with the GlyR a l subunit (Lynch, 2004).

1.4.4

Zinc

1.4.4.1 Introduction

Zinc ions are stored in round clear synaptic vesicles and are co-released into
the synaptic cleft with neurotransmitters upon nerve stimulation (Assaf & Chung,
1984; Howell et al, 1984). The divalent cation is involved in the regulation of various
neuronal functions (Frederickson, 1989) with increased levels of Zn^^ in the synaptic
cleft having various effects on neuronal excitability through inhibition or potentiation
of current flow through ligand-gated and voltage-gated ion channels (Harrison &
Gibbons, 1994; Smarted a/., 1994).
Zinc modulates several ligand-gated ion channels including the GABAa
(Celentano et al, 1991; Legendre & Westbrook, 1991; Smart, 1992), glutamate
(Mayer et al, 1989; Rassendren et al, 1990) and nAChR receptors (Nutter & Adams,
1995; Palma et al, 1998). Modulation by zinc of these receptors has been found to be
dependent on the subunit composition of the receptor (Draguhn et al, 1990; Smart et
al, 1991; Hsiao et al, 2001). There is histological evidence of Zn^^ - containing
neurons in the spinal cord (Velazquez et al, 1999; Schroder et al, 2000; Wang et al.
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2001) where glycine is the major inhibitory neurotransmitter making GlyRs a possible
target for modulation.

1.4.4.2 Effects ofZn^^ on the GlyR

Studies on the effect of Zn^^ on native GlyRs on rat spinal cord neurons and
on recombinant expressed GlyRs have found that the modulation is biphasic in nature
(Bloomenthal et al, 1994; Laube et al, 1995). It has been suggested that the opposing
effects of Zn^^ result from two distinct binding sites with different affinities
(Bloomenthal et al, 1994). At low concentrations (0.5 -10 pM) Zn^^ potentiates
glycine-activated chloride currents, whereas at higher concentrations of Zn^^(>100
pM) inhibition of glycine currents occurs (Laube et al, 1995). The potentiating site,
therefore, has a higher affinity for Zn^^ than that of the inhibitory site of modulation.
The conservation of Zn^^ biphasic modulation in both homomeric GlyR a l and a2
subunits shows that Zn^^ binds to the ligand binding subunit with both effects of zinc
involving changes in the apparent affinity of the receptor for glycine (Laube et al,
1995).
The zinc binding sites on GABAa and GABAc receptors have been elucidated
in more detail than for the GlyR (Wang et al, 1995a; Wooltorton et al, 1997;
Horenstein & Akabas, 1998; Hosie et al, 2003). These studies have suggested that
histidine residues are important in the formation of Zn^^ binding sites. Glutamate
residues have recently been found to also be involved in these sites (Hosie et al,
2003). No potentiation has been observed for GABAa receptors suggesting that this
site is not shared between these members of the same receptor superfamily
(Bloomenthal et al, 1994).
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1.4.4.3 Potentiation

Site of action
Chimeric studies have suggested that the residues 74-86 of GlyR a l subunit
contains the determinants of the high affinity Zn^^ binding site which produces
potentiation (Laube et al, 1995). More recently the substitution of the aspartate
residue at position 80 (D80) in GlyR a l subunit was found to abolish Zn^^
potentiation of glycine currents (Lynch et al, 1998; Laube et al, 2000). However, the
potentiation of taurine mediated currents is unaffected (Lynch et al, 1998), raising
questions over its role. Residues HI 09 and H215 of the GlyR a l subunit have been
found to be involved in the potentiation site of Zn^^ as substitution of either residue
for an alanine residue abolishes potentiation (Harvey et a l , 1999). Mutations in the
TM1-TM2 or TM2-TM3 loops, thought to be involved in signal transduction (see
1.2.3 Gating mechanism), found that Zn^^ potentiation was uncoupled from glycinemediated currents (Lynch et al, 1998). Lynch and colleagues (1998) suggested that
Zn^^ potentiation of the GlyR was mediated “via allosteric mechanisms that are
independent of its effects on agonist binding.” The location of the site of potentiation
is thought to be more difficult to ascertain because of diverse allosteric mechanisms
(Harvey et al, 1999). Potentiation had been suggested to be due to an increase in
agonist affinity (Lynch et al, 1998).

Mechanism of action
The mechanism of action of zinc involves an alteration to the open probability
of the GlyR without changing its unitary conductance (Laube et al, 2000). Low
concentrations of Zn^^ increased the open frequency and mean burst duration (Laube
et al, 2000). In rat cultured spinal neurons low concentrations of Zn^^ (0.5 - 5 pM)
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increased the frequency, duration and mean amplitudes of miniature inhibitory
postsynaptic currents (mIPSCs; Laube, 2002).
The Hill coefficient for taurine was significantly increased by a low Zn^"^
concentration (10 pM) compared to that in the absence of Zn^"^ (Laube et al, 2000).
This was suggested to be due to Zn^^ affecting the cooperativity between GlyR
binding sites (Laube et al, 2000). Maksay & Biro (2002) discovered that this was
indeed the case, with a low concentration of zinc (10 pM) bestowing a slight positive
cooperativity with glycine. This suggests that zinc acts by a purely allosteric
mechanism that affects agonist cooperativity. The positive cooperativity of low
concentrations of Zn^^ and glycine explains the slowed rate of glycine dissociation
from its binding site (Laube et al, 2000; Suwa et al, 2001) as Zn^^ improves the
binding of glycine to the GlyR a l subunit, enhancing the affinity of glycine for the
GlyR a l subunit producing potentiation.

1.4.4.4 Inhibition

Site of action
Site-directed mutagenesis of histidine residues to alanine residues has revealed
that residues H I07 and H I09 in the ligand binding domain of the GlyR are major
determinants in the inhibition site for zinc (Harvey et al, 1999). Histidine residues are
modifiable by protons (H^) and increased concentrations of H^ abolished inhibition by
Zn^^ suggesting that H I07 and H I09 were involved in the formation of the zinc
binding site and that their substitution was not just disruption of an allosteric
transduction pathway (Harvey et al, 1999). Zinc ions may bind between adjacent
GlyR a l subunits, binding to the H I07 of one subunit and the H I09 of another
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subunit (Nevin et al, 2003). In addition to these histidine residues, the residue
threonine (T) 112 has also been suggested to be an important determinant of the
inhibitory site of action of Zn^^ (Laube et al, 2000). The inhibitory action of Zn^^ was
found to be use independent suggesting that it is able to access its binding site or sites
when the receptor is inactive (Harvey et al, 1999).

Mechanism of action
Single-channel recordings found that high concentrations of Zn^"^ (>50 pM)
decreased the open probability of the GlyR a l subunit by decreasing the open
frequency and the relative contribution of the longest burst (Laube et al, 2000).
Concentration-response analysis of the GlyR a l subunit in Xenopus oocytes found
that the Hill coefficient for taurine was significantly decreased by a high
concentration of Zn^^ (100 pM) compared to that in the absence of Zn^^ (Laube et al,
2000). A high concentration of Zn^^ (1 mM) has been found to display a negative
cooperativity with glycine (Maksay & Biro, 2002). A high concentration of Zn^"^
would therefore decrease the affinity of glycine for the GlyR a l subunit reducing the
current produced.

1.4.4.5 Effect o f

on different GlyR subunits

Studies of GlyR a l and a2 subunit homomers have found that the inhibition
by Zn^^ displays similar potencies (Bloomenthal et al, 1994; Laube et al, 1995).
However, only the GlyR a l subunit contains H I07 with GlyR a2 containing an
asparagine at the equivalent position (N114; Grenningloh et al, 1990b). Both subunits
do however contain a histidine residue at position 109 (equivalent position in the a2:
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HI 16). This implicates other additional residues in the inhibitory site of the GlyR a l
subunit (Harvey et al, 1999). The GlyR a3 and a4 subunits also contain an
asparagine at the equivalent position to H I07 (Kuhse et al, 1990b; Matzenbach et al,
1994) but the effects of Zn^^ on these subunits are, as y e t,unknown.
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Aims
The aims of this project were to identify the molecular basis of the differing
properties of the GlyR a3L subunit compared to the GlyR a3S subunit using patchclamp recordings from wild-type and mutant GlyR a3 subunits expressed in human
embryonic kidney (HEK) cells. These include a lower apparent affinity for glycine
and slower and voltage-dependent desensitisation kinetics.
In order to discover which residues were responsible for the differing
electrophysiological properties of the GlyR a3L the residues of the insert of the GlyR
a3L subunit were substituted and the electrophysiological properties of the mutant
GlyR a3L receptors measured. The importance of insert residue identity and length
were investigated, as these could alter the structure of the loop resulting in the
differing properties between the splice variants. The influence of charged amino acids
within the insert were studied in detail in particular, as the charged amino acids near
the large intracellular loop of the Cys-loop superfamily of transmitter-gated ion
channels have been found to affect receptor affinity, gating and desensitisation
kinetics. In addition, the influence of sequences of charged residues flanking the insert
were investigated as a series of positively charged residues in the large cytoplasmic
loop have been found to determine the topology of the GlyR a l. The separation of
these

sequences

could

be

an

important

determinate

electrophysiological properties between the subunits.
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of

the

differing

Location

Residues

TMl

R218Q

TM1-TM2
loop

W243

TM2

Phenotype
Hyperekplexia
(Miraglia et al, 2003)

I244N

Hyperekplexia
(Rees et al, 1994)

M246A

-

P250T

Hyperekplexia
(Saul et al, 1999)

T258

Effect on function

Reference

Decreases the apparent affinity (EC50) for glycine 200-fold. (Langosch et al, 1993;
Alters efficacy - converts p-alanine and taurine into partial Castaldo et a l , 2004)
agonists. Exhibits greatly decreased expression
Important for receptor expression and reduces the efficacies of (Lynch, et al, 1997)
taurine and p-alanine. Substitution for an alanine residue
dramatically increased the rate of desensitisation
Reduced affinity for glycine, a greatly reduced Imax and a (Lynch et al, 1997)
complete loss of strychnine binding. Dramatic reduction in
taurine efficacy turning it into a partial agonist. Substitution for
an alanine residue dramatically increased the rate of
desensitisation
Reduced the agonist efficacies of taurine and p-alanine

(Lynch et al, 1997)

Greatly reduced Imax, increased desensitisation and a marked
decrease in single-channel conductance. Slightly decreased
EC50 for glycine and the Hill coefficient.
The volume and charge of the residue at this position important
determinant of channel activation and desensitisation.
Reduces both the EC50 of the receptor for glycine and its Hill
coefficient

(Saul et al, 1999;
Lynch et al, 1997;
Breitinger et al, 2001)

(Shan et al, 2001)

V260M

Hyperekplexia
(del Giudice et a l ,
2001)

Decreases the EC50 for glycine 5-fold and converts P-alanine (Miraglia et al, 2003;
Castaldo et a l , 2004)
and taurine into partial agonists

Q266H

Hyperekplexia
(Milani et al, 1996)

6-fold decrease in the EC50 for glycine and a significant (Moorhouse et al,
decrease in channel open times. Converts p-alanine and taurine 1999; Castaldo et al,
2004)
to weak partial agonists

Table 1.1. Contribution of residues in TMl, the TM1-TM2 loop and TM2 to ligand binding and receptor gating of the GlyR a l subunit
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Location
TM2-TM3
loop

Residues

Phenotype

Effect on function

Reference

R271L/Q

Hyperekplexia
(Shiang et al.,
1993)

Increases the apparent affinity of glycine (EC50) by 230-410-fold and
decreased the apparent binding affinity of glycine. Reduces both
channel conductance and glycine efficacy. Converts taurine and palanine from full agonists into competitive antagonists without
altering binding affinities.

(Langosch et al, 1994;
Rajendra et al, 1994;
Lynch et al, 1997;
Rajendra fl/., 1995)

K276E

Hyperekplexia
(Elmslie et al,
1996)

The EC50 value for glycine increased by 14-101-fold. Greatly (Lynch et al, 1997;
decrease maximum glycine currents without affecting agonist Lewis et al, 1998)
binding. Shortening of channel opening times with no effect upon the
single channel conductance

V277A

Y279C

L274A
S278A
K281A

-

Hyperekplexia
(Shiang et a l ,
1995)

Convert taurine and p-alanine into full antagonists and the glycine (Lynohet al, 1997)
EC50 was increased by over 100-fold.
EC50 value for glycine increased by 73-fold. Maximum current was (Shiang et al, 1995;
greatly reduced. Converted taurine and p-alanine into competitive Lynch et al, 1997)
agonists with little effect on binding affinities
Converted taurine and p-alanine into partial agonists. Binding (Lynch, et al, 1997)
affinities of agonists were an intermediate between the wild-type and
mutant GlyR causing full disruption of the transduction mechanism

Table 1.2 Contribution of residues in the TM2-TM3 loop to receptor gating
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G lyR
I

C onductance state
II III IV V

Reference
VI

R ecom binant
Homomeric
Human a l
Human a l
Rat a l
Human a2
Rat a2
Human a3L
Human a3S
Rat a3

111

105

86
88
75
91
88

85

64
68
59
66
72
63
69
62

46
49
43
48
42

30
30
25
36
24

18

42

30

20

44
54
48

29
36
34

20
23

(Bormann et a l , 1993)
(Bormann a/., 1993)
(Bormann et al, 1993)

47
45

32
27

20
20

(Takahashi e ta l, 1992)
(Takahashi et al, 1992)

15
23

(Bormann et al, 1993)
(Rajendra et al, 1995)
(Takahashi et al, 1992)
(Bormann et al, 1993)
(Takahashi et al, 1992)
(Breitinger et a l , 2002)
(Breitinger et a l , 2002)
(Takahashi et al, 1992)

Heteromeric
Human a l / rat (3
Human a l l rat p
Human a3/ rat p

112

80

Native
Rat Embryonic
Rat Postnatal

94

70
70

Table 1.3. Comparison of the single channel conductance states of recombinant and native GlyRs.
All conductances given in pS. Numbers in bold represent the most frequently occurring conductance state.
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GlyR

Ti

%3

Application
time (s)

Glycine
Dose (mM)

Preparation

Reference

(ms)

(ms)

(ms)

1470

4644

-

60

0.1

VHN

(Agopyan et al., 1993)

13±7

129± 107

1721 ±1114

1

1

VCN

(Harty & Manis, 1998)

6.0 ± 0.4
4.6 ± 0.5

31.3 ±7.0
11.9± 1.2

RMN
RMN
RMN(WC)
RMN(WC)
RMN (0 - 0 )
RMN ( 0 - 0 )
HEK 293
HEK 293
HEK 293
HEK 293
HEK 293
HEK 293
HEK 293
Xenopus
oocytes

(Singer e/a/., 1998)

1172± 157
1097 ±81

Spontaneous
Spontaneous
8
8

Preparation expresses homomeric
GlyR a2heteromeric GlyR a l/p and
a3/p
Preparation expresses heteromeric
GlyR a l/p and a3/p
Homomeric GlyR a2 (Neonatal)
Heteromeric GlyR a l/p (Juvenile)
Homomeric GlyR a2 (Neonatal)
Heteromeric GlyR a l/p (Juvenile)
Homomeric GlyR a2 (Neonatal)
Heteromeric GlyR a l/p (Juvenile)
Homomeric a l
Homomeric GlyR a3L
Homomeric GlyR a3S
Homomeric GlyR a3L
Homomeric GlyR a3S
Homomeric GlyR a l
Heteromeric GlyR a l/p
Homomeric GlyR a l

12.1+0.9
7.7 ±0.8
0.6 ± 0.4s
29.1 ±4.3
12.2 ± 1.4
12±3

Homomeric GlyR a2 Whole-cell
Outside-out
Homomeric a l and a l/p

2.8 ± 1.5s
6.1 ± 1.6s
38.7

71.4 ±4.9
42.0 ± 2.8
8.4 ± 2.8s
1.9 ± 2.3s
4.6 ± 1.4s
1.2 ± 0.6s
312± 17
137 ±13
192 ±78

0.45 ±0.1 s
22±5s
15s
1537 ±199
512±31
-

1 X 10'^
1 X 10'^

10
10
10
10

15

5

10
10
10
10

2
2
0.1
0.1

4
4
0.4

3
3

10
10

10
10
3

1

(Singer & Berger, 1999)

(Grewer, 1999)
(Breitinger et a l , 2002)
(Nikolic et al, 1998)
(Mohammadi et al, 2003)
(Saul e ta l, 1999)
(Mangin et a l , 2003)

569

-

1

CHO
CHO
Zebrafish

(Legendre, 1998)

Table 1.4. Rates of GlyR subunits desensitisation in various preparations
VCN: Ventral Cochlear Nucleus, VHN: Ventromedial Hypothalamic neurons, HEK: Human embryonic kidney cells, CHO: Chinese hamster ovary
cells, RMN: Rat motoneurons. WC: Whole-cell patch clamp configuration, 0-0: Outside-out patch clamp configuration.
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Modulator

Phosphorylation
(PKA or PKC)

Density

GlyR

Application
time (s)

Ti

l2

%3

(ms)

(ms)

(ms)

Homomeric GlyR a l

30.1 ±2.6

235 ±46

1082 ±226

5

Glycine
Dose
(mM)
1

Homomeric GlyR a l
+ 100 pM forskolin and 500
pM IBMX or + 100 nM PDBu
(pooled data)
Homomeric GlyR al-Pgb 1 DPT
Homomeric GlyR al-pgb 2 DPT
Homomeric GlyR al-pgb
+ gephyrin 1 DPT

18.8 ± 1.9

275 ± 28

1358 ±142

5

1

Reference

(Gentet & Clements, 2002)

(Legendre et al., 2002)

.

22.8 ± 14

412 ±200

1

3

5.1 ±3.1

47.5 ± 26

453 ±185

1

3

4.2 ±2.1

34.2 ± 17.6

574± 174

1

3

Table 1.5. The effect of phosphorylation and receptor density on the rates of desensitisation of the GlyR a l subunit expressed in HEK cells.
DPT: Days post-transfection.. GlyR al-pgb: GlyR a 1bearing the GlyR P subunit gephyrin binding site
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GlyR

-[(1)

T(2)

^[(3)

Application

Glycine

(ms)

(ms)

(ms)

time (ms)

dose (mM)

15± 6

68 ±32

-

1000

4.9 ± 1.3

39.4 ± 12.4

-

Homomeric GlyR a l

5.4 ± 0.4

19.411.0

Homomeric GlyR a l

6.2 ± 1.1

Homomeric GlyR a l
Homomeric GlyR a l

Preparation

Reference

1

VCN

(Harty & Manis, 1996)

1-2

3

Zebrafish

(Legendre, 1998)

70.314.0

3

1

HEK 293

(Gentet & Clements, 2002)

36.4115.5

-

1

3

HEK 293

(Legendre et al., 2002)

5.5 ± 0.4

20.613.9

-

2

1

HEK 293

(Mohammadi et al., 2003)

8.910.6

48.514.2

-

1

1

HEK 293

(Lewis et al, 2003)

-Glycine (average)

27.1 ±2.4

-

-

1

1

-p-alanine

3.0 ±0.3

-

-

1

1

-Taurine

2.2 ± 0.2

-

-

1

1

GlyR a l/p

6.5 ± 0.9

33.816.4

-

2

1

HEK 293

(Mohammadi et a l , 2003)

-

-

159170

1

10

CHO

(Mangin et a l , 2003)

Preparation

expresses

heteromeric GlyR a l/p

and

a3/p
Preparation

expresses

homomeric a l and a l/p

Homomeric GlyR a2

Table 1.6. Exponential rates of GlyR deactivation in various preparations
VCN: Ventral Cochlear Nucleus, HEK: Hurnan embryonic kidney cells, CHO: Chinese hamster ovary cells.
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Chapter 2 - Methods and materials

2.1

cDNA construction and site-directed mutagenesis
Rat glycine receptor a3 subunit cDNAs (Kuhse et al, 1990b) were cloned into

the vector pCIS2. Site-directed mutagenesis was performed using a primer-directed
PCR method (QuikChange kit, Stratagene, La Jolla, California). Purified plasmid
DNAs for transfection were produced using the Plasmid Maxi kit (Qiagen, Valencia,
California). All mutant constructs were fiilly sequenced using the BigDye ready
reaction mix (Perkin-Elmer, Boston, Massachusetts) and an ABI 310 automated DNA
sequencer (Applied Bio systems, Foster City, California). All molecular biology
carried out by Dr R. Harvey and Dr K. Harvey.

2.2

Cell culture and electroporation
Human embryonic kidney (HEK 293 ATCC CRL 1573; American Type

Culture Collection, Manassas, VA) cells were grown in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s
medium (DMEM; Invitrogen, California) supplemented with 10 % heat inactivated
foetal calf serum, 2mM glutamate, 100 units ml'^ penicillin G and 100 pg mf^
streptomycin at 37 °C in 95 % air- 5 % CO2. HEK cells were passaged every 2-3 days
for 20 times imtil cells were growing exponentially (2 x 10^ cells/10-cm dish). Cell
density prior to transfection was approximately 70%. These HEK cells were then
harvested by trypsinization (Trysin (0.25 %) EDTA), and washed once in Optimem
medium (Invitrogen, California) before being resuspended in 500 pi Optimem. They
were then subjected to two consecutive electroporation procedures (infinite resistance,
voltage 400mV, capacitance 125pF; BioRad Gene Electropulser II, Hemel
Hempstead, UK) in the presence of the plasmids containing the wild type or mutant
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GlyRaS receptor subunit cDNAs. The reporter plasmid, the green fluorescent protein
from the jellyfish (EGFP; BD Biosciences Clontech, California), was included in the
mix. The total amount of cDNA used was 15 pg with a ratio of 4:1 for receptor
subunit: GFP. Electroporated cells were briefly triturated with fire-polished Pasteur
pipettes (half bore) and plated at approx 40 % confluency onto glass coverslips. These
coverslips had been sterilised by immersion into 70 % ethanol, which was then burnt
off using an ethanol burner. They were then placed into 35 mm Petri dishes and
covered with 500 pi poly-l-lysine (100 pg/ml) for 1 hour. The coverslips were then
washed thrice with water and allowed to dry for 30-60 minutes. The coverslips were
then covered in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium and stored in 35 mm culture
dishes.

2.3

Patch clamp electrophysiology
The HEK cells were placed on the fixed stage of an upright microscope

(Optiphot 2, Nikon, Japan) and observed with a water immersion objective at a
magnification of X400. The microscope was equipped with epifluorescence
illumination for visualization of the GFP signal (k = 488 nm).
2.3.1

Whole-cell configuration
Whole-cell glycine-activated chloride currents were recorded from single cells

by patch-clamp using an Axopatch 200B amplifier (Axon instruments. Union City,
California) in conjunction with a Digidata 1200A digitiser board (Axon Instruments,
Union City, California). Patch electrodes were pulled from thin-wall borosilicate glass
electrodes (GC150T-10; Clark Electromedical, UK) on a vertical electrode puller (PC10, Narishige, Japan) and then heat polished to resistances of 3-5 MQ. These were
then filled with an intracellular solution containing (mM): 120 KCl, 1 MgCb, 11
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EDTA, 10 HEPES, 1 CaCh and 2 ATP, pH 7.11 adjusted with KOH (60 pi of lOM
KOH for 100 ml). Cells were clamped at -70 mV (Vy -70 mV) or -40 mV (V h^O
mV) and continually perfused with a Krebs solution containing (mM): 140 NaCl, 4.7
KCl, 1.2 MgCli, 2.52 CaClz, 11 Glucose, and 5 HEPES, pH 7.4 adjusted with NaOH
(400 pi of lOM NaOH for 11).
HEK cells were used for electrophysiological recording 24-48 hours after
electroporation. Currents were sampled at 10 kHz using Clampex 8 (Axon
instruments. Union City, California) and were filtered at 2 kHz lowpass Bessel filter.
The seal test on the Clampex program (5 mV pulse) was used to ascertain that a 1 GQ
seal had been formed. Cells with leaks over 200 pA were discarded. Whole cell
capacitances were determined by compensation of the whole-cell capacity transients.
Cells with membrane capacitances (Cm) 6 - 20 pF were used. Series resistance (6 -1 0
MQ) was compensated by 60-90 %. Uncompensated series resistance would lead to a
loss of voltage-clamp, which would alter the magnitude of the current measured
therefore altering the apparent decay kinetics of the current measured.
2.3.2

Outside-out patch configuration
Outside-out patches were excised according to the method of (Hamill et a i,

1981) and drugs were applied via parallel solution streams produced by rapid
perfusion through theta glass (TG200; Clark Electromedical, UK) attached to a
Piezoelectric Ultra-Fast Solution Switching System (LSS-3100, Burleigh, Victor,
NY). The Clampex 8 external trigger facility was connected to an external pulse
generator controlling voltage step commands. The voltage steps were conditioned
with a signal conditioning circuit (AxoBits 22, Axon instruments. Union City,
California) to reduce oscillations.
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2.3.3

Current - Voltage relationship
These were produced using an I-V protocol in Clampex. Cells were whole-cell

clamped at Vr -70 mV. Holding potentials started at -90 mV and ended at 60 mV.
Steps were in 10 mV increments 20 ms in duration. The I-V protocol was run once the
cell was successfully clamped before the application of glycine. The resulting I-V was
subtracted from the subsequent peak (t = 0) and steady state (t = 10s) I-V for that cell.

2.4

Drug application
Drugs were applied using a modified Y-tube (Wooltorton et a l, 1997). This

Y- shaped tube had an additional tube attached parallel to the first to wash off the
drug. Solutions travelled around the tube in response to a vacuum. This vacuum also
evacuated Krebs from the bath, which is then replaced by fresh Krebs by gravity
application. Drug application was triggered via the Clampex external trigger
command. The trigger was used to simultaneously control 2 solenoid valves
connected to the vacuum pump. When the valves were open Krebs medium flowed
from the wash off tube. Closure of the valves caused a cessation of the Krebs medium
from the wash off tube and the application of the drug from the U shaped tube.
Reopening of the valves stopped drug application whilst simultaneously washing off
the drug. Drug entering the bath solution was removed by the bath perfusion system.
The bath solution flow was positioned parallel to the flow of drug so that there was
laminar flow of the drug. This arrangement produced rapid perfusion with an
exchange rate of approximately 100 ms. All drugs applied to cells were prepared in
Krebs solution.
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2.5

Data analysis
To ascertain current rundown or run up, a 2 s dose of 100 pM glycine was

applied every 3 min until the current size was uniform. Dose response curves were
produced by 10 s applications of glycine applied at 3 min intervals. Every third dose
was 100 pM and any subsequent increase or decrease in current magnitude was taken
into account for the proceeding dose responses.

A ll

peak currents were normalized to

the maximum peak inward current and the data were fitted by the Hill equation:
I / I m a x = [ l / ( 1 + ( E C 50/ [ A ] ) " ) ]

Where EC50 represent the concentration of glycine that induces 50 % of the
maximal response evoked by a saturating dose of glycine and n is the Hill coefficient.
Hill fits performed on individual cells and then EC50 and slope values meaned.
Desensitisation was evoked by applying 1 mM glycine onto single HEK cells.
Desensitisation time constants (x) were calculated by the fitting of single or hi
exponentials curves with the Levenberg-Marquardt method in Clampfit 8 :

f ( t ) =

^

A ,

e

+

C

where n represent number of terms, A the amplitude, x the time constant, C the
constant y-offset for i components. Axon instruments, CA). Goodness of fit was
measured by a standard deviation below
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and the time constant(s) being positive

values. Peak currents and rise times (1 0 -9 0 %) were measured using the statistical
analysis function in Clampfit. Student’s t-test was used to calculate significance in
Excel 2000 (Microsoft). For multiple data sets an analysis of variance was performed
using one-way ANOVA (Microcal Origin). Concentration-response curves were fitted
to the Hill equation using Origin 6.1 (OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA).
Results were expressed as means ± s.e.m. and n refers to the number of cells.
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Reversal potentials for glycine-activated current (Eci) were calculated from the Nemst
equation:

F

[C l\

where R is the gas constant, T is absolute temperature and F is the Faraday
constant. [Cl] i is the intracellular concentration of chloride ions and [Cl] o is the
extracellular concentration of chloride ions.

2.6

Drugs and solutions

The drugs used in this study were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO): KCl,
MgCl], EDTA, HEPES, CaCE, ATP, NaCl, Glucose, HEPES, NaOH, KOH. The
following drugs used in this study were obtained from Invitrogen (California):
DMEM, Optimem, Glycine, zinc chloride, cAMP and WIPTIDE (Cheng et a l, 1986).
Extracellular solution was made on day of recording and used for a maximum of 2
days. Extracellular solution was kept overnight at 0-5 °C. Intracellular solution was
aliquoted into 1ml vials and stored at -20 °C. One vial was used per day of recording.
Following the addition of ATP the intracellular solution was stored on ice. Stock
solutions of 100 mM glycine and ATP were made in distilled water and stored at -20
°C.

Drugs

made

up

on

day

of
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recording

in

extracellular

solution.

Chapter 3 - Electrophysiological properties of the splice variants of
the rat glycine a3 subunit receptor

3.1

Introduction
The human glycine receptors (hGlyR) a3 Short (a3S) and a3 Long (a3L)

have been shown to have differing electrophysiological properties when expressed in
human embryonic kidney (HEK) cells (Table 3.1; (Nikolic et a l, 1998; Breitinger et
a l, 2002). However, the electrophysiological properties of the rat glycine a3 receptor
variants have yet to be elucidated. To date only the long variant has been expressed in
Xenopus oocytes (Kuhse et al, 1990b). The aim of this chapter was to study the
electrophysiological properties of the rat GlyR a3 splice variants and discover if any
functional role is conferred on the receptor by the additional 15 residues found in the
rat glycine a3L subunit.

3.2

Primary amino acid sequences of GlyR a3 subunits
The predicted transmembrane topology of the GlyR a3 subunit polypeptide

follows that of other members of the ligand-gated ion channel (LGIC) family having 4
transmembrane domains (TM) with an extracellular N-terminal and C-terminal, with
two intracellular loops (Figure 3.1; (Betz, 1990). Sequence analysis has shown that
the rat GlyR a3 sequence (Kuhse et al, 1990b) has 98 % identity to the human GlyR
a3 sequence (Nikolic et a l, 1998). In both species the additional 15 amino acids in
the large intracellular loop between TM 3 and 4, that distinguish the glycine a3L
receptor, are nearly identical differing by only one amino (Figure 3.2). Alignment of
the subunit sequences of GlyR a3L to GlyR a l and 2 subunits in this loop revealed
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the highest sequence divergence with only 54-57 % homology (Kuhse et al, 1990b).
Interestingly, neither the newly discovered zebrafish a3 (Imboden et al, 2001b) nor
the perchfish a3 subunits (Gisselmann et al, 2002) contain this additional insert
(Figure 3.2).

3.3

Electrophysiological properties of GlyR a3S and GlyR a3L

subunit receptors
3.3.1

Concentration - Response relationship
Whole-cell current responses were recorded from both GlyR a3 subunit

variants using glycine concentrations of 10 pM to 1 mM (Figure 3.3). Concentrationresponse curves were constructed which revealed that the sensitivity to glycine,
determined by the EC50 for a3S and a3L, varied significantly (P < 0.05; Figure 3.4).
The additional of 15 amino acids to the intracellular loop caused a 2-fold decrease in
glycine potency. GlyR a3S had an E C 5 0 of 82.6 ±5.1 pM (n = 6 ) and the long variant,
an E C 5 0 value of 183.3 ± 5.6 (n = 6 ). This E C 5 0 for a3L is substantially lower than the
E C 50

value previously published for the glycine a3L variant when expressed in

Xenopus oocytes (Kuhse et a l, 1990b). Similar Hill coefficients values were found
for both a3S (2.4 ± 0.3) and for a3L (2.6 ± 0.1). The mean peak current (Im ax) for the
short variant (5.93 ± 0.65 nA, n = 12; Table 3.2) was slightly higher than that of the
long variant (4.47 ± 0.80 nA, n = 11). Normalization of Imax to the whole-cell
capacitance, to allow for possible differences in cell size, found that the current
density did not differ significantly between GlyR a3S and GlyR a3L (261.21 ± 46.08
pA/pF and 205.83 ± 44.35 pA/pF respectively; Table 3.2). The currents for both
variants showed a large increase in peak amplitudes at glycine doses greater than 50
pM (Figure 3.3). The splice variants of the glycine a3 subunit receptor of the rat have
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lower apparent affinities for glycine compared with the human GlyR a3 wild-type
receptors (Breitinger et al, 2002; Nikolic et al, 1998).

3.3.2

Desensitisation kinetics
The glycine-activated currents transduced by the long variant of the glycine

a3 receptor showed distinct desensitisation kinetics to those obtained with GlyR a3S
at glycine concentrations greater than 50 pM at -70 mV (Figure 3.3). The decay
phases of the currents activated by 1 mM glycine applied for 10 s initially were
described by single exponential functions and clearly showed different desensitisation
kinetics for each of the variants. The glycine a3L subunit receptor was found to
desensitise at a rate significantly slower (4.71 ± 0.73 s, n = 10, P < 0.05; Table 3.2)
than that of the short variant (2.69 ± 0.41s, n = 12).
Bi-exponential curve fitting to the current decays provided a better description
of the desensitisation phase of most currents revealing a second fast desensitisation
component, Xfast- This fast component of desensitisation was not significantly different
between the receptor variants, with values of 0.59 ± 0.09 s and 1.18 ± 0.42 s for short
and long respectively (n = 5 - 7, P > 0.05; Figure 3.5). However, the slow component
(xsiow) was significantly different (P < 0.05). This component of the decay of the short
variants’ glycine-activated current was significantly quicker than that for the long
variant (2.76 ± 0.46 s and 4.74 ± 0.70 s respectively, n = 9 - 11). The slow
components of biexponential decay did not differ significantly from the time constant
given by the single exponential decay fits (P > 0.05). The extent of desensitisation
(the ratio of the steady-state to peak current after 10 s application of ImM glycine)
also varied significantly between the GlyR a3 variants (85.2 ± 1.0 % and 64.6 ±5.3
% for a3S and a3L respectively, P < 0.005; Table 3.2).
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Bi-exponential analysis found that the time constant for the slow component
of desensitisation for the glycine a3L subunit receptor was significantly slower than
that for the short variant. This was also true of single exponential curve fitting which
gave results indistinguishable from the slow components (P > 0.05).

3.3.3

Current - Voltage relationship
Whole-cell current-voltage studies were made using ImM glycine over a

range of 60 to -100 mV. When the glycine-activated conductance was measured at the
peak of the glycine current, the short variant was found to have a higher conductance
(59 ± 8 nS, n = 5; Figure 3.6) than the long variant (37 ± 7 nS, n = 4; Figure 3.7). The
data was best fitted by linear regression with no apparent rectification. The chloride
reversal potential (Eci) for the short variant was shifted slightly to -10 mV instead of
at -5.5 mV (the value calculated by the Nemst equation). The long variant Eci was
also slightly shifted to 0 mV. Current-voltage relationships were then determined
during steady-state glycine currents (after ~ 10s application of glycine) to ascertain
whether differences in desensitisation were due to a shift in the Eci or to changes in
receptor kinetics. At steady state the short variant conductance decreased significantly
(P < 0.05) to 34 ± 5 nS (n = 3) but there was also a shift in Eci to -30 mV. The GlyR
a3I. subunit conductance did not alter significantly (26 ± 6 nS, n = 3) and its Eci
shifted slightly from 0 mV to -10 mV.
The shifts in Eci could be caused by chloride loss due to the large currents
evoked (the greater effect occurring with the short variant as this produces the larger
peak current). The chloride conductance decrease seen in the glycine a3S subunit
receptor may be due to receptors moving to an inactive or desensitised state.
Therefore some of the current decay is due to a change in Eci.
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3.3.4

Voltage - Dependency of desensitisation

The current-voltage data predicts that the holding potential (Vh) may influence
desensitisation of the GlyR aSS due to an increased difference bet^veen the
amplitudes of the peak and steady-state currents at greater hyperpolarizing currents.
Cells were voltage clamped at -70mV and -40 mV and doses of 1 mM of glycine
were applied for
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s. for both variants there was a dramatic decrease in the peak

currents (Imax) elicited at Vh -40 mV as compared to those at Vh -70 mV (Figure
3.8A,B & Figure 3.10A,B.). For the GlyR a3S variant peak current was reduced by
30 % (4.16 ± 0.48 nA, n = 12 - 20; Table 3.2). The long variant decreased by 48 %
(2 .3 1 ± 0 .3 5 n A ,n = ll-1 8 ).
Bi-exponential analysis of the current decay found that there was a significant
increase in the xslow for the a3S (Figure 3.8B). This time constant increased to 3.95
± 0.35 s (P < 0.05, n = 16). The Xfast was not significantly altered (0.61 ±0.13 s, n =
12). There was no significant effect on the desensitisation kinetics of the glycine a3L
receptor upon depolarisation of the cell (Figure 3.1 OB). The Xsiow decreased slightly
(5.45 ± 0.54 s, n =16) but the Xfast component was unchanged (1.22 ± 0.25 s, n = 10).
Concentration-response curves for the short variant at Vh -40 mV showed no
significant alteration in either the EC50 (84.5 ± 3.4 pM, n = 7; Figure 3.8) or Hill
coefficient values (2.1 ± 0.2). There was no increase in the GlyR a3L sensitivity to
glycine at Vh -40 mV (144.9 ± 4.2 pM, n = 6 ; Figure 3.11, P > 0.1). However, there
was a slight alteration of the GlyR a3L Hill coefficient value (2.3 ±0.1).
The extent of desensitisation shown by the GlyR a3S was significantly
reduced (P < 0.005) at Vh -40 mV (70.6 ± 2.0 %) compared to than at Vh -70 mV
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(85.2 ± 1.0 %). The a3L subunit receptors’ extent of desensitisation did not
significantly change between the two holding potentials

(V h

-40 mV: 58.4 ± 4.0 %

and Vh -70 mV: 64.6 ± 5.3 %). Thus short variant desensitised to a significantly
greater extent that the long variant at both holding potentials.

3.3.5

Rapid application of glycine to outside-out patches
Rapid applications of glycine were made to outside-out patches (Hamill et a l,

1981) of HEK cells to determine the presence of any additional desensitisation
components. The faster rise times that are achievable by this method allows the
resolution of more rapid time constants that relatively slow onset of drug application
in the whole-cell configuration would not reveal. One-second applications of 1 mM
glycine were made onto outside-out patches expressing GlyR a3S subunit held at VH
-70mV. The time course of desensitisation was best fitted by a bi-exponential curve
(Figure 3.12) providing values of iRfast = 40.2 ± 5.3 ms and xrsIow = 309.7 ± 8.9 ms
(means ± s.e.m., n = 3). This slower component is significantly different to the xfast
given for a3S in the whole cell configuration (P < 0.05). Unsurprisingly, the mean 1090 % rise time was significantly quicker (7.7 ± 2.0 ms, n = 3) than that for whole-cell
currents.

3.3.6

Deactivation of glycine activated currents
Deactivation is the decay of current after the removal of the agonist.

Deactivation is mainly determined by the time course of transition fi’om open to
closed ligand unbound states of the receptor (Jahn et al, 2001). To ascertain the
deactivation rate, 5 ms doses of ImM of glycine were applied to outside-out patches
of the glycine a3 short receptor held at -70m V The current decay was best fitted by a
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single exponential component, giving a rate of 29.0 ± 5.8 ms (10-90 % rise time = 7.6
±3.1 ms, n = 4; Figure 3.13). It is worth noting that due to a lack of analogue to
digital current gain of the current trace has lead to bit visualisation. Therefore these
experiments need repeating with a higher amplifier gain in order to truly quantify the
rate of deactivation of the GlyR a3S.

3.3.7

Controls
A possible source of data misinterpretation is a correlation between the

desensitisation rate and the rise time (Short - Figure 3.14A; Long - 3.ISA). Slow rise
times would cause more rapid components of desensitisation to be overlooked. There
was a low goodness of fit correlation between these parameters (Short - 0.39, n =29;
Long - 0.44, n = 31). Another parameter that may affect results is if cells expressing
the largest peak currents produced the most rapid desensitisation by possible
alteration of chloride equilibrium (Short - Figure 3.14B; Long - Figure 3.15B).
However there was no correlation, the goodness of fit being 0.53 for short (n = 32)
and 0.34 (n = 32) for the long variant.
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Figure 3.1. Topology of the glycine receptor a3 subunit protein.

Numbers represent putative transmembrane. Red section indicates position of
sequence investigated.
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Figure 3.2. The primary amino acid sequence alignment of the transmembrane domains and extracellular and intracellular loops of the
glycine receptor a subunits.

Underlined residues represent transmembrane domains. Sequences started from TMl Conserved residues are shown in bold. Dots represent
segments of ten amino acids. The additional insert of 15 amino acids in the a3L isoforms are shown in red.
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Figure 3.3. W hole-cell current responses of glycine a3S and a3L subunit
receptors.

A, B, Whole-cell current responses from two HEK cells expressing either a3S (A) or
a3L (B). Holding potential -70mV. Bars indicate duration of glycine application.
Concentrations in micromolar. Calibration bars represent; A, 4 nA and 2 s: B, 1 nA
and 2 s.
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Figure 3.4. Concentration-response relationships for glycine a3S and a3L
subunit receptors.

Concentration-response curves for a3Short (• ) and a3 Long (■) subunits. Curves
normalised to maximal responses. The EC50 and Hill coefficient for a3S, are 82.6 ±
5.1 pM and 2.4 ± 0.3. (n = 6 ). For a3L, the E C 5 0 is 183.3 ± 5.6 pM and Hill
coefficient 2.6 ±0.1 (n = 6 ). Values represent means ± s.e.m. Holding potential of -70
mV.
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Figure 3.5. Desensitisation characteristics of glycine a3S and a3L subunit
receptor.

A, (Left panel) Whole-cell current of GlyR a3S in response to 1 mM glycine. Bar
represents application of glycine. Holding potential -70 mV. The calibration bars
represent 1 nA and 2 s. Red line shows result of double exponential fit to
desensitisation curve (black line) and the blue line shows the single exponential fit to
the same curve.
(Rightpanel) Desensitisation time constants for GlyR a3S. n = 7 - 11.
B, (Left panel) Whole cell current of GlyR a3L in response to 1 mM glycine.
(Right panel) Desensitisation time constants of GlyR a3L. Values represent means ±
s.e.m. * P < 0.05 for the comparison of isiow between a3S and a3L.
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Figure 3.6. Whole-cell current-voltage relationship for GlyR a3S.
A, Typical whole-cell peak current I-V relationship of GlyR aSS. Traces shown
currents are evoked by 1 mM glycine at holding potentials -90 to 60 mV. The
calibration bars represents 2 nA and 2 ms.
B, Whole-cell properties of the GlyR aSS. Closed circles represent peak current and
open circles represent current after 10 seconds. Normalized to peak current at -70
mV. Peak current conductance calculated from slope = 5 9 ± 8 n S . n = 4 - 5.
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Figure 3.7. Whole-cell current-voltage relationship for GlyR a3L.
A, Typical whole-cell peak current I-V relationship of GlyR aSL. Traces shown
currents at evoked by 1 mM of glycine at holding potentials -90 to 60 mV. The
calibration bars represents 2 nA and 2 ms.
B, Whole-cell properties of the GlyR a3L. Closed circles represent peak current and
open circles represent current after 10 seconds. Normalized to peak current at -70 mV.
Peak current conductance calculated from slope = 37 ± 7 nS. n = 3 - 4.
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Figure 3.8. Effect of membrane depolarisation on the desensitisation
characteristics of the glycine a3S subunit receptor.
A, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell currents of GlyR a3S to 1 mM glycine at a holding
potential of -70 mV.
(Right Panel) Biexponential desensitisation time constants at Vh -70 mV, n = 7 - 11
cells.
B, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response of GlyR a3S to 1 mM glycine at a
holding potential of -40 mV. (Right Panel) Biexponential desensitisation time
constants at Vh -40 mV, n = 12 - 16 cells. The calibration bars represent 500 pA and
2 s. *P <0.05.
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Figure 3.9. Dose-response curves for GlyR a3S at Vh -70 mV (closed symbols)
and -40 mV (open symbols).
Glycine currents were normalised to the maximal responses. EC50 values are 82.6 ±
5.1 pM and 84. ± 2.7 pM at Vh -70 mV and -40 mV respectively. Hill coefficients are
2.4 ± 0.3 and 2.1 ± 0.2 at -70 mV and -40 mV respectively, n = 6 - 7 cells.
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Figure 3.10. Effect of membrane depolarisation on the desensitisation
characteristics of glycine a3L.
A, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response of GlyR a3L to 1 mM glycine at a
holding potential of -70 mV.
(Right Panel) Biexponential desensitisation time constants of aSS at Vr -70 mV, n =
6 - 9 cells.
B, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response of GlyR aSL to 1 mM glycine at a
holding potential of -40 mV.
(Right Panel) Biexponential desensitisation time constants at V r -40 mV, n = 10 - 16
cells. The calibration bars represent 1 nA and 2 s.
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Figure 3.11. Dose-response curves for GlyR a3L Vh -70 mV (closed symbols)
and -40 mV (open symbols).
Glycine currents were normalised to maximal responses. EC50 values are 176.7 ±5.1
pM and 144.9 ± 4.2 pM at Vh -70 mV and -40 mV respectively. Hill coefficients are
2.3 ±0.1 and 2.3 ±0.1 at -70 mV and -40 mV respectively, n = 4 - 6 cells
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Figure 3.12. Rapid application of glycine to outside out patches of HEK 293 cells
transfected with glycine a3S subunit cDNA.
A, Representative trace of current evoked by 1 sec application of 1 mM glycine to a
patch containing glycine a3S receptor. Blue trace represents fitted curve. Current
recorded at Vh -70 mV. Bar represents 1 mM glycine application duration. The
calibration bar represents 50 pA and 100 ms.
B, Average desensitisation time constants for rapid glycine application to glycine aSS
subunit receptor, n = 3 - 4. Values are means ± s.e.m.
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Figure 3.13. Deactivation of glycine a3S subunit receptor.
A, Current produced by rapid application of glycine to an outside out patch. Blue line
represents fitted exponential decay. Current recorded at Vr -70 mV. Bar represents 1
mM glycine application duration. The calibration bar represents 20 pA and 20 ms.
B, Mean deactivation time constant and mean rise time, n = 3. Values are means ±
s.e.m.
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Figure 3.14. A, Correlation between single exponential time constant to rise time
for glycine a3 short.
n = 31 cells. Goodness of fit 0.39.
B, Correlation between single exponential time constant to Imax for glycine a3
short.
n = 32. Goodness of fit 0.53.
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Figure 3.15. A, Correlation between single slow time constant desensitisation to
rise time for glycine a3 long.
n = 31 cells. Goodness of fit 0.44.
B, Correlation between single exponential time constant to Imax for glycine a3
long.
n = 32. Goodness of fit 0.34.
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GlyR o3L

GlyR o3S
ECso (|iM)
Hill coefficient
Imax(nA)
'^fast (s)
'^slow (s)
Fraction of current desensitising (%)

Nikolic
1998
64+14
2.5 ± 0.2
3.69 + 0.74
1.2 ±0.6
15
79+13

Breitinger et al. 2002
24 + 5
2.5 + 0.6
1.36 + 0.59
1.9+ 2.3
78 + 13

Nikolic era/. 1998
54+12
2.8+ 0.3
3.99+1.17
4.6+ 1.4
22 + 5
52+11

Breitinger et al. 2002
41+7
2.3+ 0.8
1.61 + 1.08
0.6 + 0.4
8.4 ±2.8
3 2 + 13 a

Table 3.1. The eiectrophysiological properties of hGlyR expressed in HEK cells.
“ calculated value from non-desensitising current fraction.
Differences in methodologies: Nikolic et al. voltage clamped cells at -70 mV and applied 1 mM of glycine. Breitinger et al. held cells at -60 mV
and applied 2 mM of glycine for desensitisation analysis.
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X (single exponential) (V h -7 0 mV)

Maximum glycine-activated current
at -70 mV
at -40 mV
Maximum glycine-activated current normalized to cell capacitance
Percentage of cells showing biphasic desensitisation
at -70 mV
at -40 mV
Desensitisation
at -70 mV
at -40 mV

Short

Long

2.69 ± 0.41s

4.71 ± 0.73s*

5.93 ± 0.65 nA
4.16 +0.48 nA

4.47 ± 0.80 nA
2.31 ±0.35 nA*

261.21+46.08 pA/pF

205.83 ± 44.35 pA/pF

50 % (12)
47% (19)

45% (11)
44% (18)

85.2 ±1.1 %
70.6 ± 2.0 %

64.6 ± 5.3 %*
58.4 ± 4.0 %*

55.20 ±14.99 ms
62.73 ± 22.44 ms

132.44 ±25.88 ms*
105.53 ±24.27 ms

(Is te a d y -s ta te T Ip e a k )

Rise times (10 - 90 % )
at -70 mV
at -40 mV
Table 3.2. Eiectrophysiological properties of glycine o3 short and long subunit receptors
* P < 0.05. Values are means ± s. e. n = 11 - 20.
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3.4

Discussion - Differences in the eiectrophysiological properties

of GlyR a3S and GlyR a3L subunits

3.4.1

Concentration-response relationship
The EC50 values for the rat splice variants of the GlyR a3 were found to be

significantly different, with the long variant exhibiting a

2 -fold

reduction in the

potency of glycine compared to the short variant (Figure 3.4). This difference was
similar to that seen between the human form of the GlyR a3 subunits, where the long
variants’ apparent affinity was found to be

2 .5-fold

lower than the short variant

(Breitinger et al, 2002). The EC50 values for the human form of the GlyR a3 subunit
are lower than those of the rat, with the EC50 value of the short variant varying by up
to 3-fold and the GlyR a3L by 3-4-fold (Nikolic et al, 1998; Breitinger et al, 2002;
Table 3.1). The large N-terminal regions (1.2.2 - Ligand-binding site) of the human
and rat GlyR a3 subunits differ by only 2 residues at position VIIL and D32N, these
may be responsible for these differences in the potency of glycine. The difference of
two amino acids in the N-terminal of the human GlyR a2A and GlyR a2B receptors
(V58I & T59A) has recently been found to produce a 2-fold difference in the
receptors apparent affinities (Miller et al, 2004).
The Hill coefficients for both the long and short variants found in this study
were not significantly different. These values were also similar to values previously
published for the human GlyR a3 subunit (Nikolic et al, 1998; Breitinger et al,
2002; Table 3.1). Therefore, though the rat form of the GlyR a3 subunit has a lower
apparent affinity for glycine than the human form, the cooperativity of binding is the
same. The difference in the potency of glycine at these GlyR a3 subunit variants is
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probably due to an alteration of the channel gating mechanism as the site of the
additional insert is intracellular and the Hill coefficient remains unaltered. The
decreased potency of glycine at the GlyR a3L subunit would result in a smaller
response to glycine compared to the GlyR a3S subunit.

3.4.2

Desensitisation kinetics
The desensitisation kinetics of the GlyR a3L subunit were significantly slower

than those of the short variant (Nikolic et al, 1998; Breitinger et al, 2002). Two
exponential components produced a better fit of GlyR a3 subunit current decay. The
fast component did not vary significantly between the variants and was similar to that
previously seen for the human GlyR a3L (Breitinger et al, 2002; see Table 3.1). The
slow component of desensitisation differed significantly between the two variants and
was not significantly different to the values found by fitting of a single exponential.
The slow components measured here were similar to the fast components found by
Nikolic and colleagues (1998) and similar to the single tau found by Breitinger and
colleagues (2002). Previously published data on the desensitisation kinetics of the
GlyR a3 subunit variants have showed a 3-4-fold difference in rates between the
variants (Nikolic et al, 1998; Breitinger et al, 2002). The results found here show
only a 2 -fold difference, but this is significant.
A comparison of the extent of desensitisation found that the short variant
desensitised by

20

% more than the long variant at comparable levels of receptor

activation (Table 3.2). This was comparable with the results for the human GlyR a3
short and long variants, which have shown a 27 - 46 % difference (Nikolic et al,
1998; Breitinger et al, 2002; Table 3.1).
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Receptors with differing desensitisation kinetics, such as those of GlyR a3S
and GlyR a3L variants, would produce IPSCs that differed in their size and
timecourse (Jones & Westbrook, 1996).
3.4.2.1 Rapid application to outside-out patches

The rapid application of glycine to outside-out patches of HEK cells allowed
the identification of a third component of desensitisation for the GlyR a3S. The
fastest component of desensitisation measured was of a similar magnitude to results
previously found for other GlyR subunits (Table 1.3). However, the mean rise time of
approximately

8

ms limited the resolution of desensitisation components. The slower

component of desensitisation found by this method (306.7 ± 8.9 ms; Figure 3.12) is
not believed to constitute a fourth component but may merely be a more accurate
measurement of the fast component found in the whole-cell configuration (590 ± 90
ms). The existence of three desensitisation components was consistent with current
findings (see Table 1.3).

3.4.3

Current-voltage relationship
The whole-cell conductance calculated from I-V plots for the GlyR a3S

subunit was higher than that of the GlyR a3L subunit (59 ±

8

and 37 ± 7 nS

respectively). This was in accordance with the single-channel conductances found in
HEK 293 cells, though these were not considered significantly different (69 pS and 63
pS for the GlyR a3S and GlyR a3L subunits respectively, (Breitinger et al, 2002).
As expected, measurement of the current-voltage relationship at steady state of the
GlyR a3S subunit found there was a significant decrease in the whole-cell
conductance as compared to the peak conductance (34 ± 5 nS). This steady state
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conductance was similar to the peak whole-cell conductance of the GlyR a3L subunit.
The GlyR a3L whole-cell conductance was not altered significantly from peak to
steady state (26 ±

6

nS), probably due to the lesser degree of desensitisation

associated with this homomer. However, there were shifts in the chloride reversal
potential of both receptor subunits. These most probably occurred due to large Cl'
shifts following significant receptor activation. It is possible that the shift in the
reversal potential between the peak and steady-state current is due to an alteration in
the ionic selectivity of the receptor. The large intracellular loop has been found to be
important for the single channel conductance and ion selectivity of Cys-loop family of
ligand-gated ion channels (Peters et al, 2005; Hales et al, 2006; Unwin, 2005). The
additional insert of the GlyR a3L does not have as large a shift as the GlyR a3S
(Figure 3.6 & 3.7). This may be due to the presence of several charged amino acids
which have found to be determinants of ion flow (Peters et al, 2005). The decrease in
conductance between Ipeak to steady-state with negligible shift in Eci would indicate
GlyR desensitisation. These results demonstrate that the reduction in GlyR a3S
subunit current from Ipeak to steady-state current is largely due to desensitisation.

3.4.4

Voltage-dependency
The peak currents of both GlyR a3 subunit variants were voltage dependent

decreasing with depolarisation of the cell holding potential from -90 mV to +60 mV
(Figure 3.6B & 3.7B). This is in agreement with previous findings in neuronal mRNA
expressed in Xenopus oocytes, rat neurons and Mauthner cells (Gundersen et al,
1984; Akaike & Kaneda, 1989; Faber & Korn, 1987; Legendre, 1999). Depolarisation
of the cell holding potential did not affect the concentration-response relationships of
either of the GlyR a3 subunit splice variants (Figure 3.9 & 3.11).
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The desensitisation kinetics of the GlyR a3S subunit were found to be
voltage-dependent. The slow component of desensitisation was slowed significantly
by depolarisation while the fast component remained unaltered. The extent of GlyR
a3S current desensitisation was also decreased significantly by depolarisation.
Conversely, the GlyR a3L subunits’ desensitisation kinetics were unaltered by
depolarisation. The additional insert of the GlyR a3L therefore not only slows the
desensitisation kinetics of the GlyR a3 receptor but also alters the receptors’
sensitivity to voltage. The presence of charged residues have been found to be
important for the gating of voltage-dependent ion channels (Bezanilla, 2000) and it is
possible that the 5 charged residues within the additional insert of the GlyR a3L
subunit interact with the sequences of positively charged residues (RRKRK^^^'^^^) and
negatively charged residues (DDE

surrounding the insert in the TM3-TM4

loop.
The existence of this voltage dependence the glycine receptor desensitisation
has previously been shown with hyperpolarisation decreasing desensitisation time
constants (Faber & Korn, 1987; Akaike & Kaneda, 1989; Legendre & Korn, 1995).
These findings for the GlyR a3S subunit represent the isolation of a specific GlyR
subunit exhibiting voltage sensitive desensitisation. The voltage insensitivity of GlyR
a3L subunit may also have important functional consequences. Depolarisation of
neurons containing either the long or short variants would produce differing strengths
of inhibitory response and therefore alter the inhibitory tone of the neuron.

3.4.5

Deactivation of the GlyR a3S subunit
The deactivation of the GlyR a3S subunit was best fit by a single exponential

term (29.0 ± 5.8 ms). This value was similar to the slow tau values of other
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homomeric GlyR a subunits (see Table 1.6). The rise time

(~ 8

ms) limited the

resolution of any faster deactivation components as found for homomeric GlyR a l
subunit (see Table 1.6). The desensitisation rate constants of the homomeric GlyR
a3S subunit are also a similar magnitude to those rate constants of the homomeric
GlyR a l subunit (Mohammadi et al, 2003; Table 1.3). As the desensitised and
deactivated states are connected (see 1.3.6 Deactivation), the isomérisation of the
receptor to a ligand bound inactive state does not prolong the deactivation of the GlyR
a3S subunit to a greater extent than any other GlyR subunits.
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Key results of chapterTheshort and long forms of the GlyR a3 subunit significantly differ •

in the potency of glycine

•

in their rates and extents of desensitisation

•

in addition, the extent of desensitisation of the GlyR a3S subunits is voltage
sensitive being decreased by depolarisation.
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Chapter 4 -T he influence of insert sequence identity and length on
the eiectrophysiological and kinetic properties of the GlyR a3L
subunit
4.1

Introduction
The exon 8 A, present only in the glycine a3 long (a3L) receptor, has been

found to encode for a stretch of 45 nucleotides (Nikolic et al, 1998). The presence of
these 15 amino acids in the large cytoplasmic loop of the receptor (TM3-TM4 loop)
result in significantly slower desensitisation kinetics compared to those of the short
variant (Chapter 3). However, the presence of an additional

8

amino acids in the large

cytoplasmic loop of the glycine a l ^ ^ receptor inferred no differences in the
functional properties between the splice variants of the receptor (Malosio et al,
1991a) suggesting that the length of the insert or the identities of the residues present
in the insert are important. It has been discovered that the deletion of three
hydroxylated residues in the insert of the GlyR a3L (T358/Y367/S370) influences
desensitisation (Breitinger et al, 2002). It is acknowledged though that these residues
are not exclusively responsible for the differences seen in the desensitisation kinetics
between the two splice variants. This chapter aims to address which residues are
responsible for the differing eiectrophysiological properties of the splice variant GlyR
a3L by mutation of residues of the insert of the GlyR a3L subunit and measurement
their eiectrophysiological properties. This will be discovered by substitution of each
half of the additional insert found in the GlyR a3L, to discover if the residue identity
of these amino acids is important. Then each half of the insert will be deleted to see if
the length of the insert is important in combination with the remaining residues’
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identity. Finally, to assess if insert length alone is important all fifteen residues of the
insert will be substituted for alanine.

4.2

Amino acid sequences
Site directed mutagenesis was used to generate two constructs which had only

one half of the insert found in the TM3-TM4 loop of the GlyR a3L present, with the
other half substituted by alanine residues (Figure 4.1). The additional insert (residues
358-372) was split in half between residues E364 and K365. The construct GlyR a3L
365-372A

carboxyl terminal half of the insert (residues 365-372) substituted by

alanine residues. Conversely, the construct GlyR a3L

had the amino terminal

half substituted by alanine residues (358-364). These mutants, therefore, have only
half of the original a3L insert sequence but retain the original insert sequence length.
To examine whether the presence of specific residues was an important factor
in the differing desensitisation kinetics between the two wild-type variants of GlyR
a3, two more mutant a3 receptors were constructed which contained only half of the
a3L receptors’ additional insert sequence and therefore length. Construct
had the carboxyl terminal half deleted and the construct a3LA358-364 had the amino
terminal deleted.
To discover if the insert sequence length was an important factor in the
observed differences in desensitisation kinetics of the GlyR a3 splice variants,
another construct was generated. This construct, a3L
the insert substituted by alanine residues.
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had all 15 residues of

4.3

The

electrophysiological

properties

of

mutant

subunit

receptors
4.3.1

Glycine concentration-response relationships

4.3.1.1 C-terminal and N-terminal substitution mutants -

These constructs produced concentration dependent responses to glycine
(Figures 4.2A & 4.3A). The EC50 value for a3L

was significantly less than that

of GlyR a3S and GlyR a3L (52.7 ± 4.2 pM, P < 0.05, n = 3 - 4, Figure 4.2B &
4.7A). The mutant GlyR a3L

had an apparent affinity which was significantly

less than GlyR a3L (123.2 ± 4.0 pM, n = 3 - 4, Figure 4.3B & 4.7A). Both mutant
a3L receptors had similar Hill coefficient values to each other and to those of the
wild-type variants (2.9 ± 0.6 and 2.7 + 0.2 for a3L

and a3L

respectively, Figure 4.7B). The mean maximal-activated current (Imax) for a3L
was not significantly larger than that of the a3L (6.34 ± 0.64 nA, n = 9; Table 4.1).
However, the current density for a3L

was significantly higher than that of

GlyR a3L (392.40 ± 50.67 pA/pF; Table 4.1).
In contrast, the Imax of the GlyR a3L

construct was significantly

smaller than that of the wild-type long receptor (1.88 ± 0.46 nA, n = 6 , P < 0.05;
Table 4.1). The current density for this construct was also lower than the value for
GlyR a3L, though not significantly (112.83 ± 28.33 pA/pF; Table 4.1).
Substitution of half of the insert residues increases the apparent affinity of the
glycine a3L receptor. Most notably the substitution of residues 365-372 increased the
potency of glycine at the GlyR a3L by 3-fold.
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4,3.1.2 C-terminal and N-terminal deletion mutants -

cc3L

and o3L

Both mutant receptors produced whole-cell current responses to glycine doses
of 10 pM-1 mM (Figures 4.4A & 4.5A). The glycine concentration-response curves
constructed found that these mutant receptors had EC50 values of 106.9 ± 11.6 pM (n
= 3 - 8 ; Figure 4.4B) and 132.9 ± 11.9 pM (n = 3; Figure 4.5B) for a3L
a3L

and

respectively. Both of these values are significantly lower (P < 0.05) than

the EC50 value of the wild-type long variant (Figure 4.7A). The calculated Hill
coefficient values for both constructs were not significantly different to each other
(1.7 ± 0.2 and 2.0 ± 0.3 for a3L

and a3L

respectively) but were both

significantly lower than the value calculated for GlyR a3L (2.6 ± 0.1, P < 0.05,
Figure 4.7B). The mean peak currents of a3L

and a3L

significantly different to each other or to that of the GlyR a3L (a3L
0.72 nA, n = 9 and a3L
for GlyR a3L

were not
5.80 ±

5.11 ± 0.99 nA, n = 4; Table 4.1). The current density

was not significantly different to that for GlyR a3L (128.53 ±

51.11 pA/pF; Table 4.1). The whole-cell capacitances for cells transfected with GlyR
a3L

were not measured.
Deletion of half of the TM3-TM4 loop insert appears to slightly increase the

potency of glycine at the glycine a3L receptor but may impair channel gating or
receptor assembly, efficiency or surface expression. The mean peak current for these
mutants was not significantly different to that of the wild-type GlyR a3L, suggested
that receptor assembly, efficiency and surface expression was not greatly affected.
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4.3.1.3 Alanine mutant-o3L

The substitution of all 15 amino acids of the insert with alanine residues
produced a functional receptor (Figure 4.6A). This construct had an EC50 value which
was significantly lower than the value for the wild-type GlyR a3L (P < 0.05, 128.2 ±
10.4 pM, n = 3 - 4; Figure 4.6B & 4.7A). This constructs’ calculated Hill coefficient
value was significantly less than the values of both GlyR a3L and a3S (1.4 ± 0.2,
Figure 4.7B). The mean Imax of construct a3L

was not significantly different to

that of the a3L receptor (4.94 ± 0.89 nA, n =

8;

capacitances for cells transfected with GlyR a3L

Table 4.1). The whole-cell
were not measured.

The potency of glycine at the GlyR a3L receptor is slightly increased by
substitution of all 15 of the wild-type insert residues for alanine residues. The
presence of 15 alanine residues in the large intracellular loop of the GlyR a3 may
impair receptor gating, which may be reflected by the smaller nn values resulting
from a potential loss of binding cooperativity.

However, changes in receptor

assembly, efficiency or surface expression could have produced this result.

4.3.2

Desensitisation kinetics and voltage dependency

4.3.2.1 C-terminal and N-terminal substitution mutants

-

o3L

and o3L

364A
Biphasic exponential decays were fitted to the desensitising phase of the
chloride currents produced by 1 mM of glycine applied for 10 sec (Note: not all cells
were best fitted by biphasic curves; Table 4.1). At a holding potential of -70 mV
neither a3L

nor a3L

exhibited Xsiow rates of desensitisation that were
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significantly different from that of the wild-type glycine a3S receptor (a3L
Tsiow= 3.87 ± 0.70 s, n = 6 ; a3L

365-372A.

Xsiow 4.72 ± 0.68 s, n = 4; Figures 4.8A &

4.9A). The fast components of desensitisation of these constructs were also not
significantly different (P < 0.05) to that of the wild-type short variant, with that of
a3L

being very similar to that of the a3S receptor (a3L

0.34 s, n = 3 and a3L

Xfast 0.68 ±

Xfast = 1.93 ± 0.60 s, n = 4). A single exponential curve

was fitted to the current decays of these constructs (Figure 4.10) as only ~ 40 % of
cells exhibited a biphasic decay (Table 4.1). This analysis found that the construct
a3L

desensitised significantly slower than the glycine a3S receptor (4.93 ±

0.39 s, n = 5, P < 0.05). This suggested that some or all of the residues 365-372 were
involved in the slowing of the desensitisation kinetics of the GlyR a3L. The presence
of the wild-type inserts’ residues 358-364 produced an intermediate desensitisation
rate (3.72 ± 0.28 s, n = 8 ). Therefore, some of these residues may also affect
desensitisation though to a lesser extent than those residues 365-372.
Depolarisation of the holding potential to -40 mV evoked no significant
difference in these constructs’ desensitisation kinetics when compared to those
measured at -70 mV (a3L
s, n = 3 - 4; a3L

-40 mV: Xfast = 0.65 ± 0.45 s, Xsiow= 3.14 ± 0.47

Vr -40 mV: Xfast = 1.79 ± 0.49 s, Xsiow= 4.86 ± 1.19 s, n = 3;

Figures 4.8B & 4.9B).
The mean Imax of a3L

was decreased significantly (P < 0.05) by

alteration of the holding potential from -70 mV to -40 mV
nA, n = 9;

Vr

(V r

-70 mV: 6.34 ± 0.64

-40mV: 3.31 ± 0.65 nA, n = 4; Table 4.1). This is an expected result

due to the reduced electrochemical gradient.
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The mean Imax for a3L

was significantly less (P < 0.05) than that of the

GlyR a3L (Vh -70mV = 1.88 ± 0.46 nA, n = 6 ; Table 4.1) and was not significantly
altered by depolarisation (Vh -40mV = 1.16 ± 0.37 nA, n = 4). Substitution of
residues 358-364 for alanine may profoundly affect channel conductance, receptor
assembly or receptor expression as shown by the low peak currents seen.
The construct a3L

desensitised to a similar extent as the GlyR a3S

(79.1 ± 3.7 %). Conversely, the construct a3L

desensitised to a significantly

(P < 0.05) lesser extent than that of the wild-type GlyR a3S

(V h

-70 mV = 59.5 ± 9.5

%; Table 4.1). The extent of desensitisation exhibited by both constructs was not
significantly altered by depolarisation (a3L

Vh -40 mV = 83.1 ± 4.0 %

compared to Vh -70 mV = 79.1 ± 3.7 % and a3L 358-364A.

mV = 56.9 ± 8.9 %

compared to Vh -70 mV = 59.5 ± 9.5 %, n = 4, see Table 4.1).
The mean 10 - 90 % rise times were significantly slower for a3L
compared to a3L

(79.3 ± 12.2 ms and 26.8 ± 10.9 ms respectively; Table 4.1).

Rise times were not changed significantly by alteration of the holding potential (Table
4.1).

43,2,2 C-terminal and N-terminal deletion mutants- o3L

The a3L

and aSL

mutant receptor was found to have slow component of

desensitisation that was similar to that of the GlyR a3S (tsIow= 2.39 ± 0.52 s, n = 3,
Figure 4.11 A) and significantly quicker (P < 0.05) than the TsIowof the wild-type a3L.
The Tfast of this receptor was not significantly different to that of the GlyR a3L
subunit (Tfast = 1.45 ± 0.20 s, n = 8). The construct a3L

receptor did not

desensitise differently to a3L (xfast= 1.33 ± 0.38 and TsIow= 3.54 ± 0.45 s, n = 5 - 6;
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Figure 4.12A). Comparison of single exponential decay curves found that GlyR a3L
A365-372

(jgsensitised significantly quicker than GlyR a3S (1.44 ±0.21 s, n = 6 , P <

0.05, Figure 4.13) and that a3L

desensitised significantly slower (5.01 ± 0.53,

n = 5). This suggests that residues 365-372 are important for slowing desensitisation.
The difference between constructs a3L

and a3L

suggests that insert

sequence length is also important in altering receptor kinetics.
Neither of these constructs exhibited significant voltage dependent
desensitisation kinetics (a3L
0.75 s and a3L

Vr -40 mV: Tfast = 1.66 ± 0.49 s, Xsiow = 3.49 ±

Vr -40 mV: Tfast = 1.40 ± 0.39, TsIow= 3.67 ± 0.52 s; Figure

4.11B&4.12B).
The mean Imax values of these constructs were not significantly different to
that of the wild-type GlyR a3L (5.80 ± 0.72 nA, n = 9 and 5.11 ± 0.99 nA, n = 4 for
a3L
A365-372

and a3L

respectively; Table 4.1). The mean Imax values for a3L
dropped significantly (P < 0.05) at a holding potential of -40

mV (3.29 ± 0.77 nA, n = 6 and 1.61 ± 0.44 nA, n = 7).
The construct a3L

desensitised to a similar extent as the wild-type

GlyR a3S (86.3 ±1.8 %; Table 4.1). The GlyR a3L

construct desensitised to a

significantly lower (P < 0.05) extent compared to the extent of desensitisation
exhibited by a3S (75.5 ± 2.9 %).
The extent of desensitisation was unaltered by depolarisation to a holding
potential of ^ 0 mV (a3L

Vh -40 mV: 83.3 ± 4.0 % and a3L

Vh -40

mV: 78.9 ± 2.7 %; Table 4.1). The mean 10 - 90 % rise times were not significantly
different for these two receptors (57.4 ± 21.2 and 46.2 ± 8.5 ms for a3L
a3L

and

respectively, n = 5 - 9; Table 4.1). The rise times of these mutant
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receptors were not altered significantly by depolarisation of the holding potential from
-70 mV to -40 mV (Table 4.1).

4.3.2.3 Alanine mutant- o3L

The a3L

^ c o 'î'70 A

'

mutant receptor desensitised biphasically at rates of Tfast =

1.34 ± 0.53 and Xsiow= 4.40 ± 0.61 seconds

(V r

-70 mV, n = 5 - 7; Figure 4.14A).

Fitting of a single term exponential curve to the desensitisation of this construct found
that it desensitised significantly slower than the wild-type GlyR a3S (4.79 ± 0.69, n =
9, P < 0.05; Figure 4.15). This implies that the length of the additional insert is an
important factor in altering the desensitisation kinetics of the GlyR a3. The identity of
the residues in the insert, however, would appear not to be important.
This receptor exhibited no significant voltage dependent desensitisation

(V r -

40 mV: Tfast - 1.64 ± 0.83 and TsIow = 4.61 ± 1.00 s, n = 4 - 5; Figure 4.14B). The
mean peak current produced by a3L
depolarisation of the cell to -40 mV

(V r

was significantly reduced by

-40 mV: 2.56 ± 0.57 nA, n = 7; V r -70 mV:

4.94 ± 0.89 nA, n = 8; Table 4.1). The extent of desensitisation for a3L
significantly less than of the GlyR a3S
and decreased slightly at a

Vr

(V r

was

-70 mV: 75.2 + 3.1 %, n = 8; Table 4.1)

-40 mV (63.2 ± 5.3 %, n = 7). The rise times of the

glycine activated currents were not significantly altered by depolarisation of the
holding potential (85.6 ± 12.9 and 87.3 ± 35.3 ms for
respectively; Table 4.1).
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Vr

-70mV and -40 mV

Rat
Rat
Rat
Rat
Rat
Rat

aSLong
a3L 3 6 5 - 3 7 2 A
a3L 3 5 8 - 3 6 4 A
a3L A 3 6 5 - 3 7 2
a3L A 3 5 8 - 3 6 4
a3L 3 5 8 - 3 7 2 A

LEYAAVNFVSRQHKELLRFRRKRKNKTEAFALEKFYRFSDTDDEVRESRLSFTAYGMGPCLQAKDGWPKGPNHAVQVMP
LEYAAVNFVSRQHKELLRFRRKRKNKTEAFALEAAAAAAAADDEVRESRLSFTAYGMGPCLQAKDGWPKGPNHAVQVMP
LEYAAVNFVSRQHKELLRFRRKRKNKAAAAAAAKFYRFSDTDDEVRESRLSFTAYGMGPCLQAKDGWPKGPNHAVQVMP
LEYAAVNFVSRQHKELLRFRRKRKNKTEAFALE-------- DDEVRESRLSFTAYGMGPCLQAKDGWPKGPNHAVQVMP
LEYAAVNFVSRQHKELLRFRRKRKNK------- KFYRFSDTDDEVRESRLSFTAYGMGPCLQAKDGWPKGPNHAVQVMP
LEYAAVNFVSRQHKELLRFRRKRKNKA7U\AAAAAAAAAAAADDEVRESRLSFTAYGMGPCLQAKDGWPKGPNHAVQVMP

411
411
411
4 03
4 04
411

Figure 4.1. The amino acid sequence alignment of the rat glycine a3 subunit and mutants.

Underlined residues represent transmembrane domains. Additional insert residues in the GlyR a3L are shown in bold. Alanine substituted
residues shown in red. Dots represent segments of ten amino acids.
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Figure 4.2. The concentration-response currents of glycine a3L 365-372A
A, Whole-cell currents in response to 10, 50, 100, 500 and 1000 pM of glycine. The
calibration bar represents 5 nA and 1 s (calibration bar for response to 1000 pM
represents 3 s).
B, Concentration-response curve of the a3L 365-372A construct (O). For comparison, the
curve fits for a3L (■ ) and a3S (• ) are also shown, taken from Fig. 3.4. Curves
normalised to maximal response. E C 5 0 value of 52.7 ± 4.2 pM at peak. The Hill
coefficient value was 2.9 ± 0.6. Values represent means ± s.e.m. (n = 3 - 4).
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Figure 4.3. The concentration-response currents of glycine a3L
A, Whole-cell currents in response to 10, 50, 100, 500 and 1000 pM of glycine. The
calibration bar represents 1 nA and 1 s (ealibration bar for response to 1000 pM
represents 5 s).
B, Concentration-response curve of the a3L
construct (a ). For comparison, the
curve fits for a3L (■ ) and a3S (# ) are also shown, taken from Fig. 3.4. Curves
normalised to maximal response. EC50 value of 123.2 ± 4.0 pM at peak. The Hill
coefficient value was 2.7 ± 0.2. Values represent means ± s.e.m. (n = 3 - 4).
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Figure 4.4. Concentration response currents of HEK 293 cells transfected with
glycine a3L
mutant subunit cDNA.
A, Whole-cell currents in response to 10, 50, 100, 500 and 1000 pM of glycine. The
calibration bar represents 5 nA and 1 s (calibration bar for response to 1000 pM
represents 5 s).
B, Concentration-response curve of the a3L
construct (^). For comparison, the
curve fits for a3L (■ ) and a3S (• ) are also shown, taken from Fig. 3.4. Curves
normalised to maximal response. EC50 value of 106.9 ±11.6 pM at peak. The Hill
coefficient was 1.7 ± 0.2. Values represent means ± s.e.m. (n = 3 - 8 ).
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Figure 4.5. Concentration response currents of HEK 293 cells transfected with
glycine a3L
mutant subunit cDNA.
A, Whole-cell currents in response to 10, 50, 100, 500 and 1000 pM of glycine. The
calibration bar represents 2 nA and 1 s (calibration bar for response to 1000 pM
represents 5 s).
B, Concentration-response curve of the a3L
construct (■). For comparison, the
curve fits for a3L (■ ) and a3S (• ) are also shown, taken from Fig. 3.4. Curves
normalised to maximal response. EC50 value of 132.9 ±11.9 pM at peak. The Hill
coefficient was 2.0 ± 0.3. Values represent means ± s.e.m. (n = 3).
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Figure 4.6. Concentration response currents of HEK 293 cells transfected with
glycine a3L
mutant subunit cDNA.
A, Whole-cell currents in response to 10, 50, 100, 300 and 1000 pM of glycine. The
calibration bar represents 2 nA and 1 s (calibration bar for response to 1000 pM
represents 2.5 s).
B, Concentration-response curve of the a3L 358-372A construct (▼). For comparison,
the curve fits for a3L (■) and a3S (•) are also shown, taken from Fig. 3.4. Curves
normalised to maximal response. EC50 values were 128.2 ± 10.4 pM at peak. The Hill
coefficient was 1.4 ± 0.2. Values represent means ± s.e.m. (n = 3 - 4).
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Figure 4.7. Comparison of the effect of insert identity and length on the
concentration-response characteristics of the GlyR a3L.
A, EC50 values of mutant GlyR a3L.
B, Hill coefficients of mutant GlyR a3L.
Values represent means ± s.e.m. = 3 - 9. * P < 0.05 for the comparison of values
to those for GlyR a3S.
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Figure 4.8. The effect of depolarisation on the desensitisation characteristics of
GlyR a3L
^72a
A, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response o f glycine a3L
subunit
receptor to 1 mM glycine at a holding potential of -70 mV. (Right Panel)
Desensitisation time constants of a3L
at Vh -70 mV. n = 4 - 6 cells.
B, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response of glycine a3L
subunit
receptor to 1 mM glycine at a holding potential o f -40 mV. (Right Panel)
Desensitisation time constants of a3L
at Vh -4 0 mV, n = 3 - 4 cells. Bars
represent duration of 1 mM glycine application. The calibration bars represent 1 nA
and 2 s. Values represent means + s.e.m.
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Figure 4.9. The effect of depolarisation on the desensitisation characteristics of
GlyR a3L 358-364A
A, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response of glycine o3L
subunit
receptor to 1 mM glycine at a holding potential of -70 mV. (Right Panel)
Desensitisation time constants of a3L
_yo mV, n =3 - 4 cells.
B, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response of glycine a3L
receptor to 1 mM glycine at a holding potential o f -40 mV. (Right Panel)
Desensitisation time constants of a3L
-4 0 mV, n = 3 cells. Bars
represent duration of 1 mM glycine application. The calibration bars represent 500 pA
and 2 s. Values represent means ± s.e.m.
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Figure 4.10. A comparison of the single exponential desensitisation time
constants for glycine currents recorded for a3L
and a3L
with the
GlyR a3 short and long variants.
Cells held at a holding potential of -70 mV. A 10 sec application of 1 mM glycine was
used to produce fitted traces. * P < 0.05 for the comparison of time constants to the
time constant for GlyR a3S. Values represent means ± s.e.m. n = 5 - 12 cells.
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Figure 4.11. The effect of depolarisation on the desensitisation characteristics of
GlyR a3L ^“ *372
A, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response of glycine a3L
subunit
receptor to 1 mM glycine at a holding potential o f -70 mV. (Right Panel)
Desensitisation time constants of a3L
at Vh -7 0 mV, n = 3 - 8 cells.
B, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response of glycine a3L
subunit
receptor to 1 mM glycine at a holding potential o f -40 mV. (Right Panel)
Desensitisation time constants of a3L
at Vh -40 mV, n = 3 - 5 cells. Bars
represent duration of 1 mM glycine application. The calibration bars represent 2 nA
and 2 s. Values represent means ± s.e.m.
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Figure 4.12. The effect of depolarisation on the desensitisation characteristics of
GlyR a3L ^58-364
A, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response o f glycine a3L
subunit
receptor to 1 mM glycine at a holding potential o f -70 mV. (Right Panel)
Desensitisation time constants of a3L
at V h -70 mV, n = 5 cells.
B, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response o f glycine a3L
subunit
receptor to 1 mM glycine at a holding potential o f -40 mV. (Right Panel)
Desensitisation time constants of a3L A358-364 at V h -4 0 mV, n = 5 - 6 cells. Bars
represent duration of 1 mM glycine application. The calibration bars represent 1 nA
and 2 s. Values represent means ± s.e.m.
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Figure 4.13. A comparison of the mean single exponential desensitisation time
constants for glycine currents recorded for a3L
and a3L
with the
GlyR a3 short and long splice variants.
Cells held at a holding potential of -70 mV. A 10 sec application of 1 mM glycine
used to produce fitted traces. * P < 0.05 for the comparison of values to the time
constant for GlyR a3S. Values represent means ± s.e.m. n = 5 - 12 cells.
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Figure 4.14. The effect of depolarisation on the desensitisation characteristics of
GlyR a3L 3ss-372a

A, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response of glycine a3L
receptor to 1 mM glycine at a holding potential of -70 mV. (Right Panel)
Desensitisation time constants of a3L
at V h -7 0 mV, n = 5 - 7 cells.
B, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response of glycine a3L
subunit
receptor to 1 mM glycine at a holding potential of -40 mV. (Right Panel)
Desensitisation time constants of a3L 358-372A at V h -40 mV, n = 4 - 5 cells. Bars
represent duration of 1 mM glycine application. The calibration bars represent 1 nA
and 2 s. Values represent mean ± s.e.m.
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358-372A

Figure 4.15. A comparison of the mean single exponential desensitisation time
constants for glycine currents recorded for a3L
with the GlyR a3 short
and long splice variants.
Cells held at a holding potential of -70 mV. A 10 sec application of 1 mM glycine
used to produce fitted traces. * P < 0.05 for the comparison of values to the time
constant for GlyR a3S. Values represent means ± s.e.m. n = 9 - 12 cells.
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Maximum
glycine-activated
current (nA)
at -70 mV
at -40 mV
Imax normalized to
whole-cell capacitance
(pA/pF)
Percentage of cells
showing biphasic
desensitisation
(no. of cells)

at -70 mV
at -40 mV
Desensitisation
( I

s te a d v - s ta te ^ I p e a k ) (

o3L

o3L

C^LA365-372

o 3l

A358-364

03 l 358-372A

GlyRo3
Short

GlyRo3
Long

5.93 ± 0.65
4.16 ±0.48

4.47 ± 0.80
2.31 ±0,35

6.34 ± 0.64
3.31 ±0.65

1.88 ±0.46*
1.16 ±0.37

5.80 ± 0.72
3.29 ± 0.77

5.11 ±0.99
1.61 ±0.44

261.21 ±46.08

205.83 ± 44.35

392.40 ± 50.67*

112.83 ±28.33

a

128.53 ±51.11

50 % (12)
47% (19)

45% (11)
44% (18)

43 % (7)

60 % (5)

38 % (8)

43 % (7)

50 % (8)

75 % (4)

75 % (4)

33 % (6)

57 % (7)

80 % (5)

85.2 ± 1.1
70.6 ± 2.0

64.6 ± 5.3
58.4 ±4.0

79.1 ±3.7
83.1 ±4.0

59.5 ± 9.5
56.9 ±8.9

86.3 ±1.8
83.3 ±4.0

75.5 ±2.9
78.9 ±2.7

75.2 ±3.1
63.2 ±5.3

55.20 ± 14.99
62,73 ± 22.44

132.44 ±25.88
105.53 ±24.27

26.8 ± 10.9
24.9 ± 10.9

79.3 ± 12.2
63.6 ±12.9

57.4 ±21.2
44.2 ± 9.8

46.2 ±8.5
85.9 ± 14.9

85.6 ±12.9
87.3 ±35.3

4.94 ± 0.89
2.56 ±0.57
a

^)

at -70 mV
at -40 mV
10 - 90 % rise times
(ms)
at -70 mV
at -40 mV

Table 4.1. Electrophysiological properties of glycine o3 mutants affecting insert sequence identity and length
* P < 0.05. Values are means ± s.e.m. For constructs, n = 4 -14. ^ Whole-cell capacitance not measured. Refer to Figure 4.1 for mutant
information.
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Subunit

Insert sequence

E C 50 (fiM)

Significantly
different

"H

Significantly
different

a3S

-

82.6 ±5.1

*

2.4 ± 0.3

a3L

TEA FA LEK FY R FSD T

183.3 ± 5 .6

-

2.6 ±0.1

TEAFALEAAAAAAAA

52.7 ± 4.2

* (3-fold)

2.9 ±0.6

AAAAAAAKFYRFSDT

123.2 ±4.0

*

2.7 ± 0.2

T E A F A L E ----------------

106.9 ± 11.6

* (2-fold)

1.7 ±0.2

*

^3LA358.364

-------------- KFYRFSDT

132.9 ± 11.9

*

2.0 ±0.3

*

a3L

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

128.2 ± 10.4

+

1.4 ±0.2

a3L

(Nt-Ala)

a3L 358-364A

Table 4.2. The effect of GlyR a3L subunit insert mutation on the apparent affinity for glycine and the Hill coefficient
* Significant Students t-test, P < 0.05; fold change; different to GlyR a3L subunit. Values are means ± s.e.m. For constructs, n = 5 - 9.
Cells held at -70 mV.
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Insert sequence

T(S)

Significantly
different to GlyR
o3S

Significantly
different to GlyR
a3L

a3S

-

2.7 ±0.4

-

*

a3L

TEA FA LEK FY R FSD T

4.7 ±0.7

TEAFALEAAAAAAAA

3.7 ±0.3

358-364A

AAAAAAAKFYRFSDT

4.9 ± 0.4

^365-372

T E A F A L E ----------------

1.4 ±0.2

^^^A358-364

-------------- KFYRFSDT

5.0 ±0.5

*

AAAAAAAA^=iAAAAAA

4.8 ±0.7

*

Subunit

a3L
^ ^ ^

^ ^ ^

(Nt-Ala)

358-372A

-

*

*

*

Table 4.3. The effect of GlyR a3L subunit insert mutation on the desensitisation rate
* Significant one-way ANOVA, P < 0.05; different to GlyR a3S subunit. Values are means ± s.e.m. For constructs, n = 5 - 9. Cells held at -70
mV.
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4.4

Discussion

4.4.1

Identification of the amino acids affecting the potency of glycine at the

GlyR a3L subunit

The substitution of either half of the additional insert of GlyR a3L for alanine
residues increased the apparent affinity of the receptor for glycine significantly (Table
4.2). The greatest effect was seen with the substitution of residues 365-372, which
increased the potency of glycine by 3-fold compared to the GlyR a3L (53 ± 4 pM
compared to 183 ±

6

pM). The substitution of residues 358-364 gave rise to an EC50

between that for the GlyR a3L and GlyR a3S receptors suggesting a small role for
these residues in lowering the apparent affinity of the GlyR a3L subunit. The Hill
coefficient of these two alanine-substituted receptors was not significantly different to
the GlyR a3L subunit (Table 4.2). This suggests that the residues in the GlyR a3L
subunit insert are involved in altering apparent affinity by changing receptor
transduction or gating, as the location of the insert is intracellular and therefore not
involved in ligand binding. Substitution of residues 365-372 also increased the current
density of the GlyR a3L significantly, whereas substitution of residues 358-364
decreased it. These differences may reflect an alteration in the conductance of the
GlyR a3L or may be due to differences in the efficiency of cell transfection which
would alter the total number of receptors expressed in the cell.
The deletion of the residues previously substituted for alanine residues (358364 or 365-372) of the GlyR a3L subunit produced receptors with apparent affinities
for glycine that were also significantly higher than that of the wild-type GlyR a3L
subunit. The deletion of residues 365-372, however, did not produce as marked a
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decrease in the EC50 as the substitution of the same residues for alanine with only a 2 fold increase in the potency of glycine. This suggested that the length of the insert had
some functional effect on the apparent affinity of the GlyR a3L. The deletion of
residues 358-364 produced a similar decrease in the EC50 of the receptor for glycine
as the GlyR a3L

subunit reinforcing the theory that these residues have only a

minor role in altering the apparent affinity of the GlyR a3L subunit.
The deletion of 7 or 8 amino acids of the additional insert of the GlyR a3L
subunit produced receptors with slightly reduced cooperativity (1.7 and 2.0 compared
to 2.6; Figures 4.4 & 4.5). This is possibly due to the alteration in the protein structure
of the intracellular TM3-TM4 loop, which may interact with other intracellular
structures of the receptor involved in receptor gating i.e. the TM1-TM2 loop (Lynch
et al, 1997; Breitinger et al, 2001).
The substitution of all 15 amino acids of the additional insert of GlyR a3L
produced a receptor with a significantly higher apparent affinity for glycine than the
wild-type subunit but, surprisingly, not as high as that of the GlyR a3S subunit. The
EC50 value was similar to those of the various mutant GlyR a3L subunits containing
either substitutions or deletions of half of the residues, except for the substitution of
residues 365-372. The GlyR

subunit lowered the Hill coefficient of the

receptor by nearly 2-fold, indicating that the cooperativity of binding could have been
greatly reduced in this mutant receptor. It could however, be due to changes in GlyR
a3 receptor assembly, efficiency or surface expression. The insertion of a sequence of
15 alanine residues may possibly alter the structure of the large intracellular loop of
the GlyR a3L subunit greatly.
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4.4.2

Identification

of the

amino

acids

responsible

for

slowing

the

desensitisation kinetics of the GlyR a3L subunit
The fast component of desensitisation (xfast) of the GlyR a3L

subunit

was similar to that of the wild-type GlyR a3L subunit. Conversely that of GlyR a3L
2-fold quicker and similar to that of the GlyR a3S subunit. The slow

358-364A

components of desensitisation of GlyR a3L

and GlyR a3L

were not

significantly different to that of the GlyR a3S subunit. A comparison of single term
desensitisation found that the GlyR a3L

subunit desensitised at a rate

significantly slower than the GlyR a3S subunit and similar to the wild-type GlyR
a3L subunit (Table 4.3). The GlyR a3L

subunit desensitised at an

intermediate rate between those of the GlyR a3L subunit and GlyR a3S subunit.
These differences between biexponential and single exponential current decay are due
to the percentage of the fast component compared to the slower component and can
make comparisons confusing. A comparison of the extent of desensitisation of the
GlyR a3L
a3L

subunit was significant higher than GlyR a3L subunit. The GlyR
subunit desensitised to a similar extent to the GlyR a3L subunit.

The fast component of de sensitisation of GlyR a3L

was significant

slower than that of the short variant and was similar to that of the GlyR a3L subunit.
The slow component of this subunit was however, significantly more rapid than the
long variant and similar to that of the short variant. Neither component of
desensitisation of the GlyR a3L

subunit was significantly different to those of

the GlyR a3L subunit. Comparison of single term desensitisation found that the GlyR
a3L

subunit desensitised significantly more rapidly than the GlyR a3L and

GlyR a3S subunits. Conversely, the GlyR a3L
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subunit desensitised at a

significantly slower rate than the GlyR a3S subunit. The extent of desensitisation of
the GlyR a3L

subunit was significant higher than GlyR a3L subunit whereas

the GlyR a3L

subunit desensitised to an extent that was not significant

different to that of the GlyR a3L subunit. These results suggest that residues 365-372
of the GlyR a3L subunit are important for its slower desensitisation kinetics.
The GlyR a3L

subunit desensitised at a similar rate and to a similar

extent as the GlyR a3L subunit. Suggesting that the identities of the residues in the
insert are unimportant for slowing the desensitisation kinetics of the GlyR a3 subunit.
This may be due to the identity of the residues flanking the insert and their separation
by a specific number of residues (see Chapter 6).

4.4.3

Voltage dependency of the desensitisation the GlyR a3 subunit variants
There was no significant decrease in the extent of current desensitisation for

either the GlyR a3L 3^5-372a
or GlyR a3L

^58-364a

^ 32. '^365-372^ GlyR a3L

subunits when held at a more depolarised holding potential (-40

mV). The substitution or deletion of either half of the insert or substitution of the
entire insert for alanine residues produced receptors with desensitisation kinetics that
were insensitive to voltage changes. This suggested that the separation of the banks of
charged residues 5' and 3' of the insert might be important determinants of the voltage
dependency of the GlyR a3S subunit.
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Key results of chapter •

Substitution or deletion of residues 365-372 produced 2-3 fold increases in

GlyR a3L subunits’ apparent affinity for glycine. Substitution of the whole of the
insert for alanine produced a receptor with a Hill coefficient value half that of the
wild-type receptors therefore this substitution appeared to have a great effect on
receptor gating (though not measured directly).
•

Residues 365-372 were important for slowing the desensitisation rate of the

GlyR a3L subunit. Separation of surrounding residues may also play a role, as insert
length independent of residue identity appears to influence the desensitisation kinetics
of the GlyR a3L subunit.
•

Mutation of the residues within the insert did not confer voltage-sensitive

desensitisation kinetics upon the GlyR a3L subunit. The separation of banks of
charges surrounding the insertion may be important for voltage sensitivity of the
desensitisation of the GlyR a3S subunit.
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Chapter 5 - The role of the charged amino acids between residues
365-372 in the differing electrophysiological and kinetic properties of
the GlyR a3L subunit

5.1

Introduction
The presence of the extra 15 amino acids in the GlyR a3L subunit were found

to significantly slow the de sensitisation kinetics of the receptor (Nikolic et al., 1998)
and the residues 365-372 have already been found to play a role in altering the
desensitisation kinetics of the glycine a3L subunit receptor (see Chapter 4). Charged
amino acids near the large intracellular loop have previously been found to affect the
desensitisation kinetics, gating and affinity of members of the Cys-loop superfamily
of transmitter-gated ion channels (Gunthorpe et al, 2000; Lewis et al, 1998; Sadtler
et al, 2003).
This chapter describes the generation of mutant receptor subunits of the
glycine a3L

construct. This construct has the amino terminal half of the insert

residues present with the C-terminal half of the insert substituted by alanine residues
(Nt-Ala). Mutant receptors were generated that had the charged residues between
positions 365 and 372 in the large intracellular loop introduced. These residues
consist of the two basic residues lysine (K) and arginine (R) at positions 365 and 368
respectively and the acidic residue aspartic acid (D) at position 371.
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5.2

Amino acid sequences
Mutant constructs were made with the single charged residues (K365, R368 or

D371) present, and the remainder of the residues 365-372 substituted by alanine
residues (Figure 5.1). To investigate the influence of the positively charged amino
acids alone on desensitisation kinetics, a double residue construct was generated that
retained only these two residues (Nt-Ala

A triple construct was also

generated to study if the presence of all 3 charged residues were important
determinates of receptor kinetics (Nt-Ala k^365,r368,d371^ Another mutant of GlyR a3L
(a3L

was generated to investigate the influence of a single charged residue,

K365, on the receptor desensitisation kinetics of the wild-type GlyR long variant.

5.3

The

electrophysiological

properties

of

mutant

subunit

receptors
5.3.1

Concentration-response relationship

5.3.1.1 Nt-Ala

Nt-Ala

and Nt-Ala

mutant subunit receptors

All three of these constructs produced functional glycine receptors that
exhibited concentration-dependent responses (Figures 5.2A, 5.3A, 5.4A). The NtAla^^^^ subunit receptor had an EC50 value of 158.8 ± 12.8 pM (Figure 5.2B). The
mean maximum glycine-activated current (Lax) of this construct was not significantly
different to that of the GlyR a3L receptor (5.13 ± 0.74 nA, n = 9; Table 5.1).
However, the current density of this receptor was significantly larger than that of the
GlyR a3L (380.4 ± 52.6 pA/pF, n = 9; Table 5.1), suggesting a possible increase in
either receptor conductance or in receptor expression. This construct had the lowest
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affinity of these three mutant receptors, though its apparent affinity was still
significantly higher (P < 0.05) than that of the wild-type GlyR a3 long receptor
(Figure 5.5A). The Nt-Ala

receptor exhibited a higher affinity than Nt-Ala

receptor, with a calculated EC50 value of 125.2 ± 7.3 pM (Figure 5.3B & 5.5A). This
construct also exhibited a significantly larger mean Lax and current density than GlyR
a3L (7.86 ± 0.89 nA and 425.1 ± 77.1 pA/pF respectively n = 6 ; Table 5.1). The
réintroduction of D371 produced a functional receptor with the highest affinity for
glycine of these 3 receptors, v\dth an

E C 50

value of 105.0 ± 7.6 pM (Figure 5.4B &

5.5A). The mean Lax and current density exhibited by this mutant receptor were also
significantly larger than that of the GlyR a3L (6.73 ± 1.19 nA and 472.7 ± 107.2
pA/pF respectively, n = 5; Table 5.1). The Hill coefficients values of Nt-Ala
Nt-Ala

and

were identical and significantly lower than the GlyR a3L (1.6 ± 0.1;

Figure 5.2B, 5.3B & 5.5B). The Nt-Ala

mutant receptor had a Hill coefficient

value that was not significantly different (P > 0.05) to that for the wild-type long
receptor (2.4 ± 0.4; Figure 5.4B & 5.5B, Table 5.1).
Réintroduction of any one of the charged residues decreased the apparent
affinity relative to the Nt-Ala construct (GlyR a3L

EC50 = 52.7 ± 4.2 pM;

Figure 5.5A). There was also found to be a decrease in the Hill coefficient values of
those constructs that had a positively charged residue reintroduced (Figure 5.5B).

5.3 J .2 Nt-Ala

Nt-Ala

The glycine a3 Nt-Ala

and Long

mutant subunit receptor had a significantly

higher affinity for glycine than both of the wild-type variants of the glycine a3
subunit receptor (P < 0.05). The presence of acidic amino acids K365 and R368
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produced a 4-fold increase in the potency of glycine compared to the GlyR a3L (EC50
= 42.6 ± 2.2 pM, n = 3 - 10; Figure 5.5A). This value is only slightly lower than that
for the a3L

construct (Nt-Ala). The calculated Hill coefficient value was

significantly lower than the wild-type long receptor (2.1 ± 0.2; Figure 5.5B). The
maximum glycine-activated current and current density of Nt-Ala K365, R368 was
not significantly different to that of the wild-type long variant, but was significantly
lower than that of the a3L

construct (3.93 ± 0.40 nA and 182.8 ± 20.2 pA/pF

respectively, n = 5; Table 5.1). The construct Nt-Ala

had EC50 and Hill

coefficient values for glycine that were significantly lower than those of the long
variant of the GlyR a3 (106.0 ± 5.4 pM and 1.9 ± 0.2 respectively; Figure 5.7B &
5.5). The mean Imax and current density of Nt-Ala

were significantly

higher than those of the GlyR a3L (7.43 ± 1.31 nA and 454.1 ± 105.8 pA/pF, n = 6;
Table 5.1). The Long

mutant subunit receptor had an apparent affinity for

glycine than was not significantly different to that of the GlyR a3L receptor (182.4 ±
13.5 pM; Figure 5.8 & 5.5A). The Hill coefficient value of GlyR a3 Long

was

significantly lower than both the wild-type a3L receptor and the Nt-Ala construct (2.0
± 0.2; Figure 5.5B). The mean Imax and current density of this construct were also
significantly lower than those of the wild-type a3L receptor and the Nt-Ala construct
(2.84 ± 0.42 nA and 109.0 ± 17.5 pA/pF, n = 9-10; see Table 5.1).
The presence of both positively charged amino acids (lysine and arginine)
caused a 3-4-fold increase in the potency of glycine compared to the wild-type a3
subunit variants (Figure 5.5A). The EC50 value for this construct was similar to that of
the construct a3L

However, insertion of all three of the charged residues

decreased the potency of glycine of the receptor to a value nearer that of the GlyR a3
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long variant (Figure 5.5A). Substitution of the lysine residue at position 365 did not
affect the potency of glycine compared to the GlyR a3L, but did significantly reduce
peak currents. This suggests a possible effect on receptor expression, assembly or
gating. The reduction in channel opening times or the frequency of openings would
decrease the conductance of the channel and hence the peak current evoked.

5.3.2

Desensitisation kinetics and voltage dependency

5.3.2.1 Nt-Ala

Nt-Ala

and Nt-Ala

mutant receptor subunits

The decaying phase of the whole-cell currents were analysed at holding
potentials

(V h )

o f -70 and -40 mV using either one or two exponential terms (Table

5.1). At Vh -70 mV the Nt-Ala

receptor desensitised with rates of Xfast = 1.46 ±

0.47 s and Xsiow = 4.13 ± 0.76 s (n = 6 - 9; Figure 5.9A). The slow component of
desensitisation was not significantly altered by depolarisation of the cell

(V h

-40 mV:

Xsiow= 4.47 ± 1.28 s, n = 4; Figure 5.9B). The fast component however was increased
significantly (0.21 ± 0.18, n = 3). Both Xsiow values at both potentials were not
significant different (P < 0.05) to those for the GlyR a3S variant (Figure 5.17).
The Nt-Ala

receptor was found to desensitise biphasically at

Vh

-70 mV

but not at -40 mV. At a holding potential of -70 mV the ifast was 0.83 ± 0.24 s and the
'Csiowwas 2.64 ± 0.62 s (n = 4 - 5; Figure 5.10A). At V h -40 mV a single component
produced the best fit to the decay phase, t = 2.97 ± 0.67 s (n = 3; Figure 5.1 OB). This
value is not significantly different to the value for TsIow at Vh -70 mV. The slow
components of desensitisation kinetics at both holding potentials were not
significantly different to those of the GlyR a3S variant (P > 0.1; Figure 5.17).
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The Nt-Ala

construct produced biphasic desensitisation at both holding

potentials (Figure 5.11). The desensitisation kinetics of this construct were not
significantly altered by depolarisation of the holding potential. The components of
desensitisation for this receptor were not significantly different to those of the a3S
kinetics
Vh

(V h

-70 mV: Ts1ow= 2.23 ± 0.32 s, Xfast = 1.33 ± 0.28 s, n = 4; Figure 5.11 A:

-40 mV: TsIow= 3.31 ± 0.35 s, Xfast = 1.21 ± 0.29 s, n = 3; Figure 5.1 IB and Figure

5.17). All of these receptors desensitised to similar extent as the short variant at both
-70 mV (81.8 ± 1.7 %, 82.2 ± 2.2 % and 81.6 + 3.1 % for N t - A l a N t - A l a

and

Nt - Al ar es pect i vel y, n = 5 - 9; Table 5.1) and -40 mV (70.9 + 4.4 %, 63.1 ± 7.4 %
and 76.0 ± 2.7 % for Nt-Ala

Nt-Ala

and Nt-Ala

respectively, n = 3 - 4).

Comparison of a single exponential curve fits found that none of these constructs’
desensitisation time constants were significantly different to the wild-type GlyR a3S
(Figure 5.12). However, Nt-Ala

and Nt-Ala

were found to desensitise

significantly more quickly than the Nt-Ala construct (P < 0.05; Figure 5.12). This
suggests that the introduction of a single charged residue influences desensitisation
kinetics.
S.3.2.2 Nt-Ala

Nt-Ala

and

The glycine a3 Nt-Ala

receptors were found to desensitise

biphasically at Vh -70 mV (xfast = 0.61 ± 0.27 s and Xsiow= 2.19 ± 0.69 s, n = 4; Figure
5.13A). However, at a holding potential of -40 mV a single exponential term
produced the best fit (x = 2.22 ± 0.22 s, n = 4; Figure 5.13B). The slow component at
Vh

-70 mV was not significantly different from the slow component of glycine a3S

receptor at the same holding potential (P > 0.5; Figure 5.17A). Compared to the slow
component the single desensitisation term was not significant altered by
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depolarisation (P > 0.05). The single exponential term value was significantly more
rapid than the wild-type short variant at Vh -40 mV (P < 0.001; Figure 5.16 and
Figure 5.17B). This was also the case on comparison of single exponential terms at
Vh

= -40mV (P < 0.01).
At both experimental holding potentials the GlyR a3 triple mutant Nt-Ala

R 3 6 8 ,0371^

was found to have desensitisation kinetics that were best fit by a single term

(Chapter 2). At Vh -70 mV this construct desensitised significantly slower (P <
0.005) than the glycine a3S receptors’ slow component or single term desensitisation
(t = 5.34 ± 0.55 s, n = 6; Figure 5.14A, Figure 5.16 & Figure 5.17A). At Vh -40 mV
the rate of desensitisation was not significantly different (P > 0.1) to that of the wildtype short variant

(x = 4.70 ± 0.78 s, n = 6; Figure 5.14B & Figure 5.17B).

Réintroduction of all three charged residues into the carboxyl terminal half of the
insertion appears to have the effect of slowing desensitisation.
The glycine a3L

receptors desensitised biphasically at both holding

potentials and the rate of desensitisation was not significantly altered (P > 0.1) by
depolarisation of the holding potential

(V h

-70 mV: Xfast = 0.84 ± 0.34 s and Xsiow=

4.11 ± 0.72 s, n = 8; V h -40 mV: Xfast = 0.56 ± 0.23 s and Xsiow= 6.16 ± 1.05 s, n = 3 4; Figure 5.15). The desensitisation component values of this mutant receptor were
not significantly different to those of the wild-type GlyR a3L at either of the holding
potentials (P > 0.1; Figure 5.17). Therefore, substitution of lysine 365 alone does not
remove the slower desensitisation kinetics of GlyR a3L. Single exponential time
constants for the three mutant receptors assessed here were not significantly different
to their slow components when current decay was fitted biphasically (P > 0.1) and any
statistical differences between the wild-type variants of the GlyR a3 were retained
(Figure 5.16). At both holding potentials Nt-Ala
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and Nt-Ala

receptors desensitised to a similar extent as the short variant

(V h

-70 mV: 86.2 ±3.3

% and 79.3 ± 2.4 %; Vh -40 mV: 53.7 ± 6.6 and 67.3 ± 2.8 for Nt-Ala
Nt-Ala * ^ ^ 5 - respectively; Table 5.1). The GlyR

and

construct, however,

desensitised to a similar extent as the GlyR a3L at both holding potentials (65.7 ±5.0
% and 55.6 ±5. 1 % for Vr -70 mV and -40 mV respectively; Table 5.1). The
presence of K365 in combination with R368 appears to have an effect on the number
of terms of desensitisation. The presence of both of these basic residues appears to
remove

the

fast

component

of

desensitisation

fitted biphasically.
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Rat
Rat
Rat
Rat
Rat
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a3Long
a3Nt-Ala
a3Nt-Ala
a3Nt-Ala
a3Nt-Ala
a3Nt-Ala
a3Nt-Ala
a3Long

LEYAAVNFVSRQHKELLRFRRKRKNKTEAFALEKFYRFSDTDDEVRESRLSFTAYGMGPCLQAKDGWPKGPNHAVQVMP
LEYAAVNFVSRQHKELLRFRRKRKNKTEAFALEAAAAAAAADDEVRESRLSFTAYGMGPCLQAKDGWPKGPNHAVQVMP
LEYAAVNFVSRQHKELLRFRRKRKNKTEAFALEKAAAAAAADDEVRESRLSFTAYGMGPCLQAKDGWPKGPNHAVQVMP
LEYAAVNFVSRQHKELLRFRRKRKNKTEAFALEAAARAAAADDEVRESRLSFTAYGMGPCLQAKDGWPKGPNHAVQVMP
LEYAAVNFVSRQHKELLRFRRKRKNKTEAFALEAAAAAADADDEVRESRLSFTAYGMGPCLQAKDGWPKGPNHAVQVMP
LEYAAVNFVSRQHKELLRFRRKRKNKTEAFALEKAARAAAADDEVRESRLSFTAYGMGPCLQAKDGWPKGPNHAVQVMP
LEYAA\/NFVSRQHKELLRFRRKRKNKTEAFALEKAARAADADDEVRESRLSFTAYGMGPCLQAKDGWPKGPNHAVQViyiP
LEYAAVNFVSRQHKELLRFRRKRKNKTEAFALE. .FYRFSDTDDEVRESRLSFTAYGMGPCLQAKDGWPKGPNHAVQVMP

411
411
411
411
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411
411

Figure 5.1. Sequence alignment of mutants of the C-terminal half of the insert of the rat glycine a3 long subunit
Underlined residues represent transmembrane domains. Sequences truncated at residue 242 for clarity. Additional insert residues in the GlyR
a3L are shown in bold. Charged residues between residues 365-372 are shown in blue. Alanine substituted residues in red. Dots represent
segments of ten amino acids.
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Figure 5.2. Concentration-response curve of glycine a3 Nt-AIa*^^^ receptor.
A, Whole-cell currents in response to 10, 50, 100, 300, 500 and 1000 pM of glycine.
The calibration bar represents 5 nA and 1 s (calibration bar for response to 1000 pM
represents 5 s).
B, Concentration-response curve of the a3 Nt-Ala^^^^ construct ( a ) . For comparison,
the curve fits for a3L (■) and a3S (•) are also shown, taken from Fig. 3.4. Curves
normalised to 1 mM glycine response. EC$o value of 158.8 ± 12.8 pM at peak. The
Hill coefficient value was 1.6 ± 0.1. Values represent means ± s.e.m. (n = 3 - 8).
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Figure 5.3. Concentration-response curve of glycine a3 Nt-Ala
receptor.
A, Whole-cell currents in response to 10, 50, 100, 300, 500 and 1000 pM of glycine.
The calibration bar represents 5 nA and 1 s (calibration bar for response to 1000 pM
represents 5 s).
B, Concentration-response curve of the a3 Nt-Ala
construct (a). For comparison,
the curve fits for a3L (p) and a3S (•) are also shown, taken from Fig. 3.4. Curves
normalised to maximal response. EC50 value of 125.2 ± 7.3 pM at peak. The Hill
coefficient value was 1.6 ± 0.1. Values represent means ± s.e.m. (n = 3 - 6 ).
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Figure 5.4. Concentration-response curve of glycine Nt-Ala
receptor.
A, Whole-cell currents in response to 10, 50, 100, 300, 500 and 1000 pM of glyeine.
The calibration bar represents 5 nA and 1 s (calibration bar for response to 1000 pM
represents 5 s).
B, Concentration-response curve of the a3 Nt-Ala
construct (v). For comparison,
the curve fits for a3L (■) and a3S (•) are also shown, taken from Fig. 3.4. Curves
normalised to maximal response. E C 5 0 value of 105.0 ± 7.6 pM at peak. The Hill
coefficient value 2.4 ± 0.4. Values represent means ± s.e.m. (n = 3- 7).
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K365A

o3L
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K365, R368, D371

Nt-Ala

K365, R368

Nt-Ala
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R368
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Figure 5.5. Comparison of the effect of charged residues on the concentrationresponse characteristics of the glycine a3L receptor
A, Differences in EC50 values of mutant glycine a3 long receptors from that of the
glycine a3S subunit receptor (82.6 ± 5.1 pM). White bars represent constructs with a
single charged residue mutated. Mutant subunit receptors with more than one residue
are shown as grey bars.
B, Differences in Hill coefficients of mutant receptors from that of the wild-type GlyR
a3S (2.4 ± 0.3). Values represent means ± s.e.m. n = 3 - 9. * P< 0.05
for the comparison of values to those for GlyR a3S.
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Figure 5.6. Concentration-response curve of glycine a3 Nt-Ala
receptor.
A, Whole-cell currents in response to 10, 50, 100, 300, 500 and 1000 juM of glycine.
The calibration bar represents 5 nA and 1 s (calibration bar for response to 1000 pM
represents 5 s).
B, Concentration-response curve of the a3 Nt-Ala
construct ( v ). For
comparison, the curve fits for a3L p ) and a3S (•) are also shown, taken from Fig.
3.4. Curves normalised to maximal response. E C 5 0 value of 42.6 ± 2.2 pM at peak.
The Hill coefficient value 2.1 ± 0.2. Values represent means ± s.e.m. (n = 3 - 10).
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Figure 5.7. Concentration-response curve of glycine a3 Nt-Ala
receptor.
A, Whole-cell currents in response to 10, 50, 100, 300, 500 and 1000 pM of glycine.
The calibration bar represents 5 nA and 1 s (calibration bar for response to 1000 pM
represents 5 s).
B, Concentration-response curve of the a3 Nt-Ala
construct (#). For
comparison, the curve fits for a3L (p) and a3S (#) are also shown, taken from Fig.
3.4. Curves normalised to maximal response. EC50 value of 106.0 ±5.4 pM at peak.
The Hill coefficient value 1.9 ± 0.2. Values represent means ± s.e.m. (n = 3 - 9).
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Figure 5.8. Concentration-response curve of glycine a3 Long
receptor.
A, Whole-cell currents in response to 10, 50, 100, 300, 500 and 1000 pM of glycine.
The calibration bar represents 5 nA and 1 s (calibration bar for response to 1000 pM
represents 5 s).
B, Concentration-response curve of the a3 Long
construct (■). For comparison,
the curve fits for a3L (■) and a3S (#) are also shown, taken from Fig. 3.4. Curves
normalised to maximal response. E C 5 0 value of 182.4 + 13.5 pM at peak. The Hill
coefficient value 2.0 ± 0.2. Values represent means ± s.e.m. (n = 6 - 9).
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Figure 5.9. The effect of depolarisation on the desensitisation characteristics of
the glycine a3 Nt-Ala
receptor.
A, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response of glycine a3 Nt-Ala
subunit
receptor to 1 mM glycine at a holding potential o f -70 mV. Bar represents duration of
1 mM glycine application. (Right Panel) Biexponential desensitisation time constants
of «3 Nt-Ala
at Vh -7 0 mV, n = 6 - 9 cells,
B, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response of glycine a3 Nt-Ala
subunit
receptor to 1 mM glycine at a holding potential of -40 mV. (Right Panel)
Biexponential desensitisation time constants of a3 Nt-Ala
at Vh -40 mV, n = 3 4 cells. The calibration bars represent 1 nA and 2 s. Values represent means ± s.e.m.
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Figure 5.10. The effect of depoiarisation on the desensitisation characteristics of
the glycine a3 Nt-Ala
receptor.
A, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response of glycine a3 Nt-Ala
subunit
receptor to 1 mM glycine at a holding potential of -70 mV. Bar represents duration of
1 mM glycine application. (Right Panel) Biexponential desensitisation time constants
of a3 Nt-Ala
at Vh -70 mV, n = 4 - 5 cells.
B, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response of glycine a3 Nt-Ala
subunit
receptor to 1 mM glycine at a holding potential of -40 mV. (Right Panel)
Desensitisation time constant of a3 Nt-Ala
at Vh -4 0 mV, n = 3 cells. The
calibration bars represent 2 nA and 2 s. Values represent means ± s.e.m.
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Figure 5.11. The effect of depolarisation on the desensitisation characteristics of
the glycine a3 Nt-Ala
receptor.
A, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response of glycine a3 Nt-Ala
subunit
receptor to 1 mM glycine at a holding potential o f -70 mV. Bar represents duration of
1 mM glycine application. (Right Panel) Biexponential desensitisation time constants
of a3 Nt-Ala
at Vh -70 mV, n = 4 cells.
B, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response o f glycine a3 Nt-Ala
subunit
receptor to 1 mM glycine at a holding potential of -40 mV. (Right Panel)
Biexponential desensitisation time constants of a3 Nt-Ala
at Vh -4 0 mV, n = 3
cells. The calibration bars represent 1 nA and 2 s. Values represent means ± s.e.m.
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Figure 5.12. A comparison of the single exponential desensitisation time
constants for glycine currents recorded for charge mutant receptors of the GlyR
aL to the wild-type variants.
Cells held at a holding potential of -70 mV. A 10 sec application of 1 mM glycine was
used to produce fitted traces. * P < 0.05 for comparison of values to the time constant
for Nt-Ala construct. Values represent means ± s.e.m. n = 5 - 12.
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Figure 5.13. The effect of depolarisation on the desensitisation characteristics of
the glycine a3 Nt-Ala
receptor.
A, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response of glycine a3 Nt-Ala
subunit receptor to 1 mM glycine at a holding potential of -70 mV. Bar represents
duration of 1 mM glycine application, (Right Panel) Biexponential desensitisation
time constants of a3 Nt-Ala
at Vh -70 mV, n = 4 cells.
B, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response o f glycine a3 Nt-Ala
subunit receptor to 1 mM glycine at a holding potential of -40 mV. (Right Panel)
Desensitisation time constant of a3 Nt-Ala
at Vh -40 mV, n = 4 cells. The
calibration bars represent 1 nA and 2 s. Values represent means ± s.e.m.
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Figure 5.14. The effect of depolarisation on the desensitisation characteristics of
the glycine a3 Nt-Ala
receptor.
A, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response of glycine a3 Nt-Ala K365,R36S, 0371
subunit receptor to 1 mM glycine at a holding potential of -70 mV. Bar represents
duration of 1 mM glycine application. (Right Panel) Desensitisation time constant of
o 3 Nt-Ala
R3<-8, D37I gj
_?() m V , n = 6 cells.

B, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response of glycine a3 Nt-Ala
subunit receptor to 1 mM glycine at a holding potential of -40 mV. (Right Panel)
Desensitisation time constant of a3 Nt-Ala
at Vh -4 0 mV, n = 6 cells.
The calibration bars represent 2 nA and 2 s. Values represent means ± s.e.m.
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Figure 5.15. The effect of depolarisation on the desensitisation characteristics of
the glycine a3L
receptor.
A, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response of glycine a3 Long
subunit
receptor to 1 mM glycine at a holding potential o f -70 mV. Bar represents duration of
1 mM glycine application. (Right Panel) Biexponential desensitisation time constants
of a3 Long
at Vh -70 mV, n = 8 cells.
B, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response of glycine a3 Long^^^^'^ subunit
receptor to 1 mM glycine at a holding potential of -40 mV. (Right Panel)
Biexponential desensitisation time constants of a3 Long
at Vh -40 mV, n = 3 - 4
cells. The calibration bars represent 1 nA and 2 s. Values represent means ± s.e.m.
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Figure 5.16. Comparison of the mean single exponential desensitisation time
constants for glycine currents recorded for glycine a3 subunit receptor mutants
retaining multiple charged residues to the C-terminal half of the insert.
Cells held at a holding potential of -70 mV. A 10 sec application of 1 mM glycine
used to produce fitted traces. ** P < 0.005, * P < 0.05 for the comparison o f values to
the time constant for GlyR a3S. Values represent means ± s.e.m. n = 5 - 12.
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Figure 5.17. Comparison of the biexponential desensitisation rates of glycine a3L
mutant subunit receptors that differ in the charged residues retained.
A, Biexponential desensitisation rate of glycine a3L subunit mutants from cells held
at a holding potential of -70 mV. Black column shows Xfast and the white column
shows isiow n = 4 - 11. B, Biexponential desensitisation rate o f glycine a3L subunit
mutants from cells held at a holding potential of -40 mV. n = 3 - 16.
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Table 5.1. Electrophysiological properties of glycine a3 receptor mutants affecting charged residue identity
GlyRo3
Short

GlyR o3
Long

Nt-Ala

Nt-Ala

Nt-Ala

Nt-Ala

Nt-Ala

Long

K36S

R368

D371

K365, R368

K365, R368, D371

K365A

ECso (pM)

82.6 ±5.1

183.3 ±5.6

158.8 ± 12.8

125.2 ±7.3

105.0 ±7.6

46.6 ± 2.2

106.0 ±5.4

182.4 ± 13.5

Hill coefficient

2.4 ± 0.3

2.6 ±0.1

1.6 ±0.1

1.6 ± 0.1

2.4 ± 0.4

2.1 ±0.2

1.9 ±0.2

2.0 ± 0.2

5.93 ± 0.65
4.16 ±0.48

4.47 ± 0.80
2.31 ±0.35

5.13 ±0.74
1.90 ±0.31

7.86 ±0.89*
4.20 ± 0.39

6.73 ±1.19*
4.46 ± 0.29

3.93 ± 0.40
3.09 ±0.41

7.43 ±1.31*
3.18 ±0.61

2.84 ± 0.42*
3.07 ±0.40

261.2 ±46.1

205.8 ±44.3

380.4 ±52.6*

425.1 ±77.1*

472.7 ± 107.2*

182.8 ±20.2

454.1 ± 105.8*

109.0 ± 17.5*

50% (12)
47% (19)

45% (11)
44% (18)

67 % (9)
75 % (4)

50 % (6)
0%(3)

60 % (5)
75 % (4)

80 % (5)
20 % (5)

17 % (6)
33 % (6)

67 % (9)
75 % (4)

85.2 ± 1.1
70.6 ± 2.0

64.6 ± 5.3
58.4 ±4.0

81.8 ± 1.7
70.9 ± 4.4

82.2 ± 2.5
63.1 ±7.4

81.6±3.1
76.0 ± 2.7

86.2 ±3.3
53.7 ± 6.6

79.3 ± 2.4
67.3 ±2.8

65.7 ± 5.0
55.6 ±5.1

55.2 ± 15.0
62.7 ± 22.4

132.4 ±25.9
105.5 ±24.3

84.0 ± 22.8
22.5 ± 5.9

124.7 ±28.8
109.2 ±35.3

63.7 ± 10.9
61.0 ± 14.2

19.1 ±2.0
41.2±3.1

82.5 ± 18.7
73.7 ± 16.9

94.2 ± 35.4
62.0 ± 1.9

I max ( n A )

-70 mV
-40 mV
Imax normalized to cell
membrane capacitance
(pA/pF)
Percentage of cells showing
biphasic desensitisation
(no. of cells)
-70 mV
-40 mV
Extent
of desensitisation (%)
-70 mV
-40 mV
10-90% rise time (ms)
-70 mV
-40 mV

* P < 0.05 compared to value for GlyR a3L. Values are means ± s.e.m. For constructs, n = 3 - 10. Refer to Figure 5.1 for mutant information.
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Significantly
different

a3S

-

82.6 ±5.1

Significantly
different
*

a3L

T EA FA LEK FY R FSD T

183.3 ±5.6

-

2.6 ±0.1

TEAFALEAAAAAAAA

52.7 ±4.2

* (3-fold)

2.9 ±0.6

a3L Nt-Ala

TEAFALEKAAAAAAA

158.8 ± 12.8

*

1.6±0.1

a3L Nt-Ala

TEAFALEAAARAAAA

125.2 ±7.3

+

1.6±0.1

a3L Nt-Ala

TEAFALEAAAAAADA

105.0 ±7.6

* (2-fold)

2.4 ± 0.4

a3L Nt-Ala '^«5,R368

TEAFALEKAARAAAA

42.6 ± 2.2

* (4-fold)

2.1 ±0.2

*

a3L Nt-Ala

TEAFALEKAARAADA

106.0 ±5.4

+ (2-fold)

1.9 ±0.2

*

T EA FA LEA FY R FSD T

182.4 ± 13.5

2.0 ± 0.2

*

Subunit

a3L

a3L^“ “

(Nt-Ala)

k368.d37i

Insert sequence

ECso (P^M)

Hh
2.4 ±0.3

*

Table 5.2. The effect of GlyR a3L subunit insert mutation on the apparent affinity for glycine and the Hill coefficient
* Significant Students t-test, P < 0.05; fold change is difference to GlyR a3L subunit. Values are means ± s.e.m. For eonstructs, n = 3 - 10.
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Subunit

Insert sequence

T(S)

Significantly
slower than GlyR a3S

a3S

-

2.7 ± 0.4

-

a3L

TEA FA LEK FY R FSD T

4.7 ±0.7

*

TEAFALEAAAAAAAA

3.7 ±0.3

a3L Nt-Ala

TEAFALEKAAAAAAA

3.6 ±0.3

a3L Nt-Ala

TEAFALEAAARAAAA

2.6 ±0.3

a3L Nt-Ala

TEAFALEAAAAAADA

2.2 ±0.2

a3L Nt-Ala

TEAFALEKAARAAAA

2.3 ± 0.2

a3L Nt-Ala

TEAFALEKAARAADA

5.3 ±0.5

*

a3L'^^“ ''

TEA FA LEA FY R FSD T

4.5 ±0.7

*

a3L

(Nt-Ala)

Table 5.3. The effect of GlyR a3L subunit insert mutation on the desensitisation rate
* Significant Students t-test, P < 0.05; fold; different to GlyR a3S subunit. Values are means ± s.e.m. For constructs, n = 5 - 9. Cells held at -70
mV.
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5.4

Discussion

5.4.1

The influence of charged residues between 365-372 on the apparent

affinity of the GlyR a3L subunit for glycine
The presence of either residues K365, R368 or D371 produced a 2-3 fold
decrease the potency of glycine compared to the GlyR a3L

mutant subunit

(Table 5.2). The affinities of all of these receptors were significantly higher than that
of the GlyR a3L subunit. These results suggest that the presence of a single charged
residue is important for the lowering of the potency of glycine at the GlyR a3L
subunit compared to the short variant, with the positively charged residues appearing
to have the greatest influence.
The presence of the two positively charged residues K365 and R368, in the
mutant GlyR a3L subunit GlyR a3L

subunit, only exhibited a slight alteration

in the potency of glycine compared to the GlyR a3L

subunit. However, their

presence produced a 4-fold increase in glycine potency when compared to that at the
GlyR a3L subunit. Therefore, in combination, these two positively charged residues
were not responsible for the lower potency of glycine seen for the GlyR a3L subunit
(Table 5.2).
The presence of all three charged residues in the GlyR a3L subunit (a3L NtAla

^^^^) produced a GlyR a3L receptor with a potency of glycine 2-fold

lower than the wild-type GlyR a3L subunit (Figure 5.6). These results suggest that
the presence of the remaining residues of the insert of the GlyR a3L (F366, Y367,
F369, S370 and T372) are important for lowering the apparent affinity of the receptor
for glycine compared to the GlyR a3S subunit. This hypothesis is supported by the
results for GlyR a3L

subunit, which has apparent affinity for glycine that is not
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significantly different to that of the wild-type GlyR a3L subunit and has all of these
residues present. Breitinger and colleagues (2002) found that the substitution of three
hydroxylated residues (T358, Y367 and S370) in the insert of the GlyR a3L subunit
increased the EC50 of the receptor slightly. The Hill coefficients of most of these
mutant subunits were only slightly lower than that of the GlyR a3L subunit.
Several of the mutant GlyR a3L subunits had a significantly different
maximum glycine-activated currents compared to the wild-type GlyR a3L subunit.
Nt-Ala

Nt-Ala

currents and GlyR a3L

and Nt-Ala

had a significantly larger peak

had significantly smaller peak currents. The presence of

charged amino acids between residues 365-372 could be important for governing the
conductance of the receptor. Current-voltage studies could discover if this were
indeed the case.
However, smaller peak currents could have been due to the introduction of a
more rapid desensitisation state, though this does not fit with the findings here (5.4.2).
Altered efficiency of receptor expression could also be a factor as current densities
were also significantly different to that of the GlyR a3L. Intact whole cell binding
studies would be required to ascertain if the actual number of functional receptors
available at the cell surface had increased or decreased. The presence of these charged
residues could affect the membrane insertion of the GlyR a3L and therefore alter
receptor expression. The charged residue R252 located in the intracellular TM1-TM2
loop of the GlyR a l subunit has previously been found to be important for receptor
expression, with its substitution abolishing receptor expression (Langosch et al,
1993). The efficiency of cell transfection could, however, also alter the level of
current density.
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5.4.2

Identification

of the

amino

acids

responsible

for

slowing

the

desensitisation kinetics of the GlyR a3L subunit
The desensitisation kinetics of the GlyR a3L

subunit with the residue

K365 present were not significantly different to the wild-type GlyR a3L subunit,
though they were not significantly different to those of the GlyR a3S subunit either
(Table 5.3). The presence of residues R368 or D371 produced a slow component of
desensitisation that was significantly more rapid than that of the GlyR a3L subunit.
All of these subunits desensitised to significantly greater extent than the GlyR a3L
subunit. They desensitised to a similar extent as the GlyR a3L

subunit.

Comparisons of a single tau for desensitisation discovered that the introduction of
K365 did not significantly alter desensitisation compared to GlyR a3L

(table

5.3). However, the introduction of R368 or D371 increased the rate of desensitisation
significantly, to a rate similar to the GlyR a3S subunit. The presence of a single
charged amino acid between residues 365-372 is therefore not responsible for the
slower desensitisation kinetics of the GlyR a3L subunit.
The rate of desensitisation of the GlyR a3L

subunit with both residues

K365 and R368 present was still significant quicker than that of the GlyR a3L subunit
and the GlyR a3L

subunit. The receptor also desensitised to a significant

higher extent than the wild-type long variant. Therefore these two residues in
combination are not responsible for slowing the desensitisation of the GlyR a3L
subunit. However, the rate of desensitisation was for currents transduced via this
subunit was more rapid than the mutant GlyR a3L subunit containing K365 alone,
suggesting that residue R368 is an important residue for increasing the rate of
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desensitisation. Conversely, the residue K365 appears to have no effect on
desensitisation kinetics.
The introduction of all 3 charged residues (K365, R368 and D371) produced a
rate of desensitisation that was not significant different to that of the GlyR a3L
subunit. Yet, the receptor still desensitised to a greater extent than the GlyR a3L
subunit, though not as high as that of the GlyR a3S subunit (Table 5.1). This suggests
a possible combinational effect.
The substitution of single residue K365 for an alanine produced a receptor that
desensitised at a rate and extent similar to the long variant, enforcing the hypothesis
that this residue has no influence on the desensitisation kinetics of the GlyR a3L
subunit.
The presence of the positively charged residue R368 and the negatively
charged residues D371 within the insert of the GlyR a3L subunit are major
determinants of desensitisation kinetics. However, the presence of either of these
residues alone increases the rate of desensitisation. The presences of residues R368
and D371, even with decreased insert length, were able to slow the desensitisation rate
of the receptor (Table 4.3 - GlyR a3L

and GlyR a3L ^358-364^

noting, however, that the substitution of residues 365-372 (GlyR a3L
revert the receptor to rapid desensitisation though deletion did (GlyR a3L

worth
did not
A

combination of charged residues in and around the insert may be responsible for this
finding.
There are two banks of charged residues flanking the insert (Figure 5.1),
which may interact with the charged residues in the insert (R368 and D371) altering
the conformation of the intracellular loop. Altering the conformation of the large
intracellular loop may alter its interaction with other intracellular domains of the
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receptor itself or with other intracellular factors, such as phosphorylation kinases or
ions which results in the slower desensitisation of glycine activated currents through
the channel.

5.4.3

Voltage dependency of the desensitisation the GlyR a3 subunit variants
The presence of charged residues within the insert did not render the GlyR

a3L subunit desensitisation voltage-sensitive. However, the fast component of
desensitisation of the GlyR a3L

with K365 present decreased upon

depolarisation. The fast component of desensitisation disappeared at Vh -40 mV for
GlyR a3L Nt-Ala

GlyR a3L Nt-Ala

or GlyR a3L Nt-Ala

In addition, the extent of desensitisation significantly decreased for the GlyR a3L NtAla

and for GlyR a3L Nt-Ala

The presence of residues R368

alone or in combination with the other charged residues appears to alter the number of
components of desensitisation that are present at -40 mV. The single tau values of
these subunits were found to be unaltered by depolarisation, so decreases in the extent
of desensitisation may be due to the loss of the fast component of desensitisation.
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Key results of chapter-

•

Residues K365 and R368 slightly increased the potency of glycine at the GlyR
a3L. These residues increased the potency of glycine by 4-fold when present
in combination. Therefore residues F366, Y367, F369, S370 and T372 are
responsible for the lower potency of glycine seen in the GlyR a3L.

•

The residues K365, R368 and D371 are important for the slower
desensitisation kinetics of the GlyR a3L.

•

Charged residues within the insert of the GlyR a3L subunit did not confer
voltage-sensitive desensitisation upon the receptor.
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Chapter 6 - Mutations to study the role of charged residues flanking
the insert in the GlyR a3

6.1

Introduction
Each of the glycine receptors’ a subunits (1-4 ) contains a series of positively

charged residues in the large cytoplasmic loop approximately 8 residues N-terminal to
transmembrane region 3 (Figure 6.1). This cluster of arginine and lysine residues has
been discovered to determine the topology of the GlyR a l subunit mXenopus oocytes
(Sadtler et al, 2003). Neutralisation of one or more of these residues caused the GlyR
a l to adopt an atypical topology, with TM3 no longer spanning the membrane and the
TM3-TM4 loop being translocated to the endoplasmic reticulum (Sadtler et a l, 2003).
Immediately C-terminal to the basic cluster of residues there is an acidic cluster
consisting of aspartate and glutamate residues. The presence of charged residues in
the GlyR a3L have been found to influence the electrophysiological properties of the
receptor (Chapter 5). The additional insert of the glycine a3L receptor is located
between these groups of charged residues. The positively charged cluster is located
approximately 2 amino acids N-terminal to the insert and the negatively charged
cluster is immediately C-terminal to the end of the insert (Figure 6.1). The
substitution of these charged residues for alanine residues has been exploited in order
to elucidate their influence on the electrophysiological properties of the variants of the
GlyR a3 subunit.

6.2

Amino acid sequences
Two mutant receptor subunits of the GlyR a3L subunit were constructed

which had each of the charged clusters of residues substituted for alanines (Figure
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6.1). The construct a3L

substituted the positively charged residues

,351-355, for alanine residues. The other construct, a3L c>™(373-375)A^ had the
negatively charged residues, 373-375, substituted by alanine residues. Another
construct, a3S ’^de(359-361)a^ was generated in which the three negatively charged
residues 359-361 were substituted for alanine residues in the short variant of the
glycine a3 subunit receptor.

6.3

The electrophysiological properties of charge mutant subunit

receptors
6.3.1

6.3.1.1

Concentration-response relationship

GlyR o3 Long

The substitution of the 5 basic residues 351-355 for alanine residues produced
a functional glycine receptor, which responded to glycine in a dose dependant manner
(Figure 6.2A). The glycine a3L ^Kjuc(35i-355)A j-g^gp^or had an EC50 value of 203.0 ±
9.7 pM and a Hill coefficient of 2.6 ± 0.2 (Figure 6.2B). The apparent affinity of this
receptor is significantly lower (P < 0.05) than that for the wild-type glycine a3L
receptor (Table 6.1). The Hill coefficient value for this construct was not significantly
different to that of the wild-type long variant (P > 0.05). The a3L
receptor had a mean peak current (Im ax) which was not significantly different to that of
the wild type GlyR a3L (3.48 ± 0.57 nA, n = 8 ; Table 6.1; P > 0.05). Substitution of
the 5 basic residues 351-355 produced only a slight decrease in the apparent affinity
of the glycine a3L receptor but no apparent alteration in its gating or efficacy as
assessed only by the lack of change in the Hill coefficient.
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6.3.1.2

GlyR o3 Long ode(S73-37S)a

Substitution of the negative residues 373-375 of GlyR a3L produced a
functional receptor (Figure 6.3A). The construct a3L c»DE(373-375)A

^ significantly

lower E C 5 0 value than the wild-type long subunit receptor (118.4 ± 4.7 pM, n 3 - 5, P
< 0.05; Figure 6.3B; Table 6.1). The Hill coefficient of this receptor was also
significantly lower (P < 0.05) than that of the wild-type long receptor (1.9 ± 0.1). The
Imax of this receptor was not significantly different to that of GlyR a3L (5.69 ± 1.15
nA, n = 5; Table 6.1). The substitution of residues 373-375 appeared to increase the
potency of glycine at the GlyR a3L receptor. The decrease in the Hill coefficient
appears to suggest that there has also been a change in the cooperativity of the binding
reaction or an alteration in receptor assembly or in the level of receptor expression

6.3J.3

GlyR o3

A fimctioning glycine receptor was produced when the residues 359-361 were
substituted for alanine residues (Figure 6.4A). The
DDE(359-36i)A

E C 50

value of the construct a3S

not significantly different to that of the wild-type short variant (85.0

± 2.5 pM, P > 0.05; Figure 6.4B). The Hill coefficient of this receptor was, however,
significantly higher than that of the wild-type short variant (3.7 ± 0.4, P < 0.05). The
mean peak current of this receptor was not significantly different to that of the wildtype GlyR a3S (7.57 ± 0.98 nA; n = 5; Table 6.1). The substitution of this cluster of
acidic residues does not appear to alter the potency of glycine or alter receptor gating,
receptor assembly or the surface expression of the GlyR a3S receptor. The
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substitution of these residues may alter the gating mechanism of the receptor as seen
by the very high Hill coefficient. A hyperekplexia mutation in the intracellular TMlTM2 loop has previously been found to be important in altering glycine receptor
gating (Saul et a l, 1999).

6.3.2

6.3.2.1

Desensitisation kinetics and voltage dependency

GlyR o3 Long

Bi-exponential curve fitting was carried out on the decaying phase of the
current traces elicited by 1 mM glycine. At a holding potential of -70 mV the receptor
desensitised at a rate that was not significantly different to that of the glycine a3L
receptor (ifast = 1.38 ± 0.54 s and a Xsiow = 5.08 ± 0.79 s, n = 4 - 7; Figure 6.5A and
6.10A). At Vh -40 mV the rate of desensitisation of a3L ^^^^^^(35i-355)a

not

significantly altered (xfast = 1.07 ± 0.85 s and a Xsiow= 6.20 ± 0.67 s; n = 4 - 6; Figure
6.5B). These rates were not significantly different to those of the wild-type glycine
a3L receptor at this holding potential (P > 0.05, Figure 6.1 OB). Single exponential
decay fits at Vh -70 mV were also not significantly different (Figure 6.8).
The GlyR a3L R J^ k(35i-355)a

however, desensitise to a

significantly greater extent than the wild-type long variant at Vh -70 mV (79.9 ±3.8
%, n = 8, P < 0.05; Table 6.1). At Vh -40 mV the extent of desensitisation of this
construct was not significantly different to that of the wild-type long variant at Vh —40
mV (68.9 ± 5.3 %, n = 6). The rise times for this construct were not significantly
different to those of the wild-type long variant of glycine a3 receptor (Table 6.1).
Substitution of the basic residues 351-355 did not affect the desensitisation kinetics of
the GlyR a3L, though the calculated extent of desensitisation was increased.
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6J.2.2

GlyR o3 Long »de(373-}7s)a

Substitution of residues 373-375 produced a receptor with desensitisation kinetics that
were significantly more rapid slow component than the wild-type GlyR a3L at V h -70
mV. The fast component of desensitisation was not significantly different (xfast = 1.09
± 0.26 s and a Xsiow= 2.21 ± 0.44 s, n = 4 - 5, P < 0.05; Figure 6.6A and 6.10A). At
Vh -

40 mV the desensitisation kinetics of GlyR a3L

not

DDE(373-3?5)A

significantly different to those of the long variant at Vh -40 mV (ifast = 0.54 ± 0.19 s
and a TsIow= 4.24 ± 0.48 s; n = 3 - 4, P > 0.05; Figure 6.6B and 6.1 OB). Comparison
of single exponential decay curve fits found that GlyR a3L

dde(373-375)a

j-gggp^Qj.

desensitised at a rate similar to that of the wild-type short receptor and at a
significantly more rapid rate than the long variant of GlyR a3 (Figure 6.8). At both
holding potentials the extent of desensitisation in the a3L ^de(373-375)a j-gggp^Qj. ^^s
significantly higher than that for GlyR a3L (Vh -70 mV: 84.6 ±2.1 %, n = 5 and Vh 40 mV: 72.1 ± 1.3 %, n = 4, P < 0.05; Table 6.1). The rise times for this construct
were significantly more rapid than those of the wild-type a31 subunit receptor (P <
0.05; Table 6.1). Substitution of the acidic residues 373-375 caused the long variant of
the GlyR a3 to desensitise at a rate and to an extent similar to that of the short variant
of the receptor.

6.3.2.3

GlyR o3

Substitution of the three negatively charged residues 359-361 produced no significant
alteration of the desensitisation kinetics of the short receptor. At Vh -70 mV, the
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construct a3S

dde(359-361)a desensitised

at a rate that was not significantly different to

that of the wild-type short variant of glycine a3 receptor (ifast = 1.26 ± 0.32 s and isiow
= 2.00 ± 0.36 s, n = 5; Figure 6.7A and 6.10A). Depolarisation of the holding
potential to -40 mV did not significantly alter the desensitisation rate of a3S
(ifast = 0.55 ± 0.10 s and isiow = 2.15 ± 0.79 s; n = 3; Figure 6.7B and 6.1 OB).
Analysis of single term exponential curve fits found that a3S dde(359-361)a desensitised
at a rate that was not significantly different to the wild-type short variant of GlyR a3
(P > 0.05; Figure 6.8). The extent of desensitisation exhibited by this construct was
not significantly different to that of the glycine a3S receptor

(V h

-70 = 79.5 ± 3.0 %,

n = 5 and Vh -40 mV = 73.7 ± 1.4 %, n = 3; Table 6.1). Rise times for a3S
were not significantly different to those of the wild-type short variant of the
GlyR a3 (Table 6.1). Substitution of the acidic cluster of residues 373-375 did not
appear to alter the desensitisation kinetics of the glycine a3S receptor.
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Rat al
Rat a2
Rat a3Long
Rat a3Long R R K R K ( 3 5 1 - 3 5 5 ) A
Rat a3Long
Rat a3Short
Rat a3Short
Mouse a4

LEYAAVNFVSRQHKELLRFRRKRRHHKS P----- MLNLFQDDEGGEGRFNFSAYGMGPACLQAKDGIS VKGANNNNTTN
LEYAAVNFVSRQHKEFLRLRRRQK------------ RQNKEEDVTRESRFNFSGYGMG- HCLQVKDGTAVKATPAN- PLP
LEYAAVNFVSRQHKELLRFRRKRKNKTEAFALEKFYRFSDTDDEVRESRLSFTAYGMG-PCLQAKDGWPKGP- -NHAVQ
LEYAAVNFVSRQHKELLRFAAAAANKTEAFALEKFYRFSDTDDEVRESRLSFTAYGMG-PCLQAKDGWPKGP--NHAVQ
LEYAAVNFVSRQHKELLRFRRKRKNKTEAFALEKFYRFSDTAAAVRESRLSFTAYGMG-PCLQAKDGWPKGP - -NHAVQ
LEYAAVNFVSRQHKELLRFRRKRKNK--------------- AAAVRESRLSFTAYGMG- PCLQAKDGWPKGP- -NHAVQ
LEYAAVNFVSRQHKELLRFRRKRKNK----------------DDEVRESRLSFTAYGMG-PCLQAKDGWPKGP- -NHAVQ
LEYAAVNFVSRQHKEFMRLRRRQR------------ RQRMEEDIIRESRFYFRGYGLG -HCLQARDGGPMEGS SIYS PQP

4 00
3 98
4 08
4 08
4 08
3 93
3 93
3 59

Figure 6.1. Sequence alignment of mutants flanking the insert of the rat glycine a3 long
Residues underlined in black represent transmembrane domain of TM3. Charged residues shown in blue with banks of charged residues
highlighted in yellow. Conserved residues are shown in bold. Residues in red have been substituted by alanine residues. Dots represent segments
of ten amino acids.
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Figure 6.2. The concentration-response curve of glycine
^-3ss)A
receptor.
A, Whole-cell currents in response to 10, 50, 100, 300, 500 and 1000 pM of glyeine.
The calibration bar represents 2 nA and 1 s.
(351-355) a construct ( • ) . For
B, Concentration-response curve of the a3 L
comparison, the curve fits for a3L p ) and a3S (•) are also shown, taken from Fig.
3.4. Curves normalised to maximal response. EC50 value of 203.0 ± 9.7 pM at peak.
The Hill coefficient value was 2.6 ± 0.2. Values represent means ± s.e.m. (n = 3 - 4).
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Figure 6.3. The concentration-response curve of glycine
receptor.
A, Whole-cell currents in response to 10, 50, 100, 300, 500 and 1000 pM of glycine.
The calibration bar represents 2 nA and 1 s. Current evoked by ImM glycine
truncated at 2 s to show same desensitisation time course.
B, Concentration-response curve of the
construct (■). For comparison,
the curve fits for a3L (■) and a3S (#) are also shown, taken from Fig. 3.4. Curves
normalised to maximal response. EC50 value of 118.4 ± 4.7 pM at peak. The Hill
coefficient value was 1.9 ± 0.1. Values represent means ± s.e.m. (n = 3 - 5).
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Figure 6.4. The concentration-response curve of glycine a3S DDE(3S9-36i)A receptor.
A, Whole-cell currents in response to 10, 50, 100, 300, 500 and 1000 pM of glycine.
The calibration bar represents 5 nA and 1 s. Current evoked by ImM glycine
truncated at 2 s to show same desensitisation time course.
B, Concentration-response curve of the
construct (a ). For comparison,
the curve fits for a3L (p) and a3S (•) are also shown, taken from Fig. 3.4. Curves
normalised to maximal response. EC50 value of 85.0 ± 2.5 pM at peak. The Hill
coefficient value was 3.7 ± 0.4. Values represent means ± s.e.m. (n = 3 - 5).
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a3L

RRKRK (351-355) A.

: Vh =-70 mV
7-

a3L

fast

slow

Desensitisation component
B
a3L

A. v„

= -4 0

mV
In

a3L

H
1

-

fast

slow

Desensitisation component
Figure 6.5. The effect of depolarisation on the desensitisation characteristics of
Igi, of GlyR a3L
A, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response of glycine a3L
(351-355) a
subunit receptor to 1 mM glycine at a holding potential o f -70 mV. (Right Panel)
Desensitisation time constants of a3L
(351-355) A
_yo mV, n = 4 - 7 cells.
B, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response of glycine a3L
(351-355) a
subunit receptor to 1 mM glycine at a holding potential o f -40 mV. (Right Panel)
Desensitisation time constants of a3L
(351-355) a
y ^ -40 mV, n = 4 - 6 cells.
Bars represent duration of 1 mM glycine application. The calibration bars represent 4
nA and 2 s. Values represent means ± s.e.m.
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Figure 6.6. The effect of depolarisation on the desensitisation characteristics of
Igij of GlyR a3L •>'>e(373.375)a
A, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response of glycine a3L t>DE(373-37S)A
subunit receptor to 1 mM glycine at a holding potential o f -70 mV. (Right Panel)
Desensitisation time constants of a3L dde(373-375)a y ^ _ 7 Q mV, n = 4 - 5 cells.
B, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response of glycine a3L DDE(373-3?5)A
subunit receptor to 1 mM glycine at a holding potential o f -40 mV. (Right Panel)
Desensitisation time constants of a3L ^E)E(373-375)a y ^ _4Q mV, n = 3 - 4 cells. Bars
represent duration of 1 mM glycine application. The calibration bars represent 2 nA
and 2 s. * P< 0.05 for the comparison of Xsiow between -70 mV and -40 mV. Values
represent means ± s.e.m.
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Figure 6.7. The effect of depolarisation on the desensitisation characteristics of
Igiy of GlyR a3S
A, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response of glycine a3S DDE(373-375)A
subunit receptor to 1 mM glycine at a holding potential of -70 mV, (Right Panel)
Desensitisation time constants of a3S dde(373-37S)a y ^ _ 7 Q mV, n = 5 cells.
B, (Left Panel) Typical whole cell current response of glycine a3S ^^E(373-375)A
subunit receptor to 1 mM glycine at a holding potential of -40 mV. (Right Panel)
Desensitisation time constants of a3S °DE(373-375)A
-40 mV, n = 3 cells. Bars
represent duration of 1 mM glycine application. The calibration bars represent 1 nA
and 2 s. Values represent means ± s.e.m.
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Figure 6.8. Comparison of desensitisation for glycine a3 subunit receptor
mutants with the flanking charged residues.
Cells at a holding potential -70 mV. A 10-second application of 1 mM glycine was
used to generate responses which were fitted to the single exponential function
described in the methods. * P < 0.05 for the comparison of values to that of GlyR
a3L. Values represent means ± s.e.m. n = 4 - 12.
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Figure 6.9. Effect of mutating banks of basic and acidic residues in the GlyR a3
variants on the EC 50 and uh for glycine
Mutant GlyR values compared to those of their wild-type receptor, therefore * P <
0.05 for the comparison of values of GlyR a3L mutants to GlyR a3L. A P < 0.05 for
the comparison of GlyR a3S
(359-361 )a
compared to GlyR a3S value, n
numbers shown in brackets. All values are s.e.m.
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Figure 6.10. Comparison of the biexponential desensitisation rates of glycine a3L
mutant subunit receptors that alter the flanking banks of charged residues.
A, Biexponential desensitisation rate of glycine a3L subunit mutants from cells held
at a holding potential of -70 mV. Black column shows Xfast and the white column
shows Tsiow n = 4 - 11.
B, Biexponential desensitisation rate of glycine a3L subunit mutants from cells held
at a holding potential of -40 mV. n = 3 - 16.
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Table 6.1. Electrophysiological proper!ties of glycine oc3 receptor mutants affecting charged residue identity
GlyR a3
o3 Long
o3 Long
GlyRo3
cc3 Short
RRKRK
Short
Long
DDE
DDE
(351-355) A
(373-375)A
(359-361)A
ECso (pM)
82.6 ±5.1

183.3 ±5.6

203.0 ±9.7

118.4 ±4.7

85.0 ±2.5

2.4 ± 0.3
5.93 ±0.65
4.16 ±0.48
0.59 ± 0.09
2.76 ± 0.46
0.61 ±0.13
3.95 ±0.35

2.6 ±0.1
4.47 ± 0.80
2.31 ±0.35
1.18 ±0.42
4.74 ± 0.70
1.22 ±0.25
5.45 ± 0.54

2.6 ± 0.2
3.48 ±0.57
1.87 ±0.48
1.38 ±0.54
5.08 ± 0.79
1.07 ±0.85
6.20 ± 0.67

1.9 ±0.1
5.69 ±1.15
3.46 ±0.82
1.09 ±0.26
2.21 ±0.44
0.54 ±0.19
4.24 ± 0.48

3.7 ± 0.4
7.57 ± 0.98
3.84 ±0.85
1.26 ±0.32
2.00 ± 0.36
0.55 ±0.10
2.15 ±0.79

50 % (12)
47% (19)

45% (11)
44% (18)

57 % (7)
67 % (6)

80 % (5)
75 % (4)

100 % (5)
100 % (3)

Extent of desensitisation (%)
-70 mV
-40 mV

85.2 ± 1.1
70.6 ± 2.0

64.6 ± 5.3
58.4 ±4.0

79.9 ±3.8
68.9 ±5.3

84.6 ±2.1
72.1 ± 1.3

79.5 ±3.0
73.7 ± 1.4

10 - 90 % rise times (ms)
-70 mV
-40 mV

55.2 ± 15.0
62.7 ± 22.4

132.4 ±25.9
105.5 ±24.3

83.4 ±32.9
106.4 ±60.6

59.8 ± 19.0
38.9 ±9.2

117.5±31.5
184.6 ± 103.4

Hill coefficient
I max (nA): -70 mV
-40 mV
Desensitisation (s); -70 mV: Tfast
"^slow
-40 mV: tfast
*^slow
Percentage of cells showing
biphasic desensitisation (no. of cells)
-70 mV
-40 mV

Values are means ± s.e.m. For constructs, n = 3 - 7. Refer to Figure 6.1 for mutant information.
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6.4

Discussion

6.4.1

The influence of charged residues around the insert on the desensitisation

kinetics of the GlyR a3L and GlyR a3S subunits
Substitution of the five positively charged residues 351-355 in the GlyR a3L
subunit (GlyR a3L ^^^^K:(35i-355)A^ produced a receptor with no significant difference
in its rate of desensitisation compared to the GlyR a3L subunit (Figure 6.5A).
However, the extent of desensitisation of this receptor was significantly higher (Table
6.1). The GlyR a3L

exhibited only a slight decrease in the

(35 i -355)a

apparent affinity of the GlyR a3L with no significant effect on the Hill coefficient or
Imax (Table 6.1). Functional expression of mutant GlyR a l subunits containing the
substitution of some or all of these residues (GlyR a l
RFRRKRR,K (316-322,325)A^

(316-320) a

G iy R

fouud that thcsc rcslducs had no effect on the shape of glycine-

mediated currents or on

E C 50

values (Sadtler et al, 2003). These residues have,

however, been suggested to be important determinates of the topology of the TM3TM4 loop of the GlyR (Sadtler et al, 2003)
The substitution of the three negatively charged residues 373-375 of the GlyR
a3L subunit (GlyR a3L

(373-37S)a^ produced a receptor that desensitised at a rate

significantly more rapidly and to a greater extent than the wild-type GlyR a3L
subunit (Figure 6.6 & Table 6.1). This change was due to a significant increase in the
slow component with the fast component remaining unaltered. GlyR a3L

(373-375)a

subunit had a 2-fold increase in the potency of glycine () and a slightly decreased Hill
coefficient.
The substitution of the equivalent residues in the GlyR a3S subunit (GlyR
a3S

(358-360)a^ produced no significant effect on desensitisation kinetics. The GlyR
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a3S

(358-360)a

however had a Hill coefficient that was significantly higher

(3.7), which suggests an increase in either binding cooperativity and/or receptor
gating. Its apparent affinity and Imax were not significantly different to those of the
wild-type GlyR a3S subunit.
Therefore, the negatively charged residues 3' to the insert of the GlyR a3L
subunit are important determinants of the desensitisation kinetics of the receptor. In
order to study whether these residues require an interaction with those charged
residues contained within the insert which were found to be important for
desensitisation would require further mutant GlyR a3L subunits to be constructed.

6.4.2

The influence of flanking banks of charges on the voltage dependency of

the desensitisation the GlyR a3 subunit variants
The GlyR a3L

(35 i -3S5)a

g^jy^nit exhibited no voltage dependent

desensitisation. However, the desensitisation rate of the GlyR a3L

(3V3-375)a

subunit glycine-activated current were voltage dependent, unlike the wild-type GlyR
a3L. There was a 2-fold decrease in the slow rate of desensitisation when the holding
potential was depolarised to -40 mV. This was accompanied by a significant decrease
in the extent of desensitisation. Substitution of the equivalent residues in the GlyR
a3S subunit (358-360) removed the voltage sensitivity of the GlyR a3S
desensitisation. Resulting in no significant alterations to the rates of either
components of desensitisation or the extent of desensitisation on depolarisation of the
holding potential of the cell.
The three negatively charged residues at positions 373-375 in the long variant
and positions 358-360 in the short variant of the GlyR a3 subunit are very important
residues for the control of desensitisation at differing holding potentials.
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Key results of chapter•

The presence of residues D373, D374 and E375 are important for the slowing
the desensitisation kinetics of the GlyR a3L subunit.

•

Substitution of D373, D374 and E375 for alanine residues in the GlyR a3L
subunit rendered the desensitisation of the GlyR a3L subunit voltagesensitive.

•

Substitution of residues DDE

of the GlyR a3S subunit removed the

voltage-sensitivity of this receptors’ desensitisation.
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Chapter 7 - The effect of cAMP-dependent protein kinase activation
on the glycine a3L subunit receptor

7.1

Introduction
Several ligand gated ion channels have been found to be modulated by protein

phosphorylation (Moss & Smart, 1996). Phosphorylation involves the covalent
modification of serine, threonine and tyrosine residues. The glycine receptor (GlyR)
had been shown to be phosphorylated by numerous intracellular second messengertriggered protein kinases including cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA; Song &
Huang, 1990; Agopyan et al, 1993; Vaello et al, 1994) and protein kinase C (PKC;
Ruiz-Gomez et al, 1991; Uchiyama et al, 1994; Albarran et al, 2001).
Phosphorylation of the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor by PKA and PKC enhances
the receptors rate of desensitisation (Huganir et al, 1986) whereas PKA mediated
phosphorylation reduces the fast component of glycine receptor current in
ventromedial hypothalamic neurones (Agopyan et al, 1993). Other functional effects
of phosphorylation include an enhancement of the evoked current amplitude.
However, although Protein kinase A has been found to potentiate the glycine current
in some neurones (Song & Huang, 1990; Tapia et al, 1997; Gu & Huang, 1998) it is
inhibitory in others (Agopyan et al, 1993). Differences in PKA function in differing
neuronal types has also been found for another inhibitory ligand-gated ion channel the
GABAa

receptor (Moss & Smart, 1996). This is believed to be due to different

receptor isoforms. Both PKA and PKC phosphorylate serine and threonine residues
which modifies the residue structure and possibly their function (Moss & Smart,
1996). The glycine a3L subunit receptor contains a putative consensus site for PKA
phosphorylation at position 380, which is located in the large intracellular loop
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(Figure 7.1). This chapter investigates the effect of PKA activation on the
electrophysiological properties of the glycine a3L subunit receptor.

7.2

Amino acid sequences
A putative strong consensus site for PKA phosphorylation is located at

positions 377-380 in rat glycine a3L subunit receptor, a3L^^^ (Figure 7.1). The
complete consensus site residues were substituted with alanine residues

7.3

The effects of cAMP on the Igiy of glycine a3L subunit receptor

7.3.1

Effect of cAMP on peak current

7.3.1.1

GlyR o3L function is inhibited by cAMP

Application of 100 p,M glycine to HEK cells transfected with the glycine a3L
subunit receptor produced a stable current for up to 24 minutes (Figure 7.2). These
currents displayed very little desensitisation (Figure 7.2A). Perfusion with 500 pM
cAMP reduced the peak current exhibited by 100 pM glycine (Figure 7.2A). The
inhibitory effect of cAMP was fully effective roughly 10 minutes after achieving the
whole-cell configuration. The inhibition remained stable at approximately 30 % for
the remainder of the recording (P+18: 0.64 ± 0.06; Figure 7.2B). The peak currents
produced by GlyR a3L in the presence of cAMP at time point 1 (P+1) were not
significantly different to those of control data (1.87 ± 0.58 nA and 3.02 ± 0.68 nA
respectively, n = 6 - 7; Table 5). Comparison of peak currents evoked by 100 pM
glycine 18 minutes after formation of the whole-cell configuration found that the
currents produced in the presence of 500 pM cAMP were significantly smaller than
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those of the control data (P < 0.05, Figure 7.5). This suggested that phosphorylation
of the GlyR a3L by PKA inhibits receptor function.

7.3.1.2 Inhibition o f PKA activation by PKAIP has no effect on GlyR o3L function

Inclusion of the PKA inhibitory peptide WIPTIDE (PKAIP, 200 pg/ml)
prevented the cAMP induced decrease in peak current (Figure 7.3). The peak currents
evoked were not significantly different (P > 0.05) from those of the control currents at
any time during recording (for example P+18; Figure 7.5). Additionally, the presence
of PKAIP did not significantly affect the initial peak current of GlyR a3L evoked by
100 pM glycine (3.14 ± 0.29 nA, n = 7, P > 0.05; Table 5).

7.3.1.3

GlyR tx3L^^ and cAMP

Expression of the GlyR

construct produced a functional homomcric

glycine receptor (Figure 7.4A). The removal of the consensus sequence for
phosphorylation by PKA prevented the cAMP induced inhibition in peak current
(Figure 7.4). This suggested that PKA was modulating the glycine receptor by direct
phosphorylation of this consensus site in the intracellular domain. The initial currents
produced by this receptor were not significantly different in magnitude to those of the
homomeric GlyR a3L receptor (1.63 ± 0.65, n = 9, P > 0.05; Table 5). The currents
produced by GlyR a3L^^^ at P+18 in the presence of cAMP were not significantly
different to those produced at P+1 (1.00 ± 0.14, n = 3, P > 0.05, Figure 7.5).
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7.3.2
7.3.2.1

Effect of cAMP on Igiy steady-state current
GlyR a3L and cAMP

Analysis of the steady-state currents produced by 100 pM glycine application
found that cAMP altered the degree of desensitisation (Figure 7.6). Wild-type glycine
a3L receptor currents decreased by 13.8 ± 2.4 % after 5 seconds of application (ts)
one minute after achieving the whole-cell configuration. This steady-state current did
not alter significantly over the next 18 minutes of recording (15.2 ±11.0 %, P > 0.05).
The presence of cAMP significantly decreased the steady-state current after 1 minute
(P < 0.05, 32.0 ± 6.9 %). The steady-state current of GlyR a3L in the presence of
cAMP decreased significantly between P+1 and P+18 (P < 0.05, 55.1 ± 7.5 %). This
suggested that cAMP might alter glycine receptor desensitisation.

7.3.2.2

GlyR o3Lf cAMP and PKAIP

The initial effect of cAMP on steady-state currents of GlyR a3L was inhibited
by PKAIP (21.2 ± 6.1 %; Figure 7.6). However, after 18 minutes the steady-state
current had decreased significantly, to a value similar to that in the presence of cAMP
alone (45.7 ±13.7 %). This suggested that the initial effects of cAMP (7.3.2.1) on the
steady-state current are due to the activation of PKA. Effects seen on steady-state
currents after 18 minutes might be due to a different mechanism with a longer latency.

7J.2.3

GlyR

and cAMP

The reduction in steady-state current for GlyR

in the presence of

cAMP was not significantly different to that for GlyR a3L at either time point (P >
0.05, P+1: 12.0 ± 5.5 % and P+18: 16.2 ±7.1 %; Figure 7.6). This suggested that both
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the initial and the longer term effects of cAMP on steady-state current are due to
residues 377-380 of the GlyR a3L.

7.3.3

Effect of cAMP on the current-voltage relationship of GlyR a3L
Investigation of the current-voltage relationship of GlyR a3L found that the

presence of cAMP did not significantly decrease the whole-cell conductance of the
receptor (24 ± 2 nS and 16 ± 9 nS for GlyR a3L alone and in the presence of cAMP
respectively, n = 3; Figure 7.7). The data was best fitted by linear regression (Note:
example shown in Figure 7.7 exhibits a slight inward rectification for GlyR a3L). The
estimated chloride equilibrium potentials for the GlyR a3L before cAMP application
and after 18 minutes of cAMP application fi*om graph were both -5.5 mV. This value
is the chloride equilibrium potential value as calculated by the Nemst equation.
Steady-state current-voltage curves were not significantly different to peak currents
and were not significantly different to each other. Therefore cAMP does not appear to
alter the I-V characteristics of the GlyR a3L.

7.3.4

7.3.4.1

Effect of cAMP on the rise and decay time of GlyR a3L currents

GlyR o3L and cAMP

After one minute of recording following formation of the whole-cell
configuration the 10 - 90 % rise times produced by 100 pM glycine in the presence of
500 pM cAMP were significantly quicker than those produced in its absence (0.7 ±
0.2 s and 2.0 ± 0.4 s respectively, Table 5). The rise times for the control data were
significantly quicker at P+18 than at P+1 (P < 0.05, 1.3 ± 0.4 s). Rise times in the
continued presence of cAMP also decreased over 18 minutes of recording though not
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significantly. The decay times for control currents and currents in the presence of
cAMP were not significantly different at either recording time point (P > 0.05, Table
7.1). This suggested that cAMP has an effect on the rise times of the glycine a3L
subunit receptor. This may be due to increased receptor opening times.

7.3.4.2

GlyR o3L, cAMP and PKAIP

Neither the rise times or decay times of GlyR a3L in the presence of cAMP
and PKAIP were significant different to those of the control data at either of the
recording time points (P > 0.05). This suggested that the decrease in rise times was
due to PKA activation.

7J.4.3

GlyR a3L '^ " and cAMP

The rise and decay times for the construct GlyR

in the presence of

cAMP were not significantly different to those of GlyR a3L at both recording time
points (Table 7.1). Removal of this putative PKA consensus sequence site prevented
the effects of cAMP on receptor current rise times.
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Figure 7.1. Sequence alignment of mutant rat glycine o3 long subunit with putative consensus phosphorylation site removed
Residues underlined in black represent transmembrane domains. Sequences truncated at residue 242 for clarity. Conserved residues are shown in
bold. Residues in red have been substituted by alanine residues. Dots represent segments of ten amino acids.
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Figure 7.2. PKA-mediated phosphorylation of the glycine a3L subunit receptor
A, Whole-cell recordings of glycine-activated currents after the rapid application of
100 pM glycine to HEK cells transfected with the GlyR a3L subunit cDNA. Two
independent cells have been used at two whole-cell recording time points (P). The
calibration bars represent 500 pA and 4s. B, Time stability of glycine-activated
currents normalised to the currents recorded after first achieving whole-cell
configuration. The 100 pM glycine-activated currents were recorded for a3L subunit
receptors in control patch pipette solution (O) and in the presence of 500 pM cAMP
(•). Recording time 0 represents P+1. Cells were voltage clamped at -70mV. Values
represent mean ± s.e.m. n = 3 - 7 cells.
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Figure 7.3. Inhibition of cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA) activity in the
glycine a3L subunit receptor
A, Whole-cell recordings of glycine-activated currents after the application of 100
pM glycine to HEK cells transfected with the GlyR a3L subunit cDNA. A single cell
has been used at three whole-cell recording time points (P). The calibration bars
represent 1 nA and 4s. B, Stability of glycine-activated currents normalised to the
currents recorded after first achieving whole-cell configuration. The 100 pM glycineactivated currents were recorded for a3L subunit receptors in patch pipette solution
containing 500 pM cAMP with 200 pg/ml PKAIP(^). Cells exposed to control pipette
solution alone (line) or with 500 pM cAMP (dashed line) have been included for
comparison. Time 0 represents P+1. Cells were voltage clamped at -70mV. Values
represent mean ± s.e.m. n = 3 - 6 cells.
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Figure 7.4. Removal of a consensus sequence for phosphorylation by PKA
prevented the cAMP induced depression of activity in the glycine a3L subunit
receptor
A, Whole-cell recordings of glycine-activated currents after the rapid application of
100 pM glycine to HEK cells transfected with the GlyR
subunit cDNA. A
single cell has been used at three whole-cell recording time points (P). The calibration
bars represent 400 pA and 4s. B, Stability of glycine-activated currents normalised to
the currents recorded after first achieving whole-cell configuration. The 100 pM
glycine-activated currents were recorded for a3^^^ subunit receptors in patch pipette
solution containing 500 pM cAMP (■). Cells exposed to control pipette solution alone
(line) or with 500 pM cAMP (other line) have been included for comparison. Time 0
represents P+1. Cells were voltage clamped at -70mV. Values represent mean ±
s.e.m. n = 3 - 9 cells.
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Figure 7.5. The effect of cAMP on the Igiy of GlyR a3 Long
Currents normalised to peak current produced by 100 pM glycine at P+1. Values
represent means ± s.e.m. n = 3 - 9 cells. * Significant Students t-test, P < 0.05.
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Figure 7.6. cAMP mediated reduction in GlyR a3L steady-state current
Steady-state current recorded 5 s after 100 juM glycine application and normalized to
peak current at the respective recording time point. White bars represent time point 1
min after achieving whole-cell configuration (P+1) and the black bars after 18 min
(P+18). Values represent mean ± s.e.m. n = 3 - 6. (A) Significant Students t-test, P <
0.05 relative to Control P+1. (*) Significant Students t-test, P < 0.05 between P+1 and
P+18 for same experiment.
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Figure 7.7. Effect of cAMP on the reversal potential of GlyR a3L
Typical I-V relationship properties of the glycine a3L subunit receptor. Closed
squares represent patch pipette containing 500 pM cAMP after 18 minutes of
achieving whole-cell configuration (P+18) and open squares represent control at P+1
Currents are peak current evoked by 100 pM glycine. Normalized to peak current at 70 mV. Estimated chloride equilibrium potential from graph for both = -5.5 mV.
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Control
(GlyR a3L)
500 pM cAMP
cAMP +
PKA inhibitor peptide
GlyR
+ 500 pM cAMP

Peak current
100 pM glycine
(nA)
P+1
1.87 + 0.58
(n = 7)
3.02 ± 0.68
(n = 6)
3.14 + 0.29
(n = 7)
1.63 ± 0.65
(n = 9)

Peak current
100 pM glycine
(nA)
P+18
1.36± 0.37
(n = 6)
2.32 ± 0.25
(n = 4)
2.96 ± 0.32
(n = 3)
1.13 + 0.51
(n = 3)

Steady-state
ts(nA)

Steady-state
ts (nA)

P+1
1.67 + 0.53
(n = 7)
2.06 ± 0.49
(n = 6)
2.33 + 0.32
(n = 6)
1.34 + 0.41
(n = 8)

P+18
1.04 ±0.26
(n = 6)
1.06 ±0.25
(n = 4)
1.69 ±0.53
(n = 3)
0.91 ±0.38
(n = 3)

Rise time
10-90 %
(s)
P+1
2.0 ± 0.4
(n = 6)
0.7 ± 0.2*
(n = 4)
1.0 ±0.3
(n = 3)
1.8 ±0.8
(n = 3)

Rise time
10-90 %
(s)
P+18
1.3 ±0.4*
(n = 6)
0.3 ±0.1
(n = 4)
0.4 ± 0.0
(n = 3)
1.2 ±0.6
(n = 3)

90-10%
decay
time (s)
P+1
1.1 ±0.2
(n = 6)
0.5 ±0.1
(n = 4)
0.7 ±0.1
(n = 3)
0.7 ±0.3
(n = 3)

90-10%
decay
time (s)
P+18
1.1 ±0.2
(n = 6)
1.1 ±0.1
(n = 4)
1.1 ±0.1
(n = 3)
0.8 ± 0.2
(n = 3)

Table 7.1 Effect of cAMP on the GlyR ct3L subunit
* Significant Student’s t-test, P< 0.05 compared to control rise time at P+1. Values are mean ± s.e.m. For constructs, n = 3 - 9. ts represents
current 5 seconds after glycine application. Data for rise and decay times at recording time points are from the same cells. Refer to Figure 7.1 for
mutant information.
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Percentage decrease from peak
to steady-state current
P+1
13.8 ±2.4

Percentage decrease from peak
to steady-state current
P+18
15.2+11.0

Difference between P+1 and
P+18(%)

500 pM cAMP

32.0 + 6.9*

55.1+7.5

23.1

cAMP + PKA inhibitor peptide

21.2 + 6.1

45.7+13.7

24.6

GlyR a3L‘^^‘^ + 500 nM cAMP

12.0 + 5.5

16.2 + 7.1

4.2

Control (GlyR a3L)

1.5

Table 7.2 Effect of cAMP on the degree of desensitisation of GlyR o3L subunit currents
* Significant Student’s t-test, P< 0.05 compared to control values at P+1. Values are mean ± s.e.m. For constructs, n = 3 - 9
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7.4

Discussion
The activation of PKA by cAMP reduced the peak current mediated by an

EC50 dose of glycine by approximately one third, with the largest decrease in current
occurring after 10 minutes and continuing for the length of time of the study (Figure
7.2). The inclusion of the PKA inhibitor peptide in addition to cAMP prevented this
inhibition indicating that the decrease was due to the actions of PKA (Figure 7.3).
Substitution of the PKA consensus site at position 377-380 (RESR) of the GlyR a3L
subunit abolished the inhibition produced by cAMP (Figure 7.4), confirming that the
effects of cAMP were due to the activation of PKA. The inhibition of glycinemediated peak currents by PKA has previously been seen in hypothalamic neurones
(Agopyan et al, 1993). Agopyan and colleagues found there was a ~30 % reduction
in peak current which was not due to an increase in the rate of desensitisation but to a
reduction in the open probability of the channel. The inhibition of taurine mediated
GlyR currents has also been found in substantia nigra neurones where a 50 %
attenuation is seen (Inomata et al, 1993). Another factor these studies have in
common is that cAMP did not affect the currents produced by low doses of agonist. It
has been suggested that this is due to the presence of various kinetically distinct
populations of GlyRs that differ in their desensitisation kinetics and cAMP
modulation (Agopyan et al, 1993). A GlyR subunit population with a lower apparent
affinity would be activated by higher doses of agonist and therefore any modulatory
effects of PKA upon this population would only be seen at higher doses. The apparent
affinity of the GlyR a3L subunit calculated here and other studies varies greatly (41 183 p,M; (Nikolic et al, 1998; Breitinger et al, 2002) as does the apparent affinity of
the GlyR a l subunit (18 - 105 pM; (Bormann et al, 1993; Lynch et al, 1997;
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Mohammadi et al, 2003). Therefore is not possible to state for certain that the
apparent affinity of the GlyR a3 subunit is lower than that of the GlyR a l subunit. It
is however possible that the apparent affinity of the GlyR a3 subunit for glycine is 2fold lower than that of the GlyR a l subunit.
The steady-state current of the GlyR a3L subunit produced by the EC50 dose
of glycine was also affected by PKA activation. The presence of cAMP decreased the
steady-state current initially by 32 %, increasing significantly up to 55 % after 18
minutes of exposure (Figure 7.6). The steady-state current for the GlyR a3L subunit
alone did was only 14 % lower than the peak current after 1 minute and did not
increase significantly (19 %) after 18 minutes. The initial action of PKA on the
steady-state current was blocked by PKAIP (21 %) but after 18 minutes the inhibition
of the steady-state current was up to 46 % suggesting that hydrolysis of the inhibitor
protein might have occurred. Though this would conflict with the results seen for the
peak current where continued inhibition of attenuation is seen even after 18 minutes
of co-application with cAMP (Figure 7.3).
The difference between the peak current and the steady-state current can give
a measure of desensitisation. The rate of desensitisation could not be measured
directly as the current decay was not exponential in nature when activated by

100

pM

glycine. PKA activation increased the initial current desensitisation produced by 100
pM glycine on the GlyR a3L subunit significantly, increasing by over 2-fold (14 % to
32 % in the absence and presence of cAMP respectively; Figure 7.6). After 18
minutes the control groups’ percentage desensitisation did not increase. However,
after 18 minutes in the presence of cAMP the peak current decreased further by an
additional 22 % showing that the effect of PKA activation on desensitisation
increased with time. The presence of the PKA inhibitor produced an initial decrease in
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current that was not significantly different to that of the control (Figure 7.3A and
Figure 7.6). As stated above the effect of the PKAIP on the steady-state current
decreased over time and after 18 minutes it had been reduced to 46 % of the peak
current which is not significantly different to the result obtained in the absence of the
inhibitor (55 %).
Studies have found that the rate of desensitisation of the GlyR a l subunit are
increased by phosphorylation by either PKA or PKC with the fast component of
desensitisation reduced by a third (Gentet & Clements, 2002). The fast desensitisation
component and the steady-state to peak ratio were also found to be increased 3-fold
by dephosphorylation (Gentet & Clements, 2002). Therefore, phosphorylation
increases the rate of desensitisation and decreases the ratio of the steady-state to peak
ratio, which is in agreement with the findings here. It is worth noting however that
dephosphorylation removed the modulatory effects of all protein kinases. Gentet &
Clements (2002) proposed that PKA and PKC had the same site of action serine 391
on the GlyR a l subunit. The GlyR a3L subunit contains an additional PKA site in the
serine residue at position 379, which may alter the effects of PKA activation. PKA
activation of glycine-mediated current of retinal cells, where the GlyR a3 subunit is
abundant (Haverkamp et al, 2003; Haverkamp et al, 2004), increased the rate of
desensitisation without affecting the peak current (hence decreasing the steady-state to
peak ratio; (Han & Slaughter, 1998).
These results implicate the GlyR a3 subunit in the effects of PKA on
glycinergic currents in various brain regions including the retina. The increase in the
rate of desensitisation mimics that seen for the GlyR a l subunit, though the marked
decrease in peak current appears to be unique to the GlyR a3 subunit, which may be
due to the presence of serine 379. It is possible that the expression of the GlyR a l and
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a2 subunits may compensate for this attenuation in glycinergic currents. Experiments
on the effect of PKA exclusively on these receptor subtypes are required to ascertain
this. The decrease in peak current may also be due to a decrease in the apparent
affinity of the GlyR a3 subunit with dose-response experiments required to discover
if this were indeed the case. In addition, studies of the effects of PKA on the GlyR
a3S subunit would ascertain if the effects of PKA modulation were splice variant
specific with the effects on the desensitisation rate of the receptor being of particular
interest.
Recently, a repeat of these experiments using PGE2 to activated PKA and
confirmed the inhibition of the peak currents of the GlyR a3L subunit (Harvey et al,
2004). Harvey and colleagues (2004) suggested that the ability of PKA to disinhibit
glycine transmission maybe useful in the control of pain states, based on the discovery
of distinct GlyR a3 subunit expression in the superficial layers of the dorsal horn of
the spinal cord (Harvey et al, 2004).
The activation of PKA significantly shortened the rise time of the EC50 dose of
glycine of the GlyR a3L subunit (Table 7.1). This effect was abolished by the
presence of PKAIP or the substitution of the PKA consensus site. PKA modulation of
the GlyR a3L subunit may increase the opening rate of the receptor causing the
receptor to enter a desensitised state more rapidly increasing the rate of desensitisation
and producing the decrease in peak currents. This is however purely hypothetical with
single-channel experiments required to confirm this.
The PKA modulation of the GlyR a3L subunit may have an important
physiological role in both the retinal function and in spinal nociception.
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Chapter 8 - Zinc modulation of the glycine a3 subunit receptor

8.1

Introduction
The endogenous divalent cation Zn

is released via vesicles into the synaptic

cleft following nerve terminal stimulation (Assaf & Chung, 1984; Frederickson, 1989;
Howell et al, 1984). Zinc is known to modulate many receptors including voltagegated and ligand-gated ion channels (Smart et al, 1994; Harrison & Gibbons, 1994).
The glycine receptor (GlyR) is the main inhibitory ligand-gated ion channel in
the brain stem and spinal cord (Betz, 1992; Legendre, 2001b). Early studies of the
effects of zinc upon glycine receptors found there was a biphasic modulation of the
receptor in cultured embryonic neurones and recombinant receptors (Bloomenthal et
al, 1994; Laube et al, 1995). This phenomenon is believed to be due the presence of
two distinct sites in the receptor complex (Harvey et al, 1999). One is proposed to be
a high affinity site responsible for the potentiation of the glycine-activated chloride
current and the other a low affinity site responsible for current inhibition (Laube et a l ,
1995). The presence of these two sites causes low concentrations of zinc (0.5 - 10
pM) to potentiate whilst higher concentrations (>100 pM) inhibit responses.
Histidine residues 107 and 109 have been found to be important residues for
the function of the inhibitory zinc binding site GlyR a l (Harvey et al, 1999). A
recent study has suggested that the site is found intersubunit - between the adjacent a
subunits of the receptor in the recombinant heteromeric receptor (Nevin et a l , 2003).
The residue motif H-X-H has been found in many defined zinc binding sites including
carbonic anhydrase II (Harvey et a l , 1999). However, of the GlyR a subunits, only
the GlyR a l subunit contains a histidine at position 107 in both the human and rat
species (Figure 8.1). Both GlyR a2 and a3 contain an asparagine at the equivalent
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position (Grenningloh et al, 1990b; Kuhse et al, 1990b). However, the GlyR a l
subunit has been reported to have the same potency of zinc inhibition as the a l
subunit receptor (Bloomenthal et al, 1994; Laube et al, 1995).
The effects of zinc on the GlyR a3 subunit have yet to be addressed and the
presence of zinc inhibition would point towards a pivotal role for the histidine residue
at position 109 and would also point towards additional residues being involved. This
chapter investigates if the effects of zinc upon glycine receptors are subunit specific
as has been found to be the case for both GABAa and nicotinic acetylcholine
receptors (Wooltorton et al, 1997; Smart et al, 1991; Draguhn et al, 1990; Hsiao et
a/., 2001).

8.2

Effect of Zn

on glycine currents

The glycine-activated (100 pM: approximately E C 5 0 ) chloride peak currents of
the splice variants of GlyR a3 were modulated by zinc in a biphasic manner (Figure
8.2i).

8.2.1

Potentiation of the Igiy at low doses of Zn^^
Doses of 10 pM and 100 pM Zn

were found to potentiate the peak current

of GlyR a l by 25 ± 4 and 21 ± 7 % respectively (n = 3; Figure 8.3A). These levels of
potentiation are very similar to those previously found for the human GlyR a3
(Harvey et al, 1999).
For GlyR a3L, zinc doses of 0.01 - 10 pM produced potentiation of peak
current. This potentiation reached a maximum of 31 ± 13 % at 0.1 pM Zn
to control value in the absence of Zn

relative

(n = 5; Figure 8.2 & 8.3B). The peak current

of GlyR a3S was also increased in the presence of 0.1 - 1 pM zinc though to a lesser
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extent than GlyR a3L, increasing by a maximum of 16 ± 9 % at 0.1

|liM

Zn

(n = 4;

Figure 8.2 & 8.3C). The degree of potentiation did not differ significantly between the
two variants of GlyR a3 (P > 0.05). The percentage potentiation in peak current
produced by 10 p,M and 100 p,M Zn

in GlyR a l was not significantly different to

that produced by 0.1 fiM and 1 pM in GlyR a3 Long or Short (Figure 8.3).
The steady-state current 5 seconds (ts) after application of 50 pM glycine to
the human GlyR a l has previously been shown to be greatly reduced in the presence
of 100 pM Zn

(Harvey et al, 1999). The steady-state current of the rat GlyR a l

decreased significantly from 70 + 3 % of control peak value for 50 pM glycine to 20
± 6 % in the presence of 100 pM co-applied Zn

(n = 3, P < 0.005; Figure 8.3A).

The steady-state currents of neither GlyR a3L or GlyR a3S were significantly altered
by the presence of potentiating doses of zinc compared to either GlyR a l or
themselves (P > 0.05). However, if peak current is potentiated yet steady-state current
after 5 seconds remains the same as the control value there must have been an
increase in the rate of receptor desensitisation or deactivation. The percentage of
desensitisation produced by 100 pM glycine in the presence of 0.1 pM Zn

for GlyR

a3L increased significantly from 35 ± 4 % to 59 ± 6 % (P < 0.05, n = 4 - 41; Figure
8.5A). There were no significant effects on the degree of desensitisation for
potentiating doses of Zn

8.2.2

on GlyR a3S (Figure 8.4B).

Inhibition of the Igly at high doses of Zn2+
For both splice variants of GlyR a3, doses of Zn

greater than 10 pM

produced an inhibition of the peak current evoked by 100 pM glycine (Figure 8.2).
For GlyR a3L there was a steady decline in peak current from 10 - 2000 pM Zn
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reducing the peak to 44 ± 16 % of the control value in the presence of 2 mM Zn

(n

= 5; Figure 8.2 & 8.5A). The short variant of GlyR a3 exhibited peak currents that
reached a plateau of inhibition at 10 - 200 pM Zn

with currents of 90 - 95 % of the

control value (n = 3 - 6). Increasing the doses of zinc to 400 pM reduced peak
currents to 83 ± 5 % relative to control (n = 4), At doses of 1 - 2 mM Zn

there was

a dramatic increase in inhibition of approximately 30 %. The presence of 2 mM Zn
produced a peak current that was only 50 ± 7 % of the control peak current (n = 4;
Figure 8.2). The levels of inhibition for both GlyR a3 subunits were not significantly
different (P > 0.05). The steady-state currents of GlyR a3L were significantly
decreased in the presence of 100 pM Zn

(P < 0.05) even though peak current was

unaltered (Figure 8.4A). Co-application of 2 mM Zn

significantly decreased the

steady-state current produced by 100 pM glycine to 28 ± 11 % relative to control Ipeak
compared to 65 ± 4 % in the absence of Zn
application of 1 mM Zn

(P < 0.05, n = 5 - 41; Figure 8.4A). Co

to GlyR a3S produced a highly significant decrease in both

peak and steady-state currents compared to values in the absence of Zn^^ (P < 0.005, n
= 7; Figure 8.4B). Peak currents decreased to 55 ± 6 % and the steady-state currents
decreased to 27 ± 5 % compared to the control peak current. The peak and steadystate currents produced by GlyR a3S activated by 100 pM glycine co-applied with 2
mM were also significantly lower than control values (Peak: 50 ± 7 and tg: 22 ± 6 %,
n = 4; Figure 8.4B). The percentage decrease in glycine currents between Ipeak and hs
was significantly reduced by co-application of Zn

> 400 pM in GlyR a3L (18 ± 4,

19 ± 4 and 16 ± 5 % for 400, 1000 and 2000 pM Zn

respectively, n = 4 - 5, P <

0.05; Figure 8.5A). The percentage current decrease for GlyR a3S was significantly
decreased when Zn

doses greater than ImM were co-applied with 100 pM glycine
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(25 ±

6

and 28 ± 3 % for 1 mM and 2 mM Zn

respectively, n = 4 - 7, P < 0.05;

Figure 8.5B).

8.3

The effect of Zn

on concentration-response curves

To ascertain the effect Zn

had on the apparent affinity of glycine for GlyR

a3L concentration-response curves were constructed in the presence of a potentiating
dose of Zn
absence of Zn

(0.1 pM) and in the presence of an inhibitory dose (500 pM). In the
the GlyR a3L receptor had an EC50 value of 154.1 ± 44.6 pM with a

calculated Hill coefficient value of 1.6 ± 0.6 (n = 9; Figure 8 .6 ). Both the EC50 value
and the Hill coefficient are slightly lower than previously recorded (See Chapter
3.3.1). Co-application of 0.1 pM Zn

produced a slight leftward shift in the

concentration-response curve of GlyR a3L (EC50 = 119.9 ± 12.5 and ny = 2.3 ± 0.6, n
= 9) with no effect on the peak current evoked. Neither value was significantly
different to control data values (P > 0.05) though this doses of zinc does appear to
have a slight allosteric effect. The co-application of 500 pM Zn

with doses of

glycine produced a slight rightward shift in the concentration-response curve of GlyR
a3L (EC50 = 132.6 ± 2.8 and nn = 1.7 ± 0.1, n = 6). These values are not significantly
different to those for GlyR a3L in the absence of Zn^^. However, the maximum
current evoked was significantly decreased (P < 0.05) suggesting that this higher dose
of zinc is possibly acting as a non-competitive inhibitor. These results suggest that
both inhibitory and potentiating doses of zinc alter glycine binding and channel
gating.
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8.4

Modulation of GlyR a3 kinetics by Zn
Analysis of 100 |iM glycine 1 0 - 9 0 % rise times found that there was a

correlation with peak current (Figure 8.7). There were no significant differences
between the 10 - 90 % rise times for GlyR a3L and GlyR a3S (P > 0.05). Rise times
were found to shorten at low Zn
high doses of Zn

doses (0.1 - 10 pM, n = 10 -13) and increase at

(1 - 2 mM, n = 6 - 11). For example, in the presence of 1 pM Zn

rise times decreased to 77 ± 5 % of control values (Paired data: Rise time in the
absence of Zn^^ = 1.7 ± 0.6s and in the presence of 1 pM Zn
Increasing the dose of Zn

= 1.3 ± 0.4s, n = 10).

to 2 mM increased the duration of the rise time to 148 ±

11 % relative to control (n = 6). This suggests that Zn

may modulate glycine

receptors by affecting the opening rate of the receptor. However rapid application
studies need to be done to fully quantify this phenomenon.
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Human GlyR al
Human GlyR a2
Human GlyR a3
Rat GlyR al
Rat GlyR a2
Rat GlyR a3
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QWNDSRLAYSEYPDDSLDLDPSMLDSIWKPDLFFANEKGANFHDVTTDNK
KWNDPRLAYSEYPDDSLDLDPSMLDSIWKPDLFFANEKGANFHEVTTDNK
QWNDPRLAYNEYPDDSLDLDPSMLDSIWKPDLFFANEKGAHFHEITTDNK
QWNDSRLAYSEYPDDSLDLDPSMLDSIWKPDLFFANEKGANFHDVTTDNK
KWNDPRLAYSEYPDDSLDLDPSMLDSIWKPDLFFANEKGANFHEVTTDNK

116
12 3
116
116
12 3
116

Human GlyR al
Human GlyR a2
Human GlyR a3
Rat GlyR al
Rat GlyR a2
Rat GlyR a3

IFEWQEQGAVQVADGLTLPQFILKEEKDLRYCTKHYNTGKFTCIEARFHL
IFEWLSDGPVQVAEGLTLPQFILKEEKELGYCTKHYNTGKFTCIEVKFHL
IFEWQDEAPVQVAEGLTLPQFLLKEEKDLRYCTKHYNTGKFTCIEVRFHL
IFEWQEQGAVQVADGLTLPQFILKEEKDLRYCTKHYNTGKFTCIEARFHL
IFEWLSDGPVQVAEGLTLPQFILKEEKELGYCTKHYNTGKFTCIEVKFHL
IFEWQDEAPVQVAEGLTLPQFLLKEEKDLRYCTKHYNTGKFTCIEVRFHL

166
17 3
166
16 6
17 3
16 6

Figure 8.1. Sequence alignment of GlyR subunits showing histidine residues located in the N-terminal region.

All numbering refers to mature polypeptide sequences. Histidines are shown in red. Conserved residues are shown in bold. Strongly conserved
residues groups are shown in green.
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Figure 8.2. Biphasic effects of Zn
a3 splice variants

on peak current are common to both GlyR

Whole-cell peak currents evoked by 100 pM glycine for GlyR a3L (■) and GlyR a3S
(•). Currents normalised to peak current produced by 100 pM glycine in the absence
of zinc. Data represent mean ± s.e.m. n = 3 - 8.
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Figure 8.3. Low doses of zinc potentiate glycine receptor peak currents
All traces are typical whole-cell currents recorded from HEK cells transfected with respective GlyR cDNA.
A, GlyR a l. Scale bar represents 500 pA and 3s. Bar chart represents normalised glycine-activated whole-cell currents (■ ) and current 4
seconds after glycine application ( □ ).* * ? < 0.005 represents significant difference using Students t-test compared to peak current, n = 3 cells.
B, GlyR a3 Long, Scale bar represents 500 pA and 4s. n = 3 - 5 cells. C, GlyR a3 Short. Scale bars represents 200 pA and 4s. n = 4 - 5 cells.
All data are mean ± s.e.m. Cells held at -70 mV.
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Figure 8.4. Zinc at concentrations > 100 pM inhibits glycine-activated chloride currents of GlyR o3 splice variants
A, Typical whole-cell currents recorded from a HEK cell transfected with GlyR a3L cDNA. Scale bar represents 500 pA and 4s. Bar chart
represents normalised glycine-activated whole-cell currents (■ ) and current 4 seconds after glycine application (□). Data are mean ± s.e.m. Peak
current: n = 5 cells.
B, Typical whole-cell currents recorded from a HEK cell transfected with GlyR a3S cDNA. Scale bar represents 200 pA and 4s. n = 4 - 7 cells.
Cells held at -70 mV. Significant difference using Students t-test * P < 0.05 and ** P < 0.005 compared to values in the absence of zinc.
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Figure 8.5. Zinc affects the degree of desensitisation of GlyR a3 splice variants
A, The effect of Zn
on the decrease in peak chloride current evoked by 1GO pM
glycine on the GlyR a3L and current after 5 s. Control (C) is 100 pM glycine in the
absence of Zn
n = 3 - 41. B, The effect of Zn
on the decrease in peak chloride
current evoked by 100 pM glycine on the GlyR a3S and current after 5 s. Data
represent mean ± s.e.m.. n = 3 - 35. * Represents significant difference using Students
t-test, P < 0.05.
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Figure 8.6. Glycine concentration-response curves of GlyR a3L in the presence
of zinc
Concentration-response curves obtained from whole-cell peak currents in HEK cells
in the absence (■) and presence of 0.1 pM (•) and 500 pM (^). Currents normalised to
response evoked by 100 pM glycine in the absence of Zn^^. In the absence of Zn^^:
EC 50 value of 154.1 ± 44.6 pM and a Hill coefficient of 1.6 ± 0.6. In the presence of
0.1 pM Zn^^: E C 5 0 value of 119.9 ± 12.5 pM and a Hill coefficient of 2.3 ± 0.6. In the
presence of 500 pM Zn^^: E C 5 0 value of 132.6 ± 2.8 pM and a Hill coefficient of 1.7
±0.1. Data are means ± s.e.m. n = 3 - 9 cells.
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Figure 8.7. Biphasic effect of Zn on peak current mirrored by changes in rise
times
Whole-cell peak currents produced by 100 pM glycine for both GlyR a3L and GlyR
a3S (□) and 1 0 -9 0 % rise times (•). Peak currents and rise times normalised to the
values for 100 pM glycine in the absence of Zn Data are means ± s.e.m. n = 4 - 13.
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8.6

Discussion
Experiments on the GlyR a3 subunit splice variants found that the effects of

zinc were common to both variants and were similar in some respects to those
previously found for the GlyR a l subunit. Both of the GlyR a3 subunit splice
variants contained a high affinity zinc site that produced potentiation of the peak
current and a low affinity site that produced inhibition of the peak current (Figure
8.2). The range of zinc doses producing potentiation in the peak current of the GlyR
a3 subunit was smaller than that found to potentiate the GlyR a l subunit. There was
no potentiation of the currents of the GlyR a3 subunit at Zn^^ doses greater than 10
pM compared to 300 pM for the GlyR a l subunit (Harvey et a l, 1999). Higher doses
of zinc (1 mM) reduced both the peak current and the steady-state current of the GlyR
a3 subunit significantly and also increased the extent of desensitisation significantly
(Figure 8.4 & 8.5). The inhibition of the peak current of the GlyR a3 subunits
produced by 1 mM zinc was similar in magnitude to that found for the GlyR a l
subunit (~ 60 %, (Laube et al, 2000). The results for the GlyR a3 subunit however
differed from those of the GlyR a l subunit, as at higher doses of Zn^^ the decrease in
the steady-state glycine current was not as dramatic as that seen for the GlyR a l
subunit. In the presence of 100 pM Zn^^ the GlyR a3L subunit steady-state current
decreased from 65 % to 43 % of the peak current compared to a decrease from 70 %
to 20 % seen for the GlyR a l subunit (Figure 8.3A, the GlyR a3S showed no
significant alteration in steady-state current). Even in the presence of 2 mM of zinc
the steady-state current of the GlyR a3 subunits did not decrease to such an extent.
The degree of desensitisation increased significantly at higher doses of Zn^^ (<1 mM)
making the chloride currents more transient (Figure 8.5).
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Low doses of zinc (10 jiM) have previously been found to produce a decrease
in the EC50 of the GlyR a l subunit for taurine and high doses (100 pM) an increase
(Laube et al, 2000). The EC50 value and Hill coefficient of the GlyR a3L subunit for
glycine were found to not be significantly altered by the presence of either a high or
low dose of zinc (Figure 8.6). This differs from previous studies that discovered that
low doses of zinc produced an increase in the GlyR apparent affinity for glycine and
high doses a decrease (Laube et al, 1995; Suwa et al, 2001).
The absence of H I07 in the GlyR a3 subunit appears to increase the
sensitivity of the high affinity Zn^^ binding site with only very low doses producing a
potentiation in current. Harvey and colleagues (1999) found that substitution of
H I07A in the GlyR a l subunit caused an increase in the potentiation of the peak
current produced by 100 pM Zn^^ (~12 %) compared to the wild-type GlyR a l
subunit. Interestingly, the dramatic decreased steady-state current produced by 100
pM zinc is also removed by mutation of HI 07A with only a ~25 % decrease observed
(Harvey et al, 2000). It is possible that the mutation of this residue increases the
affinity of the potentiating site hence the observed potentiation in peak current. In
addition H I07 may be responsible for the observed effect on the steady-state current.
The H I07A mutant GlyR a l subunit is modulated in a very similar manner to the
GlyR a3 subunit. These findings suggest that H I07 is involved in the inhibitory site
of zinc action and also increases the affinity of the potentiating site. The potentiation
of the peak current of the GlyR a l subunit produced by 100 pM Zn^^ in the absence
of residue H I07 suggests that other residues are involved in the high affinity Zn^^
binding site as this phenomenon was not seen at this dose for the GlyR a3 subunit.
The increase in the affinity of the potentiating site of zinc has implications for the
GlyR a2 subunit also as this subunit also lacks the residue H I07. Recently, a study of
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GlyR a2A and a2B found that zinc potentiated the peak current between doses of 1 100 pM (Miller et al, 2004). These results again suggest that other residues are
involved in the site of potentiation as the range of doses is smaller than that of the
GlyR a3 subunit but the affinity of the site is lower. In addition, the affinity of the site
of inhibition is lower than that of the GlyR a3 subunit and is similar to that of the
GlyR a l subunit.
The GlyR a3 subunit appears to be the most sensitive GlyR a subunit to zinc
modulation. This may have important implications for the glycinergic currents where
the GlyR a3 subunit has been found to be abundant and where zinc processes are
known to occur which include the retina and spinal cord.
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Chapter 9

Discussion

The aims of this study were to identify the molecular determinants that bestow
the different pharmacological and electrophysiological properties exhibited by the
GlyR a3L subunit compared to those of the GlyR a3S subunit when reconstituted as
homomeric receptors in HEK cells. In addition, the effects of cAMP-dependent
phosphorylation and zinc on the GlyR a3 were investigated.

9.1

Molecular determinants of differing pharmacological and

electrophysiological properties of the GlyR a3L

Glycine potency

The sensitivity of the splice variants to glycine varied by only 2-fold (Table
9.1) even this relatively small shift has been suggested to be sufficient to produce
functional differences (Miller et a l, 2004). The residues F366, Y367, F369, S370 and
T372 appear to be involved in the reduced potency of the GlyR a3L for glycine.
However, substitutions Y367F and S370A in combination with T358A have been
found to actually produce a GlyR a3L receptor with an even lower potency to glycine
(Breitinger et al, 2002). Together these findings suggest that residues F366, F369 and
T372 are most influential in altering the sensitivity of the GlyR a3L to glycine.

Desensitisation

Residues 365-372 were found to be important for slowing the desensitisation
rate of the GlyR a3L. This may be due to the separation of surrounding residues as
insert length independent of residue identity influenced the desensitisation kinetics of
the GlyR a3L (Table 9.2). The presence of the charged residues K365, R368 and
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D371 within the insert in combination or residues D373, D374 and E375 flanking the
insert in combination were important for slowing the desensitisation kinetics of the
GlyR a3L. It is possible that these sequences of charged residues interact with each
other altering the large intracellular loops’ protein architecture altered receptor
kinetics.

Voltage-dependence o f desensitisation

Substitution

of

the

residues

373-375

conveyed

voltage-sensitive

desensitisation upon the GlyR a3L. Conversely, the substitution of residues of the
equivalent residues in the GlyR a3S removed the voltage-sensitivity of this receptors’
desensitisation rate. The differing structure of the TM3-TM4 loops of the GlyR a3L
and GlyR a3S appears to alter the influence of these negatively charged residues on
producing voltage-sensitive desensitisation kinetics.

9.2

The effect of alternative splicing of the GlyR a3 on synaptic

currents
Alternative splicing of the primary gene transcripts encoding for the GlyR
alpha subunits increases the diversity of the receptor and can alter the
pharmacological and kinetic properties of the receptor. Alternative splicing of the
GlyR a2 within the N-terminal domain has been found to affect agonist efficacy
(Miller et a l, 2004). The insertion of an additional 8 amino acids into the TM3-TM4
loop of the GlyR a l subunit was found not to alter receptor function (Malosio et a l,
1991a). A previous study of the GlyR a3 splice variants found that they varied in
their desensitisation kinetics (Nikolic et al, 1998).
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This study discovered that the two splice variants of the GlyR a3 varied in
their sensitivity to glycine, their rates and extents of desensitisation and in the
sensitivity of their currents to voltage changes. The slower rate and extent of
desensitisation of the GlyR a3L subunit would result in different IPSCs properties to
the GlyR a3S, which may have a different neuronal function. For GlyR a3L, the peak
C r current evoked by a sub-maximal dose of glycine would be less, the time course of
that peak would be longer than the peak Cl" current produced by the GlyR a3S.
Therefore the GlyR a3L subunit would produce IPSCs of smaller amplitude but
which maintained this amplitude for longer in response to glycine. Conversely, the
GlyR a3S would produce currents of larger amplitude but with briefer peaks to the
same dose of glycine. This may be of functional importance for the regulation of
inhibitory tone in regions where the GlyR a3 subunit is found in abundance such as
auditory centres and the retina (Sato et a l, 1995; Sato et a l, 2000; Haverkamp et a l,
2003; Haverkamp et a l, 2004). Glycine pulse applied studies of the GlyR a3 subunit
splice variants would be required to discover if the time course of recovery from
desensitisation (resensitisation) differed significantly between these subunits. The
more rapid desensitisation of the GlyR a3S subunit could potentially depress the
amplitude of currents produced by subsequent pulses of glycine, which would hinder
its ability to maintain consistent inhibitory tone in the presence of high frequency
activation especially at more hyperpolarizing membrane potentials. The insensitivity
of the GlyR a3L desensitisation kinetics may make this receptor useful in areas where
a consistent current size is required. Expression of the GlyR a3 subunit in
combination with the GlyR P subunit could possibly increase the rate of
desensitisation, as found for the GlyR a l/p compared to the homomeric GlyR a l
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(Mohammadi et al, 2003). The electrophysiological properties of the heteromeric
GlyR a3/p requires further investigation, as this is the most likely subunit
combination in adult receptors. The properties of the native GlyRs of the cochlear
nucleus, where the GlyR a3 is known to be expressed (Sato et a l, 1995), are similar
to those found here for the homomeric GlyR a3 (Table 9.3). However, the presence of
the GlyR a l and p subunits could affect these findings and the precise stoichiometry
of the GlyRs present are not known (Sato et al, 1995).

9.3

Expression and function of the GlyR a3
The GlyR a3 subunit splice variants have been discovered to have high levels

of expression throughout most CNS regions by use of an isoform-specific probe that
recognises the divergent sequence in the TM3-TM4 loop (Nikolic et a l, 1998). The
GlyR a3 has also been discovered within auditory centres of the brain (Sato et al,
1995; Sato et al, 2000), to be the most abundant GlyR subunit in retina (Haverkamp
et a l, 2003; Haverkamp et a l, 2004) and to be distinctly expressed in the dorsal horn
of the spinal cord (Harvey et al, 2004), though these studies did not distinguish
between the splice variant present. It is possible that the splice variants of the GlyR
a3 have differing temporal and spatial distributions in other areas of the CNS as yet
unstudied. The GlyR a2 splice variant have been found to have similar spatial
distributions during development, with the a2A expressed at higher densities
(Legendre, 2001a). However, in the mature brain the a2A variant is undetectable
whereas the a2B variant is still present (Kuhse et al, 1991). Alternative splicing has
been suggested to regulate the determinants for RNA-protein interaction (Nikolic et
a l, 1998). The interaction of different RNA binding proteins adds an additional level
of control to the expression of the splice variants of receptors. The presence of
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differing transcription complexes within neurons therefore could control the
expression and distribution of receptor variants.
Auditory centres

Auditory nerve stimulation evokes GlyR currents of the cochlear nucleus of
the adult guinea pig that desensitise rapidly (Harty & Manis, 1998) and in a voltage
dependent manner with desensitisation rates increasing with hyperpolarisation (Harty
& Manis, 1996). These properties along with the presence of the GlyR a3 in the
cochlear nucleus (Sato et a l, 2000) may suggest the involvement of the GlyR a3S
subunit. The presence of zinc ions has been reported in the dorsal cochlear nucleus
(Rubio & Juiz, 1998) which may modulate the magnitude of any inhibitory response
of the GlyR a3 subunit, though this is unstudied to date.

Retina

The GlyR a3 subunit has been suggested to be the most abundant GlyR in the
inner plexiform layer of the retina predominantly involved with the cone pathways
(Haverkamp et a l , 2004). The presence of the GlyR a3 subunit in combination with
GlyR a l and GlyR a2 subunits (Haverkamp et al, 2003; Haverkamp et a l, 2004)
determines the shape of glycine-activated currents in the retina. Differences in the
spatial expression of the splice variants of the GlyR a3 could be important for the
function of the retina. Their different pharmacological and kinetic properties could
potentially produce different firing rates in ganglion cells.
PKA has been previously found to reduce the steady-state of the glycine current of
retinal ganglion cells while the peak current remained unaltered (Han & Slaughter,
1998). These results may be due in part to the presence of GlyR a3 subunit in
combination with GlyR a l and GlyR a l subunits (Haverkamp et a l, 2003;
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Haverkamp et al, 2004) which are modulated differently. The strychnine-sensitive
GlyRs located in the retina have previously been found to be biphasically modulated
by zinc (Han & Wu, 1999; Li & Yang, 1999). The localization of the GlyR a3 subunit
in the inner plexiform layer coincides with zinc-containing processes (Wu et al,
1993; Ugarte & Osborne, 1998) and suggests that zinc modulation may a role in the
function of GlyRs of the retina. Under physiological conditions the Zn^^ concentration
has been suggested to be low (< 5pM, (Han & Wu, 1999) which would produce an
enhancement of glycinergic currents through the GlyR a3, though these currents
would be more transient.
Spinal cord

The presence of the GlyR a3 subunit in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord has
identified the GlyR a3 subunit as a possible target for pain therapy (Harvey et al,
2004). The glycine-mediated current of the GlyR a subunits expressed in spinal
neurons have also been found to be voltage-sensitive (Bormann et a l, 1987), which
may suggest the possible involvement of the GlyR a3S subunit.
However, PKA activation has been found to potentiate glycine-activated
currents in spinal neurones (Vaello et al, 1994; Tapia et a l, 1997) which contradicts
the finding for the GlyR a3. These results suggest that PKA is modulating another
population of GlyR a subunits, most likely the GlyR a l subunit, to a greater extent,
which masks its inhibitory effect on the GlyR a3 subunit. These differences in the
effect of PKA would allow differential modulation of glycinergic currents in different
areas of the spinal cord. The glycine receptors of the spinal cord neurones have also
been found to be biphasically modulated by zinc ions (Bloomenthal et al, 1994;
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Laube et al, 1995) though several GlyR a subunits are involved including the GlyR
a3 subunit.

9.4

Conclusion
Charged amino acid residues in the large intracellular loop of the GlyR a3L

are important determinants of its differing glycine potency and glycine-activated
current desensitisation compared to those of the GlyR a3S. The GlyR a3 also appears
to be uniquely modulated by PKA and to be sensitive to very lo’w zinc concentrations.
The differing pharmacological and kinetic properties of the GlyR a3 splice
variants may have specific functional roles in the glycinergic transmission of several
regions of the central nervous system especially auditory, retinal and spinal cord
neurons.
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Significantly
different

3

a3S

-

82.6 ±5.1

Significantly
different
* (2-fold)

3

a3L

TEA FA LEK FY R FSD T

183.3 ±5.6

-

2.6 ±0.1

4

TEAFALEAAAAAAAA

52.7 ±4.2

* (3-fold)

2.9 ±0.6

4

a3L
(Nt-Ala)
^3^^ 358-364A

AAAAAAAKFYRFSDT

123.2 ±4.0

*

2.7 ±0.2

4

^3^A365-372

T E A F A L E ----------------

106.9 ± 11.6

* (2-fold)

1.7 ±0.2

4

a3L A358-3W

KFYRFSDT

132.9 ± 11.9

+

2.0 ±0.3

*
*

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

128.2 ± 10.4

*

1.4 ±0.2

*

Chapter

Subunit

4

Insert sequence

EC 50 (pM)

Hh
2.4 ±0.3

5

a3L Nt-Ala

TEAFALEKAAAAAAA

158.8 ± 12.8

5

a3L Nt-Ala *3*^

TEAFALEAAARAAAA

125.2 ±7.3

+

1.6 ± 0.1

5

TEAFALEAAAAAADA

105.0 ±7.6

* (2-fold)

2.4 ± 0.4

5

a3L Nt-Ala
a3LT^WUaK3^K%8

TEAFALEKAARAAAA

42.6 ± 2.2

* (4-fold)

2.1 ±0.2

*

5

a3L Nt-Ala !^365,R368.D37 I

TEAFALEKAARAADA

106.0 ±5.4

* (2-fold)

1.9 ±0.2

*

5

a3LK3*sA

TEA FA LEA FY R FSD T

182.4 ± 13.5

6
6

a3Long™(3S'-3ss)A
a3LongCW73A'DyMA,E3^A

6

a3 Short

d 360a, e361 a

1.6±0.1
*

2.0 ±0.2

AAAAANKTEAFALEKFYRFSDTDDE

203.0 ±9.7

*

2.6 ± 0.2

RRKRKNKTEAFALEKFYRFSDTAAA

118.4 ±4.7

* (2-fold)

1.9±0.1

*

3.7 ±0.4

A

85.0 ±2.5

RRKRKNKAAA

Table 9.1. The effect of GlyR cc3L subunit insert mutation on the apparent affinity for glycine and the Hill coefficient
* Significant Students t-test, P < 0.05; fold change; different to GlyR a3L subunit. A Significant Students t-test, P < 0.05, different to GlyR a3S
subunit. Values are means ± s.e.m. n = 3 - 9. Cells held at -70 mV.
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Subunit

Insert sequence
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a3S

-
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3

a3L

TEA FA LEK FY R FSD T

4.7 ±0.7

4

a3L

TEAFALEAAAAAAAA

3.7 ±0.3

4

^ 3 L

AAAAAAAKFYRFSDT

4.9 ± 0.4

*
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^ 3 L A 3 6 5 .3 7 2

T E A F A L E ----------------

1.4 ±0.2

A

4

^ 3 L A 3 5 8 - 3 6 4

-------------- KFYRFSDT

5.0 ±0.5

*

4

^ 3 L

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

4.8 ±0.7

*

5

a3L Nt-Ala

TEAFALEKAAAAAAA

3.6 ±0.3

5

a3L Nt-Ala

TEAFALEAAARAAAA

2.6 ± 0.3

5

a3L Nt-Ala

TEAFALEAAAAAADA

2.2 ± 0.2

5

a3L Nt-Ala

TEAFALEKAARAAAA

2.3 ± 0.2

5

a3L Nt-Ala

TEAFALEKAARAADA

5.3 ±0.5

*

5
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4.5 ±0.7

*

6

AAAAANKTEAFALEKFYRFSDTDDE

4.7 ±0.7
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1.9 ±0.4

(Nt-Ala)
358-364A

358-372A

6

a 3 L o n g " 3 " A

6

a3Short

" " 4 A

. E 3 7 5 A

-

*

Table 9.2. The effect of GlyR a3L subunit insert mutation on the desensitisation rate
* Significant Students t-test, P < 0.05; fold; slower than the desensitisation rate of the GlyR a3S subunit, A Significant Students t-test, P < 0.05
faster than the desensitisation rate of the GlyR a3S. Values are means ± s.e.m. n = 4 - 12.Cells held at -70 mV
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ECso (tiM)
nn
Desensitisation, xj
Voltage-dependence of desensitisation

GlyR a3S

GlyR o3L

Ventral cochlear nucleus

82.6 ±5.1
2.4 ± 0.3
2.76 ± 0.46 s
0.59 ± 0.09 s
Yes

183.3 ±5.6
2.6 ±0.1
4.74 ± 0.70 s
1.18 ± 0.42 s
No

113
1.2
1.72± 1.11 s
0.13 ±0.11 s
Yes

Table 9.3. Homomeric GlyRa3 splice variants electrophysiological properties compared to native GlyRs.
Results for ventral cochlear nucleus from adult guinea pig (Harty & Manis, 1998)
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